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Executive Summary
In response to New York State Executive Order 203, the East Hampton Town Police Reform and
Reinvention Committee (“the Committee”) is pleased to present to the East Hampton Town
Board and New York State Governor’s Office its reform and reinvention plan for the East
Hampton Town Police Department (EHTPD). The Committee believes that this plan both builds
on the existing strengths of the department and makes recommendations for improvement in
areas where that is called for.
Committee Composition and Reform and Reinvention Process
The plan centers on recommendations generated by Committee members over the course of three
months, December 7, 2020-March 8, 2021, during which the Committee met seven times.
Subcommittees dedicated to designing the community survey and drafting the plan held
numerous additional meetings to prepare the survey and the plan in order to present these
documents to the Committee for input and approval.
Committee members participated actively in the process, engaging in a healthy and productive
exchange of information and ideas with each other and with Police Chief Michael Sarlo.
Through this open, two-way process, the Committee learned much about how the police
department currently operates, its members familiarizing themselves with such things as police
rules and procedures, processes for filing complaints, the variety of trainings police periodically
undergo (capacity and funding permitting), the demographic composition of the police force, and
the efforts already underway to strengthen police-community relations and create more
transparency and accountability. Chief Sarlo provided all documents requested by the Committee
promptly and was an active, constructive participant in the reform process, including by being
receptive to Committee members’ points of view and recommendations.
The Committee comprises 19 members either living or working in East Hampton Town,
including Town Board members, the police chief, the president of the Police Benevolent
Association (PBA), and community members from the business, nonprofit (advocacy and nonadvocacy organizations), education, faith, and mental health sectors. The Committee included
African American, Latinx, and Caucasian community members, as well as representation from
the LGBTQ+ community and of people with disabilities. Upon the Committee’s invitation,
Brendan Ahern of the Suffolk County District Attorney’s Office began attending meetings
February 8, 2021. All committee members attended most or all meetings, except for two who
were not able to attend meetings due to their work schedules.
Committee members:
Walter James Blumberg – Representative for People with Disabilities
Anthony Bosco – EHT Police Officer and President of PBA
Mary Bromley – Licensed Clinical Social Worker in Private Practice
Loretta Davis – Executive Director, The Retreat
Fred Doss – Chair, Representative for the LGBTQ+ Community and Business Owner
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Sandra Dunn – Associate Director, OLA of Eastern Long Island
Thomas Flight – EMT and Business Owner
Josh Franklin – Rabbi, Jewish Center of the Hamptons
Joi Jackson Perle – Community Member
Leandra Lambert – Reverend, St. Luke’s Episcopal Church
Aubrey Peterson – Bilingual Social Worker, East Hampton High School
Gordon Ryan – Defense Attorney in Private Practice
Lawrence Smith – Representative from the East Hampton Town Anti-Bias Task Force
Michael Tamay – Community Member
Ivonne Tovar – Support Staff, East Hampton High School and Community Member
Ex-Officio:
Brendan Ahern – Deputy Trial Chief, Suffolk County District Attorney
Kathee Burke-Gonzalez – Councilwoman, East Hampton Town
Michael Sarlo – Chief of Police, East Hampton Town Police Department
Peter Van Scoyoc – Supervisor and Liaison to Committee
Police Reform and Reinvention Community Survey (Appendix B)
The Committee distributed a 32-question anonymous online survey in Spanish and English to the
community, receiving 937 complete responses (out of 1,182 total responses). The survey covered
the following areas: Police Roles and Services, Personal Experience and Perception of the Police
(including language access and racial profiling questions), Use of Force, Transparency and
Accountability, and Demographics. While the survey indicated some areas that the police
department needs to address and improve, the responses were generally positive, with 71% of
respondents in English and 60% of respondents in Spanish reporting that they believe that
EHTPD has an excellent or good relationship with the community. Many community members
commended the police for the services they provide and the important function they have in the
Town.
The survey was shared with the public through various channels including on the East Hampton
Town website, EHTPD social media, and by Committee members through their email and social
media networks from January 26, 2021 through February 15, 2021.
The survey results serve to inform the Committee, the EHTPD, the Town Board, and the
Governor’s Office about the public’s views on the police department, what they think is working,
and what areas they believe need improvement.
The majority of respondents answered the survey in English (1,144), while 26 responded in
Spanish (out of 35 who accessed the survey in Spanish). More women than men completed the
survey: 486 (54.12%) English; 15 (68.18%) Spanish. Most of the English survey takers were
ages 30-70+ and white. Spanish survey respondents were primarily in the 30-59 age range.
People who identified as African American, Latino, Asian, Mixed Race, Native American or
Other accounted for 12.58% of the English survey respondents, and 12.47% chose not to answer.
For those who answered in Spanish, 90% identified as Latino, and 9% chose not to answer.
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Throughout the survey, whether in English or Spanish, some responses are consistent: Most
respondents answered that the most important EHTPD services are investigating crimes against
people, property, and narcotics. Other important issues for those surveyed included having a
well-trained Emergency Services Unit, enforcing vehicle and traffic law, and speaking to Town
residents to get feedback on current needs. People who took the survey in Spanish thought it was
important to have access to a Spanish-speaking officer upon request and to have EHTPD speak
at events to encourage youth to consider a career in law enforcement.
A majority of respondents in both English (715 people, or 71.13%) and Spanish (15 people, or
60%) described the relationship between EHTPD and residents as excellent or good, and they
answered similarly with regard to their own personal relationship or experience with the
department: English (753 people) 77% and Spanish (12 people) 48%. A majority of respondents
in English (588 people, or 60%) answered that they thought the ethnic/racial/gender/sexual
orientation composition of the EHTPD reflects that of the Town, while only 5 people (20%) of
Spanish survey takers answered yes, 8 (33%) answered no, and 11 (45%) answered that they did
not know.
The need for more Spanish-speaking police officers (currently there are four Latinos and one
bilingual non-Latino out of a total of 65 officers) was cited by both English and Spanish survey
takers, and those who answered in Spanish answered that there is also a need for EHTPD to
make them aware of the availability of interpretation/translation services.
Most survey takers thought it was important to have a mental health provider/social worker
respond to 911 calls with incidents that involve mental health, drug overdose, domestic violence,
sexual assault, and alcohol poisoning. Nearly all of those who responded thought it was
important to see more public information about EHTPD’s training programs relating to
combating bias, community policing, mental health, violence prevention, decision-making,
autism, and disabilities.
When asked the most important ways EHTPD can improve transparency and accountability,
survey respondents cited body cameras, in-car dash cameras, a clear complaint process to report
an officer’s misconduct on the Town’s website, combined civilian and officer review board to
investigate police misconduct and determine discipline if justified, and an outside agency to
investigate police misconduct cases and determine discipline if justified.
The views differ on certain questions between those who took the survey in English and those
who took it in Spanish: Respondents in English in general do not believe EHTPD targets/treats
people differently based on their race or ethnicity (racial profiling), with only 21.68% answering
“yes,” while those who completed the survey in Spanish generally believe that it does (47.83%).
Most English survey takers (84.19%) do not feel anxiety when they see an EHTPD officer
walking nearby or feel they might be unfairly targeted due to race, ethnicity, gender identity, or
age, but half of Spanish survey takers do feel they might be unfairly targeted.
A large percentage (49.89%) of those surveyed believe that EHTPD is working towards
improving relations with people of color and immigrants, while 43.46% do not know and less
than 10% disagree. Eighteen out of 24 respondents in Spanish also agreed. Most respondents also
believe that the EHTPD will utilize their training to obtain cooperation from and control of an
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individual, will use the minimum physical force necessary, and believe an observing officer will
intervene if one officer is observed to be using an unreasonable amount of force. Approximately
a third of respondents answered “I do not know” to these questions.
Nearly 88% of respondents in English and 74% respondents in Spanish had no reason to file a
complaint regarding any aspect of services rendered by the EHTPD. For those who did consider
filing a complaint but did not do so, 37.25% (English) and 33.33% (representing 2 people in
Spanish) answered they were afraid to file, while 43.14% (English) listed “other” as the reason
they did not file and some answered they did not know how to file (12.75% English and 33.33%
Spanish). Nearly half of respondents believe if they file a complaint against EHTPD or other
personnel, the complaint will be heard and reviewed objectively, with personnel being held
responsible to a satisfactory level. A nearly equal number did not know.
Police Reform and Reinvention Youth Survey (Appendix C)
Recognizing the importance of youth perspectives on police reform is critical to ensuring
effective implementation of the Committee’s recommendations. To this end, the Committee is
including results from a separate survey completed by East Hampton High School students. One
Committee member, a bilingual social worker in the high school (the Town’s only high school),
designed and administered this youth survey, receiving 159 responses (approximately 16% of the
student body). The relatively high response rate indicates students’ strong engagement with the
issue of police-community relations; and the pool of respondents strongly reflects the
demographic profile of the Town. The results of this survey indicated the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Students’ overall perception of EHTPD is good, especially when compared to police in
general, although they have some concerns with approachability.
Students do not perceive crime as a major problem in East Hampton.
Students consider domestic violence to be more of an issue than crime in general.
Students see racial prejudice in the community as the most significant issue, when
compared to overall crime and domestic violence.
Over 50% of respondents see DWI as a problem, compared to 43% for drugs in general.

Some students provided written comments when prompted by the survey to do so. Many of these
respondents said that they thought EHTPD was doing a good job and that there was no need for
reform. Many others, however, said that they perceive and experience bias based on their race or
ethnicity (or that of their peers) and explained this in detail. Some students objected to officers’
attitudes and behaviors toward teenagers, which they experience as unnecessarily aggressive.
Public Comments about EHTPD (Appendix D)
Before the Committee held its first meeting on Dec. 7, 2020, the Town Board and the police
chief held a virtual listening session on October 29, 2020 to learn about community members’
experiences and perceptions of EHTPD. Although only one person shared a comment during the
listening session, the Committee received a total of eight comments from community members
over the course of the reform process period, which were submitted to the Town and relayed to
individual Committee members. One comment was entirely positive, and some comments
indicate that police officers were respectful and polite; but they also reveal experiences and
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concerns related to racial profiling, use of force, police not taking incidents seriously enough,
and police not being able to communicate with them due to not engaging an interpreter. Concrete
suggestions were to hire more police officers of color, including Spanish-speaking officers.
Recommendations
The recommendations that follow emerged from Committee meetings, Plan Drafting
Subcommittee meetings, community and youth survey results, and public comments. The
Committee reviewed them in draft form and then in semi-final form before they were presented
to the Town Board and to the public for comment. The Committee addressed all of the issues
required by the Executive Order, placing an emphasis on improving police-community relations,
which the Committee understands to be the overarching goal that encompasses issues related to
outreach, trust building, transparency, accountability, bias-free policing, and community needs.
In addition to, and very much in line with, the Committee’s recommendations, Chief Sarlo
shared with the Committee that he seeks to implement the following:
Public Engagement Campaign - Create public service announcements for crime prevention and
situational awareness to build trust and transparency in police-community relations; utilize
flyers, cards, social media, public television, etc.; and ensure public forums and presentations are
well publicized to maximize attendance and collaboration.
Public Reporting – Improve transparency in reporting, including posting monthly reports on use
of force, demographics for traffic stops and arrests, crime data statistics, etc.
Improve Access to Civilian Complaint Process – Provide online negative contact form; allow
anonymous complaints to a third party (i.e., to the Town Board or town attorney); post formal
department civilian complaint process.
Training improvements - Add implicit bias training sessions to the annual department training;
continue to improve disability awareness training and work with mental health crises; use
Firearms Simulator for live action, scenario-based, high-stress decision making training, conflict
resolution, de-escalation and use of force decisions.
Rules & Procedures Update - Upgrade department rules and procedures policy manual to
Lexipol services, to ensure modernization of all department policies to meet State and Federal
mandates; keep up with legal updates and mandated reporting requirements, as well as streamline
the accreditation compliance process.
Civilian Police Reform Committee on Police-Community Relations - Maintain a
demographically diverse post-reform process civilian committee to evaluate the progress and
effectiveness of the Reform Committee recommendations and to serve as a conduit to at-risk,
underserved segments of the community.
Implementation: Timeline and Funding
The Committee understands and appreciates that some of the recommendations that follow are
initiatives that the department is already currently beginning to implement, some of which will
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be completed by the end of this year. The Committee expects that the other recommendations
will occur in the next one to three years. The Committee also recognizes that implementation of
some of the recommendations would incur significant cost, both initially and for ongoing
implementation, and will require additional funding, which the Committee hopes will be
provided by local, state, and federal government entities.
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East Hampton Police Reform and Reinvention Committee
RECOMMENDATIONS
Community Outreach and Trust Building
Police officers need to speak both with the general public and with middle school and high
school students (in civics, driver’s education, and/or other classes as appropriate) to learn from
community members what interactions with police are like from their perspective and to educate
community members about police rules and procedures that directly affect residents such as:
•

•
•

•

What happens when a police officer detains an individual, including the protocols police
officers are required to follow, information about how police officers should conduct
themselves, recommendations for how students/individuals should conduct themselves
when confronted by a police officer, and information about their rights;
What happens when a police officer stops an individual for a moving violation, including
all of the above and a constructive discussion about what a traffic stop in particular is like
from the police officer’s perspective and from the community member’s perspective;
What specific actions (such as having tinted windows, broken headlights, or items
hanging from rearview mirrors) constitute common violations of the law, in order to help
the public, especially young drivers, avoid breaking the law and being stopped by a
police officer; and
What constitutes hate speech and a hate crime, including information about the
seriousness of this offense, especially for youth.

Reinstitute the 8-week Citizens Police Academy (contingent upon sufficient funding) in order to
create more understanding of police work in the general public.
Share more publicly and widely how the police department already focuses on community
outreach and communication, including information about what their many duties include.
Conduct virtual community forums for the general public focusing on different issues of
community concern.
Hold community forums, including forums exclusively with youth, in collaboration with trusted
community institutions, such as nonprofit organizations, houses of worship, and other
community groups. This will help build trust, allow for two-way communication, and will
possibly result in greater community turnout for informational forums.
Work to build relationships with the community in non-enforcement settings to let community
members know what services the police department offers and that police officers are accessible
not just during a call.
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Build on efforts already underway, such as current, ongoing bicycle and foot patrols, to create
more opportunities to converse one on one with individual community members of all
races/ethnicities in positive, informal ways (beyond just saying “Hi”) in order to help combat
unconscious and/or systemic bias.
Work to increase followers on the police department’s social media platform(s) and expand the
department’s email list in order to strengthen the connection between the police and community
members, including making these communications available in Spanish.
Develop an app and/or booklet in English and Spanish that presents Town regulations, permit
processes, etc. in user-friendly language, including concrete information about what constitutes
DWI (blood alcohol level, etc.), what other grounds exist for a moving violation stop (tinted
windows, obstructed license plates, etc.), and other common offenses that the public may not
know are against the law.
Transparency
Post police Rules and Procedures (R & P) on the police department webpage in Spanish and
English, including any updates to Rules and Procedures.
Diversify sources of best police practices so that the department does not rely solely on Lexipol.
Take all steps possible to include data on race/ethnicity in addition to other relevant identifying
data that is already required about the person arrested. The collection of this data is to ensure that
the police department and the public can effectively track and be made aware of any trends or
biases in overall arrests.
In accordance with the repeal of New York State’s 50A law, comply with the court decision and
issue a public statement that the department will comply with the law by releasing information
from individual police officer files to the public in response to the Freedom of Information Law
(FOIL) requests.
Ensure transparency and clearly communicated information (through communications platforms
and during individual interactions with victims or detainees) about any and all police processes,
including but not limited to:
•

•
•
•

Complaint filing process, including making clear what the internal department process is
after someone files a complaint online or in person and what the person making the
complaint can expect in terms of ongoing communication from the department and the
approximate timeline for resolution;
Internal review process of complaints against officers;
Victims’ rights and what they are entitled to expect when dealing with police officers,
including during the initial encounter as well as throughout the investigation and
prosecution processes;
Rights of people detained/arrested.

Clarify publicly the roles and responsibilities of School Resource Officers (SROs), including
criteria for arresting students and/or sharing their names with the police department.
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Continue to share publicly, and begin to share in Spanish, that EHTPD does not honor
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) administrative warrants unless in furtherance of a
criminal investigation and under what circumstances the department coordinates and does not
coordinate with ICE.
Share police survey data with the public, ensuring that the anonymity and confidentiality of
respondents are protected.
Accountability
Supplement the police department’s in-dash cameras with body cameras for all police officers as
soon as possible. The Committee recognizes this recommendation involves substantial additional
funding for EHTPD to be able to implement, including significant startup costs as well as
maintenance, software, and other associated costs, and the cost of hiring at least one additional
person to manage the databases, given the stringent and time-consuming requirements for
presenting body camera footage in court and other proceedings. The Committee hopes to see
more funding from local, state, and federal sources so that EHTPD may implement this key
recommendation.
Establish a Community Review Board (CRB) comprising community members, including at
least two high school students, and town officials to provide oversight for the Police Reform and
Reinvention implementation process. Maintain demographic diversity on the civilian committee/
review board, such as was achieved on the originally established Police Reform and Reinvention
Committee, to reflect community diversity. The Community Review Board work will involve 1)
reviewing progress on the recommendations approved by the Town Board and submitted to the
Governor; 2) reviewing policies, procedures, outreach, transparency, etc. with the police
department twice a year and making recommendations as needed and on an ongoing basis; and
3) reviewing with the police chief complaints from the public against individual police officers
and the reporting of discipline cases twice a year to ensure appropriate oversight and disclosure.
The CRB will make any recommendations for remediation in the complaint process to the Town
Supervisor.
Conduct an annual community survey, in collaboration with the CRB and as part of its oversight,
to continue learning about community perceptions of and experiences with the police
department. This will help the department and the CRB to shape future and ongoing police
reform.
In addition to sharing publicly the EHTPD’s annual report (already a practice of the department),
share information annually relating to the areas in need of improvement identified by the
Committee and updates on the progress made implementing the Committee’s recommendations.
To the extent possible, establish uniformity among all ten East End police departments with
respect to processes and Rules and Procedures so that community members can experience less
confusion and can expect consistency and clarity from one local jurisdiction to the next.
Concrete Community Needs
Language Access
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Hire at least one interpreter/translator (to prevent relying on existing bilingual staff who have
other duties) so that all communications, electronic or hard copy, are issued simultaneously in
Spanish and English. This includes translating into Spanish postings on the police webpage and
social media platforms, policies and procedures (including updates/changes), forms,
informational fliers, cards handed out at calls/stops, etc.
Provide an interpreter or Spanish-speaking police officer at all community forums.
Ensure there is a written policy and training for all officers about how and when to use cell
phones dedicated to Language Line and about the importance of language access as both a civil
right and a key way to ensure that the department is serving all of its constituents equitably and
strengthening its relationship with Spanish-speaking Latinos.
Justice
As a longer-term goal, and contingent upon funding, work with the Town Board and Town
Justice Court to reinstate East Hampton Town Youth Court, which existed as a state-recognized
court for 11 years but was terminated due to insufficient funding.
Enforcement
Request additional funding so that the police department may provide more services and
coverage, especially in the summertime when the population increases with out-of-town visitors
and when more incidents of disturbing the peace, drunk driving, and similar violations occur,
decreasing quality of life for local residents.
Trainings and Use of Local Resources and Expertise
Provide annual diversity or cultural sensitivity training to all police officers. A portion of this
training should address the topic of unconscious bias and cultural assumptions that people,
including police officers, might make about people from certain racial/ethnic groups.
Ensure through training and established Rules and Procedures that all police officers understand
what constitutes racial profiling, the detriment it causes to police-community relations and trust
building, and how not to engage in it.
In addition to (or instead of) one-size-fits-all-trainings, invite local nonprofits with expertise in
certain fields and whose staff understand the composition of the local community and its
concerns and needs to provide the trainings.
Contingent on obtaining adequate funding, bring in a mental health services professional during
incidents involving domestic violence, sexual assault, mental illness, and/or substance overdose.
Recruitment and Hiring
Modify and diversify outreach and other efforts related to recruiting prospective officers to help
ensure that the racial/ethnic/gender/sexual orientation composition of the police department
better reflects that of the community.
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Hire more Spanish-speaking police officers and more officers of color to help 1) remove
communication barriers between the department and the community, 2) build trust with and
foster a sense of inclusion in civic life among Spanish-speaking community members and people
of color; and 3) provide role models for youth of color. This includes giving strong consideration
to Spanish-speaking police officers for SRO positions, once EHTPD’s capacity allows for this
after hiring more Spanish-speaking police officers.
Advocate for removing obstacles at other levels of government that hinder hiring police officers
from communities of color and immigrant communities.
Police Officer Well-being
Recognizing the extreme stress that many police officers experience on a daily basis as a regular
part of their job, and recognizing also the efforts already underway in the police department to
address the mental health needs of its personnel, the Committee recommends the following:
The police department will encourage officers who would benefit from short-term or long-term
counseling, including counseling related to substance abuse and addiction, to avail themselves of
this counseling, with no stigma associated with this.
Similarly, if officers choose to enter a drug or alcohol rehabilitation program, provided that the
outcome is satisfactory, there will be no punitive action, including demotion or termination, and
no stigma attached to this healthy decision.
The department should allow time off for officers to access these services.
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APPENDIX A

Minutes of EH Police Reform Committee Meeting #1

12/7/20

17 present: Supervisor Peter Van Scoyoc, Fred Doss, Loretta Davis, Joanne Pilgrim, Josh Franklin,
Councilwoman Kathee Burke-Gonzalez, Tom Flight, Leandra Lambert, Gordon Ryan, Chief Mike Sarlo,
Anthony Bosco, Aubrey Peterson, Councilman Jeffrey Bragman, Larry Smith, Sandra Dunn, Ivonne Tovar,
Mary Bromley
Peter opens meeting at 11:00.
All members introduce themselves.
Chief gives overview of mandated policy/procedure changes from Dept. of Justice and NYS regarding use
of force, rules and procedures, training, etc.
Chief describes some work related to Latino community regarding translation services, driver’s licenses,
landlord-tenant issues, interactions with ICE, traffic stops, etc; says PD needs to work to ensure people
do not feel they are being targeted due to race/ethnicity.
Issues of concern raised by committee members:
[Please note that Sandra was not the “official” note taker until the end of the meeting, so not all
comments/concerns may be reflected here. Please advise if anything needs to be added.]
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shaken baby and charges related to that; not enough clergy for PD
SROs and if they are compiling names of kids they interact with
Need for trainings in unconscious bias
Need for better ways to deal with mental health incidents
Transparency and 50 A: Counsel is advising Town and PD not to release any information until 50
A court case is complete.
Transparency and training relate to trust, which requires building relationships with community
through police-community meetings.
Police are not social workers and should not be thrust into dealing with incidents related to
mental health, homelessness, or some overdose incidents.
Youth court (which EH used to have)
Need for real connection with community; e.g., forums given in schools about drugs, laws, etc.
could be for entire community; could have Facebook page; could do Zoom community forum.
Challenge for Town and PD of connecting with Latino community members; have tried
community meetings. Understand need to connect better.
Fear some Latinos have of in-person public meetings, especially with police and government.
Systemic bigotry; need to focus on individuals, not groups.

Peter asks for volunteers for Chair and Secretary. Larry volunteers to chair; Sandra volunteers to take
minutes.
Volunteers for survey sub-committee should contact Kathee.
Peter closes meeting at 1:00 pm (?).
Minutes submitted by Sandra Dunn, 1/8/21

Minutes of EH Police Reform Committee Meeting #2

12/21/20

15 present: Supervisor Peter Van Scoyoc, Fred Doss, Loretta Davis, Joanne Pilgrim, Josh Franklin,
Councilwoman Kathee Burke-Gonzalez, Tom Flight, Leandra Lambert, Gordon Ryan, Chief Mike Sarlo,
Anthony Bosco, Aubrey Peterson, Councilman Jeffrey Bragman, Larry Smith, Sandra Dunn
2 absent: Ivonne Tovar, Mary Bromley
Peter opens meeting at 11:00; turns it over to Fred Doss, Chair
Agenda:
I.

Charge of committee

 Modernize policies and procedures
 Improve police force deployments
 Address the needs of the community
 Improve police/community relationships
 Foster trust, fairness and legitimacy
 Promote accountability and transparency
 Address any racial bias and disproportionate policing of communities of color
Peter raises issue of how to deal with public comments; one was circulated by a committee member,
but the person making the comment had wished to be anonymous.
Modernize policies and procedures
Chief discusses areas of mandated changes from DOJ and NYS; e.g., use of force, how we track
complaints; Chief will compile a bulleted list of areas mandated to be addressed—some completed and
some in process; it should all be done by time report is due to NYS, but might not be completely merged
with Lexipol by then.
NYS is making changes statewide through accreditation process.
Chief wants Rules & Procedures (R & P) on website; it was taken down due to too much modification in
process; R & P will be there; will send R & P to all committee members
Lexipol program—merges EH R & P with Lexipol and get updates that come down. Lexipol program
generates trainings and questions for police officers.
Committee members shared these thoughts:
•
•

We need to not just update but modernize given current sociopolitical reality
Regarding arrests, we need visibility on arrests by race

Chief agrees; is working on document that will allow for correct record-keeping on this; will send new
use of force policy separately from R & P document.

Police force deployments
PD is short-staffed, due to county budget—EH Town did not receive expected $500,000 from county;
Chief invites all to look at annual report re workload, calls answered, etc.
Discussion of policing in Montauk, especially in summer, re quality of life issues, how to prevent
bartenders from overserving, etc. PD engages in proactive communication with establishments and
provides more services in Montauk than it receives in revenue (most goes to the county). PD is limited in
action it is permitted to take.
Discussion of staffing related to county budget, cancellation of police academy due to COVID, low
numbers completing the process, no Spanish speakers completing the process
Discussion of how PD attracts minority candidates to the job. PD works through county civil service list;
it does community outreach campaign every 4 years; interested in doing additional outreach.
Discussion of cultural sensitivity as key part of modernization process. PD has 4 bilingual officers out of
65; 2 bilingual dispatchers, and 1 bilingual civilian. Internal policy is that any bilingual officer is called in
and paid overtime to handle language access situation.
Peter: Town is exploring ways to finance better services & enforcement (e.g. in Montauk); needs to get
financial resources from non-year-round residents.
Community Policing: Chief defines it as relationship-building in community in non-enforcement settings
to develop relationships with citizens and let them know what services PD offers and that they can
interact with PD not just during a call.
Key piece: Schools--SRO and DARE officer and other officers; reading to a class; mandatory walkthrough
in schools; drug takeback program; child safety seat program; crime prevention materials; community
forums, LTV; civic group meetings with local clergy, AARP, etc.; focused on juvenile issues, substance
abuse issues; youth races; parades
Chief wants to reinstitute the Citizens Police academy—8 week program.
Addressing racial bias & disproportionate policing in communities of color
Accountability and Transparency
50 A Law—Peter reviews what it is; Chief says they will follow whatever the law says in the end
Discussion of need for transparency/information sharing/building relationship of trust—because people
do not understand police processes, e.g., how to file a complaint, rights they have as victims, etc.
Ideas:
•
•
•

Southampton and East Hampton Towns published booklets in English and Spanish (c. 20062007) with Town rules and regulations in user-friendly language. This could be done as an app.
Police officers go to fields where Latinos play; they could have real dialogue with Latinos,
beyond just saying “hi”
Provide information to community about how many drinks someone can have, e.g.; go beyond
phone numbers and list of agencies to reach out to need bullets with this kind of key info

II.

Survey

Kathee gives overview of progress of survey subcommittee.
Discussion of how to get survey out there: all social media, including platforms used by youth; possible
Facebook page for police reform committee and boosting; newspaper ads; outreach to community
members and networks both to disseminate survey and to hear accounts of their experiences with PD.
Discussion of how to assess survey data: Survey analysis should be done professionally. Some will reach
out to people they know.
Discussion of response to mental health/crisis calls; county is trying to expand resources for these calls;
PD is working on MOUs.
Discussion of confidentiality of certain information that committee has. Peter suggests that comments
from the public are perhaps best kept within committee; he will check with town attorney on legality
regarding not making “public comments” public.
Timeline of police reform committee: Recommendations due to NYS by April 1; town board mtg before
that is March 18; Town Board needs to approve recommendations after public hearing; need to aim for
March 4 hearing date.
Suggested meeting dates: Jan 11 & 25
Fred closes meeting at 12:45 pm

Minutes submitted by Sandra Dunn, 1/8/21

Minutes of EH Police Reform Committee Meeting #3

1/11/21

16 present: Supervisor Peter Van Scoyoc, Fred Doss, Loretta Davis, Joanne Pilgrim, Josh Franklin,
Councilwoman Kathee Burke-Gonzalez, Tom Flight, Gordon Ryan, Chief Mike Sarlo, Anthony Bosco,
Aubrey Peterson, Councilman Jeffrey Bragman, Sandra Dunn, Walter Blumberg (new member), Joi
Jackson Perle (new member)
5 absent: Mary Bromley, Leandra Lambert, Larry Smith, Michael Tamay (new member), Ivonne Tovar
Peter opens meeting at 11:10; turns it over to Fred, Chair
Fred opens discussion of survey drafted by survey committee (Fred, Kathee, Loretta, Sandra, w/ support
from Gabriella Gelir):
Consensus was that the survey is good and thorough but needs to be shorter to ensure better response.
Discussion of possible ways to shorten the survey, including combining questions, eliminating questions,
and streamlining some answers.
Further discussion included:

•

the need to identify issues of concern via the survey (even if police department is not yet able to
provide those services or meet those needs) with the goal of creating systemic change
the need to include questions that deal with community’s perception of the police as well as
questions that deal with concrete experience with police, even if questions about perception
may not lead directly to policy changes; they speak to the importance of transparency,
accountability, and communication
the need to include questions about race, gender, etc.

•

Committee members should email suggestions for survey revision by COB tomorrow.

•
•

Discussion about survey dissemination:
•

•
•

Riverhead received 1100 responses to their survey [subsequent email from Chief Hegermiller
said over 1200]; they shared the survey in Riverhead through press releases, press posting links,
groups like ABTF, CACs, civic associations, town/police social media and website; Fred will
communicate with Riverhead committee for more details
EH police reform committee members should all disseminate survey through their networks, in
addition to the above; suggestion to distribute through the schools
Timing: no dates set yet; committee needs to also consider the amount of time it will take to
assess survey results

Discussion about the sharing of survey data and public comments during police reform process:
•
•

Town attorney advises to keep public comments within the committee; if the information is
FOILed, then it must be released; any materials collected here are eligible for FOIL
Consensus to share aggregate raw survey data publicly (not individual answers) rather than just
a summary

Discussion of what happens after committee’s recommendations are shared with the state and what the
relationship is between this police reform and reinvention process and the accreditation process the
Chief has been discussing:
•

•

•
•

Chief reports that there is confusion and frustration re reform process not linking up with
accreditation process. For example, police rules and procedures changes already mandated
regarding reporting and use of force, etc. –these changes are wrapped up with accreditation;
members of accreditation council struggling with this; recommendations related to the
accreditation process are waiting on the results of the current police reform and reinvention
process; unclear how it will all work together.
The state has not revealed what its process will be after the police reform committees make
their recommendations. It is possible some accreditation standards will change as a result of the
current reform process and that recommendations will be fine-tuned and dovetailed into
accreditation process.
It is possible but not yet clear if there will be oversight later (after recommendations are
made/adopted).
Committee members raised the point that regardless of state protocols or what the state does
or does not do with the recommendations, locally we can make sure what our community wants
is considered/responded to by police, and that it is crucial to do this self-diagnosis and take the
temperature of the community.

Discussion of how to improve police-community relations:
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

The survey data will reveal a lot.
At the end of this process we can develop a list of what we learned and share it with our
constituencies.
PD tries to focus on community outreach and communication, but still many people do not
know this and do not know what the PD does.
Chief shares what he has learned that is needed: Links on website with specific information;
cards with basic information in Eng and Span to hand out at a call; crime prevention and
proactive community policing efforts; opening up transparency and dialogue; promoting police
as a conduit to other services.
Are other PDs models of success with communication and transparency? East End chiefs meet
regularly and share best practices; EHTPD was the first to use social media—uses Town website
and has a Facebook page; no budget for social media.
Business Recovery Committee hired a PR firm; could be a possibility for the PD, but police
reform committee needs to identify areas that need improvement, and then if it’s clear that
more resources need to go toward communications, it could be a recommendation; police could
then request resources from the Town Board.
Fliers with information about the police in Spanish and English; this information distributed on
social media and via email as well; targeted social media advertising (or boosts)

Discussion of complaints against police—the Chief reports:
•

2-3 complaints per year against EHTPD

•

•

•

Mandated reforms/updates will be posted, including re complaint process, and will be in annual
report; 3 active civil suits; use of force complaint in appeals process has been thrown out many
times; another based on malicious prosecution; sometimes civil suit is settled as a cost measure;
not many in last 10-15 years; maybe we can post on that as well
Chief shares that there are 2 levels of complaints:
o Person calls in to complain against officer and is put in touch with a sergeant/supervisor;
it’s determined if it goes to Internal Affairs; usually it has to do with getting a ticket and
complaining about that; police and person look at dash camera footage together; 9 out
of 10 times person doesn’t pursuit the complaint.
o If it’s more serious then it goes up chain of command and it gets a full investigation,
reviewed by town attorney or county DA’s office, depending on level of complaint.
Formal process of intake of civilian complaints will be adjusted (mandated changes): people will
be able to make complaint using online form (Eng and Span), and police will make changes on
how they post information, refer people to website. Right now it’s a form in Eng that police
officer fills out.

Meeting adjourns around 12:30. Next meeting January 25, 2021.
Minutes submitted by Sandra Dunn, 1/22/21.

Minutes of EH Police Reform Committee Meeting #4

1/25/21

14 present: Supervisor Peter Van Scoyoc, Fred Doss, Joanne Pilgrim, Josh Franklin, Councilwoman
Kathee Burke-Gonzalez, Gordon Ryan, Chief Mike Sarlo, Aubrey Peterson, Councilman Jeffrey Bragman,
Sandra Dunn, Walter Blumberg, Joi Jackson Perle, Ivonne Tovar, Leandra Lambert
5 absent: Loretta Davis, Tom Flight, Mary Bromley, Anthony Bosco, Michael Tamay

Fred opens meeting at 11:00.
Discussion of scheduling some meetings at a later time (evening) so that committee members whose
daytime work does not always allow them to attend meetings can attend. Consensus is to do this
perhaps every other meeting.
Discussion of survey:
•
•
•
•
•

Issue press release, place a newspaper ad, include links to survey in social media and in press
release, include quotes from committee members in press release
Include Spanish-language press—Tu Prensa Local and La Fiesta Radio—and do live interviews
with them. Ivonne will contact them.
Survey in Spanish and English must go out to public this week.
Town Board approved hiring of consultant Paul Teppas to help committee process survey data;
$640 fee.
While survey is out there, drafting of the plan/recommendations can be happening
simultaneously.

Discussion of inviting representative from the District Attorney’s office to attend at least one police
reform committee meeting since they are instructed to be available to all police reform committees. Any
committee member can also reach out to DA’s office with questions. The DA’s office is listed as key
component of police reform, an entity committee can use as a sounding board and for more
information. Brendon Ahearn is trial prep coordinator, designated by DA’s office as police reform
contact. Consensus is to invite DA staff to our next meeting. Gordon will reach out to the DA’s office.
Kathee calls for all committee members to reach out to their constituents/networks to receive feedback
about the police.
Sandra raises the need for the committee to get concrete about recommendations. The police reform
process thus far has been primarily an opportunity to learn from the Chief about aspects of police work,
reforms already underway, etc., but the committee has not yet made recommendations to go into a
plan.
Walter asks if there is a mechanism within the police department to get feedback from fellow officers in
a range of areas—job fulfillment, issues they’re having, etc.
Chief’s response:
•

They are doing an internal, anonymous survey of the department.

•

•
•
•

Officers go through a mandatory, thorough yearly evaluation process (in January), and their
immediate supervisor does a performance critique and makes recommendations for
improvements and trainings. The evaluation covers such areas as community relations, report
writing, communications skills, knowledge of the law, community policing, self-motivation, how
they prepare written documents for court, etc.
Part of this process is asking each officer for a memo that includes their own feedback, if they
get enough training, if they get updates in a timely fashion, etc.
When they get feedback from community members, they try to engage officers through senior
staff.
Chief will share a copy of an annual review and try to redact an officer’s self-assessment so it
can be shared with the committee.

Walter raises the issue of the stress that police departments/officers are experiencing, especially now.
Chief’s response:
•

•

There is an East End Peer Support Group for police officers that offers emotional support, serves
as a sounding board, and makes referrals for counseling services. There is direct contact with a
county medical evaluation unit that has counselors. The department wants to do more training
for supervisors to recognize emotional/mental health issues. It is a big challenge because
traditionally in police departments “showing weakness” could lead to losing your gun.
How police officer handles the public can change over the course of one’s career. Especially in a
small department it’s a challenge because it’s hard to transfer someone to desk duty; e.g., the
need to backfill staff. When an officer has a critical incident they reach out to the officer and
offer different kinds of support, give them chance to talk. The department has come a long way
in last 10 years regarding how this process works.

Peter acknowledges the many layers of stress that officers are dealing with. Still, there is a need to make
sure we balance policing with the needs of the community.
Chief suggests that as part of the reform plan we include at least a bullet point recommending that we
improve/explore ways to ensure that support systems are there for officers’ mental health.
Further discussion of stress that officers experience, the need for them to receive counseling when
needed, and the need for supervisors to receive more training so they can better recognize emotional
distress in their officers.
Officers may seek out/receive help on or off duty. It is free of charge.
Fred acknowledges that officers don’t know what they will find when they respond to a situation.
Community members don’t know either and feel afraid. More people need to understand what officers
go through.
Chief explains that he tries to work creatively and in different ways to share with as many people as
possible what a police officer goes through, what his training tells him to do in a traffic stop and in
police-civilian interactions. The challenge is to reach more people with this message and to not be
speaking to the same people all the time. There is a handout about what to do during a traffic stop;

people seem to learn from this and gain more understanding. He has considered creating a class for high
school juniors and seniors to prepare them on how to handle a traffic stop.
People sometimes feel police are rude; police also have to deal with rudeness and disrespect from those
they interact with.
Sandra raises the need to acknowledge the power relationship inherent in police-community
interactions. People only have their voice in that moment, while police have a gun. People bring their
own history, background, experience, societal position, etc. to encounters with police. Police need to
understand this.
Chief shares:
•

•
•

•
•

The police department is working on interview skills in training; how to deescalate a situation,
how to separate the involved parties. More training is needed as well as more sharing of
experiences and information.
There are many videos of police officers being shot during a routine traffic stop or of cars driving
away when police are in conversation with the person stopped.
Some officers go above and beyond. In one instance the dash cam showed that a police officer
was extremely polite to a person during a stop, but the person was arguing, accusing the officer
of racial profiling. Police deal with tremendous lack of respect.
Some police officers pulling back. Older officers no longer want to do stops.
Need for training on bias-free policing, especially regarding implicit bias and how to recognize it.

Joi suggests that a training video for the public would be helpful. She describes her own anxiety and that
of people of color in general about being pulled over by the police. People of color already feel that they
are seen in a certain way. The fear is genuine. More one-on-one interactions, especially with young
people, would help alleviate this fear.
Chief acknowledges that people of color will have heightened anxiety and says they try to be particularly
sensitive to that.
70% of police interaction with the public is traffic stops. An officer is most at risk of being injured during
a traffic stop and in domestic violence cases. Chief believes those are the main areas they can help to
improve, including providing interpretation services. There is a balancing act in terms of how much
information they can release about their training
Fred calls for more volunteers for the drafting subcommittee. Aubrey and Joi volunteer to serve with
Walter and Sandra.
Aubrey has received 159 responses to school police survey.
Meeting dates: Fred will reach out to members who have been absent to see about scheduling an
afternoon or evening meeting.
Chief thanks Joi and Sandra for the frank discussion. The Chief knows it is important to hear what the
community shares with committee members and wants to receive community feedback.

Discussion of the Citizens’ Police Academy as a way to share information. There is also the Police
Explorers program in Southampton, which East Hampton students can attend. Usually 1-3 students a
year participate from EH. Chief would like to promote this more. Aubrey says these programs can be
promoted through the schools.
Meeting adjourned at 12:40.
Minutes submitted by Sandra Dunn.

Minutes of EH Police Reform Committee Meeting #5

2/8/21

18 Present: Supervisor Peter Van Scoyoc, Councilwoman Kathee Burke-Gonzalez, Councilman Jeffrey
Bragman, Fred Doss, Loretta Davis, Ivonne Tovar, Larry Smith, Sandra Dunn, Joanne Pilgrim, Anthony
Bosco, Gordon Ryan, Chief Mike Sarlo, Walter Blumberg, Tom Flight, Aubrey Peterson, Leandra Lambert,
Josh Franklin; Invited guest: Brendan Ahern
3 Absent: Mary Bromley, Joi Jackson Perle, Michael Tamay
Fred opens meeting at 11:05.
Brendan Ahern, Deputy Division Chief of the Trial Division in Suffolk County District Attorney’s office,
introduces himself and describes his primary duties, including participation on police reform committees
on the East End and further west. His role on other committees: DA’s office is an identified stakeholder
in Executive Order 203. He participates in committee discussions, fielding questions on various topics.
Discussion and explanations from Brendan and Chief Sarlo about the relationship between the EHTPD
and the Suffolk County Hate Crimes Division (HCD). The HCD does not provide additional expertise
related to hate crimes and is therefore not called in to help the EHTPD with investigations, but the two
agencies work together to make hate crime charges. The HCD is also involved in overseeing statistics
and how hate crimes are processed and handled. The HCD is a resource, and individual police
departments decide how and when to involve the HCD, though they report hate crimes to the HCD.
Discussion of protocols to determine if something is a hate crime. The elements of every case are
different; during an investigation it becomes clear if it was a hate crime or not. Certain words, actions,
etc.—those elements have to be there. The PD presents the case to the DA to see if it can be charged as
a hate crime. The elements vary widely from case to case, and as an investigation proceeds, the charges
can be elevated to include hate crime charges. Brendan summarizes two main mechanisms for charging
a hate crime.
[Here is NYS Penal Code 485 verbatim: A person commits a hate crime when he or she commits a
specified offense and either: (a) intentionally selects the person against whom the offense is committed
or intended to be committed in whole or in substantial part because of a belief or perception regarding
the race, color, national origin, ancestry, gender, religion, religious practice, age, disability or sexual
orientation of a person, regardless of whether the belief or perception is correct, or (b) intentionally
commits the act or acts constituting the offense in whole or in substantial part because of a belief or
perception regarding the race, color, national origin, ancestry, gender, religion, religious practice, age,
disability or sexual orientation of a person, regardless of whether the belief or perception is correct.]
DA’s office is in continual communication with victims, so if victim feels it was a hate crime and that was
not originally charged, DA will continue to follow the facts wherever they lead, which can lead to hate
crime charge.
EHTPD and DA’s office have positive, professional relationship. In 8 years the DA has not said to the PD
that there has been a misstep in any investigation.
Police and Anti-Bias Task Forces all have particular relationships; cannot generalize across departments.
ABTFs are contributing positively to police reform processes.

Gordon recommends training for youth regarding hate speech and hate crimes.
There is no raw data on what may have been a hate crime as opposed to when a hate crime is actually
charged. It is not clear if this is something that can be tracked, even as DA [and PDs?] transition to
paperless files.
Brendan shares topics of concern that other committees are dealing with: civil service requirement for
hiring for PDs presents complexities; increased transparency and communication between members of
community and PD; build into website info that is readily available; need to increase language access,
especially on East End with growing Hispanic population; policies, paperwork need to be more readily
accessible to all; body cameras—“hot topic,” including discussions of resources required for that; maybe
state could be involved in that down the road.
Brendan considers these to be some best practices of police reform committees he participates in:
soliciting info from communities—surveys, town halls (listening sessions); outreach needs to consider
language access; community leaders, clergy, stakeholders reaching out to community to get more
dialogue; make the effort to reach people where they are and bring them into the process; give them
safe space for this; people can also participate anonymously by confiding in a member of the committee
who then shares the complaint/concern.
Discussion of need to get feedback from committee members as well as community. Update on progress
of draft plan committee and the need for all committee members to contribute to data used for draft
plan. People can send recommendations via email if they are not prepared to share recommendations
today.
1003 responses to survey to date. Closes at midnight on Feb. 14.
Aubrey’s survey of teens has 159 results.
Possible outreach to parents through schools, for greater survey response.
Discussion of whether to hold another listening session, given poor attendance at October 2020
listening session and the lack of public involvement in the reform process; we also need to get the plan
out there so that public can comment on it. Plan must be approved at March 18 Town Board meeting.
One possibility is to have public comment on plan at the same meeting that public is invited to share
comments about their experiences with the PD.
Larry suggests this is an opportunity for OLA and ABTF to make presentation on what’s been done
during this process.
Possibility of having a daytime work session and a special listening session at night.
The plan needs to be presented by the committee at the meetings.
Discussion of timing and scheduling. Aiming to have survey toplines by Feb 22 police reform committee
meeting.
Kathee suggests draft plan subcommittee presents to full committee on March 8 for input. Then
present to work session on March 9 (including revisions from committee). Town Board votes on plan on

Mar 18, or TB schedules special meeting the following week; if we need to add meeting in evening for
draft plan and public comment we could do it.
March 15 meeting (Town Board? Work session?) could be evening meeting.
OR at Feb 22 meeting we could have DRAFT OUTLINE in addition to survey analysis if Paul Tepas can do
it by then.
Discussion of how other police reform committees have presented their plans to the public. Committee
members need to commit to learning from their constituents and making recommendations for the
plan.
Sandra proposes discussing body cameras and police trainings. [Must wait until Feb 22 meeting due to
lack of time at this meeting.]
Gordon reiterates recommendation about hate speech/hate crimes education for youth, in addition to
need to provide training to beginning drivers about how to handle traffic stops.
Importance of people who are pulled over getting police officer’s business card and event number [??].
Crash reports generally take 3-5 business days to produce.
Meeting adjourned at 12:35.
Minutes submitted by Sandra Dunn.

Minutes of EH Police Reform Committee Meeting #6

2/22/21

16 Present: Councilwoman Kathee Burke-Gonzalez, Councilman Jeffrey Bragman, Fred Doss,
Loretta Davis, Ivonne Tovar, Larry Smith, Sandra Dunn, Joanne Pilgrim, Gordon Ryan, Chief Mike
Sarlo, Walter Blumberg, Tom Flight, Aubrey Peterson, Leandra Lambert, Josh Franklin; Brendan
Ahern
3 Absent: Supervisor Peter Van Scoyoc, Mary Bromley, Michael Tamay
Fred opens meeting at 11:00.
Discussion of the format and content of the draft plan, including questions/suggestions related
to specific recommendation:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Need to include survey results in overview, including what the police department is
doing well.
Keep tone positive.
Other plans available for viewing through link that Albany Law School’s Government
Law Center provided.
NYS did not mandate a certain format.
Update on the court case involving the repeal of 50A and issues related to the recent
court decision to uphold the repeal, meaning that information in police officers’ files
(such as disciplinary actions and technical violations, whether substantiated or
unsubstantiated) must now be released in response to requests through the Freedom
of Information Law (FOIL) and as part of criminal justice proceedings. Discussion of the
ramifications of this court ruling for police departments; some details of how this will
play out are not yet legally determined (e.g., some personal information in files may not
be released, but officer’s name, violations, etc. will be released).
Need to reword recommendation about how ICE and EHTPD work and do not work
together. Tom and Chief Sarlo will send new wording.
Need to include in the synopsis a timeframe for recommendations as well as highlight
the need for additional funding for some recommendations.

Discussion of the survey results, including the low number of respondents in Spanish (35 out of
1,182) and low number of Latino and African American respondents.
Discussion of how to disseminate the survey more effectively in the future, including through
working closely with trusted messengers like advocacy organizations and clergy. Survey should
be administered annually.
Discussion of what oversight of police reform recommendations will look like. Chief Sarlo would
like to report back to the Town Board and the police reform committee, or a smaller committee
of seven or eight members that maintains oversight, semiannually or quarterly.
Discussion of the recommendations dealing with oversight in “Accountability” section.

Discussion of police shifts (8-hour vs. 12-hour). Chief Sarlo gives overview of current schedule of
8-hour rotating shifts.
Discussion of need to more effectively share information about training sessions with the
community.
•
•

EHTPD now has an intern working on their publicity/marketing, including creating police
Instagram account to reach more youth and “put a human face” on police officers. PSAs
will be created about the services the department provides.
OLA regularly offers trainings to East End police departments to create more
understanding of needs related to Latino community members. EHTPD has just invited
OLA to form a part of ongoing training this spring and again in the fall.

Discussion of timeline for reform plan completion and approval:
•
•
•
•

Subcommittee will present draft reform plan to full committee on March 8 for
comment.
Committee will present draft reform plan at March 9 Town Board work session.
Committee will hold a Zoom listening session on March 11 at 7 p.m. for the public to
share comments about both the draft reform plan and their experiences with EHTPD.
Tom and Aubrey will compile summary of school survey results. Complete community
and youth survey data will appear in appendices.

Fred adjourns meeting at 12:50.
Minutes submitted by Sandra Dunn.

Minutes of EH Police Reform Committee Meeting #7

3-8-21

16 Present: Councilwoman Kathee Burke-Gonzalez, Fred Doss, Loretta Davis, Ivonne Tovar,
Sandra Dunn, Joanne Pilgrim, Supervisor Peter Van Scoyoc, Gordon Ryan, Chief Mike Sarlo, Tom
Flight, Joi Jackson Perle, Aubrey Peterson, Leandra Lambert, Larry Smith, Anthony Bosco;
Invited guest: Brendan Ahern
5 Absent: Mary Bromley, Michael Tamay, Councilman Jeffrey Bragman, Walter Blumberg, Josh
Franklin
Fred opens meeting at 11:15.
Committee members made several suggestions to incorporate into the Draft Police Reform and
Reinvention Plan presented by the Plan Drafting Subcommittee. Suggestions will be
incorporated immediately, and the draft plan will be sent to the Town Board and posted, along
with appendices, on the Town website. Fred and Sandra will present the plan to the Town
Board on March 9, 2021.
Committee members need to publicize the listening session to be held on March 11 at 7 p.m. in
Spanish and English.
Meeting adjourned around 1 p.m.
Minutes submitted by Sandra Dunn on 3/10/21.

APPENDIX B

Town of East Hampton
Police Reform and
Reinvention Survey
Tuesday, February 16, 2021

Powered by

1182
Total Responses

Date Created: Tuesday, January 26, 2021
Complete Responses: 937

Q1: Please choose the language you wish to use to complete the survey.Por favor,
elija el idioma que desea utilizar para completar la encuesta.
Answered: 1,179

Skipped: 3

Q1: Please choose the language you wish to use to complete the survey.Por favor,
elija el idioma que desea utilizar para completar la encuesta.
Answered: 1,179

Skipped: 3

Q2: Please tell us about your residency and/or affiliation with the Town of East
Hampton. (Check all that apply.)
Answered: 983

Skipped: 199

Q2: Please tell us about your residency and/or affiliation with the Town of East
Hampton. (Check all that apply.)
Answered: 983

Skipped: 199

Q3: In which hamlet do you reside?
Answered: 981

Skipped: 201

Q3: In which hamlet do you reside?
Answered: 981

Skipped: 201

Q4: What East Hampton Town Police Department (EHTPD) services are most
important to you? (You may choose up to ten (10) services.)
Answered: 976

Skipped: 206

Q4: What East Hampton Town Police Department (EHTPD) services are most
important to you? (You may choose up to ten (10) services.)
Answered: 976

Skipped: 206

Q5: Do you support the current level of police presence in the local schools including the
School Resource Officer (SRO) and the D.A.R.E. (Drug Abuse Resistance Education) program?
Answered: 978

Skipped: 204

Q5: Do you support the current level of police presence in the local schools including the
School Resource Officer (SRO) and the D.A.R.E. (Drug Abuse Resistance Education) program?
Answered: 978

Skipped: 204

Q6: Currently both the EHTPD and ambulance/EMS personnel (EMS stands for Emergency Medical Service) respond to
911 calls involving mental health, alcohol poisoning, drug overdose, domestic violence, and sexual assault incidents.
Would you also like to see a mental health provider/social worker respond to 911 calls involving...
Answered: 952

Skipped: 230

Q6: Currently both the EHTPD and ambulance/EMS personnel (EMS stands for Emergency Medical Service) respond to
911 calls involving mental health, alcohol poisoning, drug overdose, domestic violence, and sexual assault incidents.
Would you also like to see a mental health provider/social worker respond to 911 calls involving...
Answered: 952

Skipped: 230

Q7: How would you describe the relationship between the EHTPD and residents in
the community?
Answered: 977

Skipped: 205

Q7: How would you describe the relationship between the EHTPD and residents in
the community?
Answered: 977

Skipped: 205

Q8: How would you describe your personal relationship/experience with the
EHTPD?
Answered: 979

Skipped: 203

Q8: How would you describe your personal relationship/experience with the
EHTPD?
Answered: 979

Skipped: 203

Q10: Do you believe that the ethnic/racial/gender/sexual orientation composition of
the EHTPD reflects that of East Hampton Town?
Answered: 976

Skipped: 206

Q10: Do you believe that the ethnic/racial/gender/sexual orientation composition of
the EHTPD reflects that of East Hampton Town?
Answered: 976

Skipped: 206

Q11: The EHTPD currently has four (4) Spanish-speaking police officers out of a
total of 65 officers. Do you believe the Department needs more Spanish-speaking
police officers?
Answered: 978

Skipped: 204

Q11: The EHTPD currently has four (4) Spanish-speaking police officers out of a
total of 65 officers. Do you believe the Department needs more Spanish-speaking
police officers?
Answered: 978

Skipped: 204

Q12: When interacting with the EHTPD, have you ever needed
interpretation/translation services?
Answered: 977

Skipped: 205

Q12: When interacting with the EHTPD, have you ever needed
interpretation/translation services?
Answered: 977

Skipped: 205

Q13: If you received interpretation/translation services during an interaction with
the EHTPD how were those services provided?
Answered: 19

Skipped: 1,163

Q13: If you received interpretation/translation services during an interaction with
the EHTPD how were those services provided?
Answered: 19

Skipped: 1,163

Q14: Were you satisfied with the interpretation/translation services you received?
Answered: 18

Skipped: 1,164

Q14: Were you satisfied with the interpretation/translation services you received?
Answered: 18

Skipped: 1,164

Q15: Do you believe the EHTPD targets/treats people differently based on their
race or ethnicity (racial profiling)?
Answered: 950

Skipped: 232

Q15: Do you believe the EHTPD targets/treats people differently based on their
race or ethnicity (racial profiling)?
Answered: 950

Skipped: 232

Q16: Do you believe the EHTPD targets/treats people differently based on their
gender or sexual orientation (identity profiling)?
Answered: 950

Skipped: 232

Q16: Do you believe the EHTPD targets/treats people differently based on their
gender or sexual orientation (identity profiling)?
Answered: 950

Skipped: 232

Q18: Please tell us if you agree or disagree with the following statements.
The EHTPD is working towards improving relations with people of color and
immigrants.
Answered: 948

Skipped: 234

Q18: Please tell us if you agree or disagree with the following statements.
The EHTPD is working towards improving relations with people of color and
immigrants.
Answered: 948

Skipped: 234

Q19: If I see an EHTPD Officer walking nearby, I get nervous that I might be unfairly
targeted due to my race, ethnicity, gender identity or age.
Answered: 949

Skipped: 233

Q19: If I see an EHTPD Officer walking nearby, I get nervous that I might be unfairly
targeted due to my race, ethnicity, gender identity or age.
Answered: 949

Skipped: 233

Q20: To obtain cooperation from and control of an individual, the EHTPD will first
utilize persuasion, advice and/or warning.
Answered: 949

Skipped: 233

Q20: To obtain cooperation from and control of an individual, the EHTPD will first
utilize persuasion, advice and/or warning.
Answered: 949

Skipped: 233

Q21: To prevent escape of a person in custody and/or in defense of oneself or
others, the EHTPD will utilize the minimum physical force necessary.
Answered: 949

Skipped: 233

Q21: To prevent escape of a person in custody and/or in defense of oneself or
others, the EHTPD will utilize the minimum physical force necessary.
Answered: 949

Skipped: 233

Q22: If an East Hampton Town police officer observes a fellow officer utilizing an
unreasonable amount of physical force, the observing officer will intervene.
Answered: 948

Skipped: 234

Q22: If an East Hampton Town police officer observes a fellow officer utilizing an
unreasonable amount of physical force, the observing officer will intervene.
Answered: 948

Skipped: 234

Q23: If I have a complaint against EHTPD officers or other personnel, it will be
heard and reviewed objectively and respectfully and personnel will be held
responsible to a level I am satisfied with.
Answered: 948

Skipped: 234

Q23: If I have a complaint against EHTPD officers or other personnel, it will be
heard and reviewed objectively and respectfully and personnel will be held
responsible to a level I am satisfied with.
Answered: 948

Skipped: 234

Q24: Have you ever considered filing a complaint about any aspect of police
services rendered by the EHTPD?
Answered: 949

Skipped: 233

Q24: Have you ever considered filing a complaint about any aspect of police
services rendered by the EHTPD?
Answered: 949

Skipped: 233

Q25: Why did you choose not to file a complaint?
Answered: 102

Skipped: 1,080

Q25: Why did you choose not to file a complaint?
Answered: 102

Skipped: 1,080

Q26: Who should investigate complaints against police personnel in the EHTPD?
Answered: 898

Skipped: 284

Q26: Who should investigate complaints against police personnel in the EHTPD?
Answered: 898

Skipped: 284

Q27: What are the most important ways the EHTPD can improve transparency and
accountability? (You may choose up to five (5) responses.)
Answered: 890

Skipped: 292

Q27: What are the most important ways the EHTPD can improve transparency and
accountability? (You may choose up to five (5) responses.)
Answered: 890

Skipped: 292

Q28: The EHTPD has several training programs that rely on best practices to aid in
policing. Would you like to see more public information about the Department’s …
Answered: 822

Skipped: 360

Q28: The EHTPD has several training programs that rely on best practices to aid in
policing. Would you like to see more public information about the Department’s …
Answered: 822

Skipped: 360

Q29: What is your gender identity?
Answered: 898

Skipped: 284

Q29: What is your gender identity?
Answered: 898

Skipped: 284

Q30: Do you identify as a member of the LGBTQ+ Community?
Answered: 898

Skipped: 284

Q30: Do you identify as a member of the LGBTQ+ Community?
Answered: 898

Skipped: 284

Q31: Which bracket reflects your age?
Answered: 898

Skipped: 284

Q31: Which bracket reflects your age?
Answered: 898

Skipped: 284

Q32: What ethnicity/race best describes you?
Answered: 898

Skipped: 284

Q32: What ethnicity/race best describes you?
Answered: 898

Skipped: 284

Q34: Cuéntenos acerca de su residencia y/o afiliación con el Pueblo de East
Hampton. (Marque todo lo que corresponda.)
Answered: 26

Skipped: 1,156

Q34: Cuéntenos acerca de su residencia y/o afiliación con el Pueblo de East
Hampton. (Marque todo lo que corresponda.)
Answered: 26

Skipped: 1,156

Q35: ¿En qué zona reside?
Answered: 26

Skipped: 1,156

Q35: ¿En qué zona reside?
Answered: 26

Skipped: 1,156

Q36: ¿Cuáles son los servicios del Departamento de Policía del Pueblo de East
Hampton (EHTPD) más importantes para usted? (Puede elegir hasta diez (10)
servicios.)
Answered: 25

Skipped: 1,157

Q36: ¿Cuáles son los servicios del Departamento de Policía del Pueblo de East
Hampton (EHTPD) más importantes para usted? (Puede elegir hasta diez (10)
servicios.)
Answered: 25

Skipped: 1,157

Q37: ¿Apoya el nivel actual de presencia policial en las escuelas locales, incluidos
el Oficial de Recursos Escolares (SRO) y el programa D.A.R.E. (Educación para la
Resistencia al Abuso de Drogas)?
Answered: 25

Skipped: 1,157

Q37: ¿Apoya el nivel actual de presencia policial en las escuelas locales, incluidos
el Oficial de Recursos Escolares (SRO) y el programa D.A.R.E. (Educación para la
Resistencia al Abuso de Drogas)?
Answered: 25

Skipped: 1,157

Q38: Actualmente, tanto el personal del EHTPD (Departamento de Policía de East Hampton) como de ambulancias EMS
(Servicio Médico de Emergencia) responden a las llamadas del 911 relacionadas con incidentes de salud mental,
intoxicación por alcohol, sobredosis de drogas, violencia doméstica y agresión sexual. ¿También le gustaría que un
proveedor de salud mental/trabajador social responda a las llamadas del 911 que involucran …
Answered: 24

Skipped: 1,158

Q38: Actualmente, tanto el personal del EHTPD (Departamento de Policía de East Hampton) como de ambulancias EMS
(Servicio Médico de Emergencia) responden a las llamadas del 911 relacionadas con incidentes de salud mental,
intoxicación por alcohol, sobredosis de drogas, violencia doméstica y agresión sexual. ¿También le gustaría que un
proveedor de salud mental/trabajador social responda a las llamadas del 911 que involucran …
Answered: 24

Skipped: 1,158

Q39: ¿Cómo describiría la relación entre el EHTPD (Departamento de Policía de
East Hampton) y los residentes de la comunidad?
Answered: 25

Skipped: 1,157

Q39: ¿Cómo describiría la relación entre el EHTPD (Departamento de Policía de
East Hampton) y los residentes de la comunidad?
Answered: 25

Skipped: 1,157

Q40: ¿Cómo describiría su relación/experiencia personal con el EHTPD
(Departamento de Policía de East Hampton)?
Answered: 25

Skipped: 1,157

Q40: ¿Cómo describiría su relación/experiencia personal con el EHTPD
(Departamento de Policía de East Hampton)?
Answered: 25

Skipped: 1,157

Q42: ¿Cree que la composición étnica/racial/género/orientación sexual del EHTPD
(Departamento de Policía) refleja la del Pueblo de East Hampton?
Answered: 25

Skipped: 1,157

Q42: ¿Cree que la composición étnica/racial/género/orientación sexual del EHTPD
(Departamento de Policía) refleja la del Pueblo de East Hampton?
Answered: 25

Skipped: 1,157

Q43: El EHTPD (Departamento de Policía de East Hampton) cuenta actualmente con un total de
65 agentes de policía de los cuales cuatro (4) hablan español. ¿Cree que el Departamento
necesita más policías que hablen español?
Answered: 26

Skipped: 1,156

Q43: El EHTPD (Departamento de Policía de East Hampton) cuenta actualmente con un total de
65 agentes de policía de los cuales cuatro (4) hablan español. ¿Cree que el Departamento
necesita más policías que hablen español?
Answered: 26

Skipped: 1,156

Q44: Al interactuar con el EHTPD (Departamento de Policía de East Hampton),
¿alguna vez necesitó servicios de interpretación/traducción?
Answered: 26

Skipped: 1,156

Q44: Al interactuar con el EHTPD (Departamento de Policía de East Hampton),
¿alguna vez necesitó servicios de interpretación/traducción?
Answered: 26

Skipped: 1,156

Q45: Si recibió servicios de interpretación/traducción durante una interacción con el EHTPD
(Departamento de Policía de East Hampton), ¿cómo se proporcionaron esos servicios?
Answered: 4

Skipped: 1,178

Q45: Si recibió servicios de interpretación/traducción durante una interacción con el EHTPD
(Departamento de Policía de East Hampton), ¿cómo se proporcionaron esos servicios?
Answered: 4

Skipped: 1,178

Q46: ¿Quedó satisfecho con los servicios de interpretación/traducción que
recibió?
Answered: 4

Skipped: 1,178

Q46: ¿Quedó satisfecho con los servicios de interpretación/traducción que
recibió?
Answered: 4

Skipped: 1,178

Q47: ¿Cree que el EHTPD (Departamento de Policía de East Hampton) trata a las
personas de manera diferente en función de su raza o etnia (perfil racial)?
Answered: 23

Skipped: 1,159

Q47: ¿Cree que el EHTPD (Departamento de Policía de East Hampton) trata a las
personas de manera diferente en función de su raza o etnia (perfil racial)?
Answered: 23

Skipped: 1,159

Q48: ¿Cree que el EHTPD (Departamento de Policía de East Hampton) trata a las personas de
manera diferente en función de su género u orientación sexual (perfil de identidad)?
Answered: 24

Skipped: 1,158

Q48: ¿Cree que el EHTPD (Departamento de Policía de East Hampton) trata a las personas de
manera diferente en función de su género u orientación sexual (perfil de identidad)?
Answered: 24

Skipped: 1,158

Q50: Díganos si está de acuerdo o en desacuerdo con las siguientes declaraciones.El EHTPD
(Departamento de Policía de East Hampton) está trabajando para mejorar las relaciones con
personas de color e inmigrantes.
Answered: 24

Skipped: 1,158

Q50: Díganos si está de acuerdo o en desacuerdo con las siguientes declaraciones.El EHTPD
(Departamento de Policía de East Hampton) está trabajando para mejorar las relaciones con
personas de color e inmigrantes.
Answered: 24

Skipped: 1,158

Q51: Cuando tengo cerca a un oficial del EHTPD (Departamento de Policía de East Hampton)
me pongo nervioso porque pienso que podría ser injustamente juzgado debido a mi raza, etnia,
identidad de género o edad.
Answered: 22

Skipped: 1,160

Q51: Cuando tengo cerca a un oficial del EHTPD (Departamento de Policía de East Hampton)
me pongo nervioso porque pienso que podría ser injustamente juzgado debido a mi raza, etnia,
identidad de género o edad.
Answered: 22

Skipped: 1,160

Q52: Para obtener la cooperación y el control de un individuo, el EHTPD (Departamento de
Policía de East Hampton) primero utilizará la persuasión, el consejo y/o la advertencia.
Answered: 24

Skipped: 1,158

Q52: Para obtener la cooperación y el control de un individuo, el EHTPD (Departamento de
Policía de East Hampton) primero utilizará la persuasión, el consejo y/o la advertencia.
Answered: 24

Skipped: 1,158

Q53: Para evitar la fuga de una persona detenida y/o en defensa propia o de otros, el EHTPD
(Departamento de Policía de East Hampton) utilizará la fuerza física mínima necesaria.
Answered: 24

Skipped: 1,158

Q53: Para evitar la fuga de una persona detenida y/o en defensa propia o de otros, el EHTPD
(Departamento de Policía de East Hampton) utilizará la fuerza física mínima necesaria.
Answered: 24

Skipped: 1,158

Q54: Si un oficial de policía de East Hampton observa que otro oficial utiliza una
cantidad excesiva de fuerza física, el oficial que observa va a intervenir.
Answered: 24

Skipped: 1,158

Q54: Si un oficial de policía de East Hampton observa que otro oficial utiliza una
cantidad excesiva de fuerza física, el oficial que observa va a intervenir.
Answered: 24

Skipped: 1,158

Q55: Si tengo una queja contra los oficiales del EHTPD (Departamento de Policía de East Hampton) u otro
miembro del personal, la queja será escuchada y revisada de manera objetiva y respetuosa, y el personal será
considerado responsable a un nivel con el que yo esté satisfecho.
Answered: 24

Skipped: 1,158

Q55: Si tengo una queja contra los oficiales del EHTPD (Departamento de Policía de East Hampton) u otro
miembro del personal, la queja será escuchada y revisada de manera objetiva y respetuosa, y el personal será
considerado responsable a un nivel con el que yo esté satisfecho.
Answered: 24

Skipped: 1,158

Q56: ¿Ha pensado alguna vez en presentar una denuncia sobre algún aspecto de los servicios
policiales que presta el EHTPD (Departamento de Policía de East Hampton)?
Answered: 23

Skipped: 1,159

Q56: ¿Ha pensado alguna vez en presentar una denuncia sobre algún aspecto de los servicios
policiales que presta el EHTPD (Departamento de Policía de East Hampton)?
Answered: 23

Skipped: 1,159

Q57: ¿Por qué decidió no presentar una queja?
Answered: 6

Skipped: 1,176

Q57: ¿Por qué decidió no presentar una queja?
Answered: 6

Skipped: 1,176

Q58: ¿Quién debe investigar las denuncias contra el personal policial en el EHTPD
(Departamento de Policía de East Hampton?
Answered: 22

Skipped: 1,160

Q58: ¿Quién debe investigar las denuncias contra el personal policial en el EHTPD
(Departamento de Policía de East Hampton?
Answered: 22

Skipped: 1,160

Q59: ¿Cuáles son las formas más importantes en que el EHTPD (Departamento de Policía de
East Hampton) puede mejorar la transparencia y la rendición de cuentas? (Puede elegir hasta
cinco (5) respuestas).
Answered: 21

Skipped: 1,161

Q59: ¿Cuáles son las formas más importantes en que el EHTPD (Departamento de Policía de
East Hampton) puede mejorar la transparencia y la rendición de cuentas? (Puede elegir hasta
cinco (5) respuestas).
Answered: 21

Skipped: 1,161

Q60: El EHTPD (Departamento de Policía de East Hampton) tiene varios programas de
capacitación que se basan en las mejores prácticas para ayudar en la labor policial. ¿Le
gustaría ver más información pública sobre lo siguiente…?
Answered: 21

Skipped: 1,161

Q60: El EHTPD (Departamento de Policía de East Hampton) tiene varios programas de
capacitación que se basan en las mejores prácticas para ayudar en la labor policial. ¿Le
gustaría ver más información pública sobre lo siguiente…?
Answered: 21

Skipped: 1,161

Q61: ¿Cuál es su identidad de género?
Answered: 22

Skipped: 1,160

Q61: ¿Cuál es su identidad de género?
Answered: 22

Skipped: 1,160

Q62: ¿Se identifica Ud. como miembro de la comunidad LGBTQ+ (lesbiana, gay,
bisexual, transgénero o queer)?
Answered: 21

Skipped: 1,161

Q62: ¿Se identifica Ud. como miembro de la comunidad LGBTQ+ (lesbiana, gay,
bisexual, transgénero o queer)?
Answered: 21

Skipped: 1,161

Q63: ¿Qué grupo refleja su edad?
Answered: 22

Skipped: 1,160

Q63: ¿Qué grupo refleja su edad?
Answered: 22

Skipped: 1,160

Q64: ¿Qué origen étnico/raza describe mejor a Ud.?
Answered: 22

Skipped: 1,160

Q64: ¿Qué origen étnico/raza describe mejor a Ud.?
Answered: 22

Skipped: 1,160

TOEH Police Reform & Reinvention Survey—Open ended results Question 9
March 22, 2021
Q8 How would you describe your personal relationship/experience with the EHTPD?
Q9 Please explain your rating from the previous question/Question #8.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Police officers are personable knowledgeable and are always not too far away!
Response is slow and with little feeling as though they care or can actually do
anything about whatever your situation is, very frustrating
Anytime there has been an accident or a question they have been helpful and respectful.
The officers seem to truly care about the community!
A complaint that I filed was handled poorly.
Some of the officers need to be in better shape
Selective enforcement is a concern as was seeming lack of willingness of police force to
help support co-vid restrictions
Always have had a professional experience with EHTPD
Excellent experiences with town police
I HAVE ALWAYS BEEN TREATED BY EHPD--THE OFFIERS APPEAR TO BE
WELL TRAINED, RESPECTFUL,
The overall professionalism is unmatched.
have yet to have a negative experience with the EHTPD
The best
Always have had favorable experiences
EHTPD Officers respond to calls quick and are very helpful to our community. They are
very nice and respectful.
Most if not all officers have been a huge help to our community. I still believe a little
more can be done! This includes being more active and friendly with the EH residents.
An officer should wear a badge with big pride because they are brave and troopers.
However, let’s not forget they are also humans and should display that care and
EMPATHY towards us. Even by just talking and letting us know that they are here for
US!
I have had very rude and overly confident police disrespect me, but i also have friends
that are cops who i love
Best community police agency on Long Island
They are great no problems in East Hampton
The professionalism and overall demonstrated interest in keeping our school and
community safe is clear in any situation that I have either observed or experienced
personally. We are lucky to have such great, caring and effective people on this force.
TOEH Police Reform & Reinvention Survey—Open ended results Question 9
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I believe that there is much more work to be done between the EHTPD officers and the
spanish speaking community. There should be more Spanish speaking officers to assist
individuals who may require translation. EHTPD should have more of a community
presence as well. Perhaps hosting community events or having officers show up to
support other community events. Trust is key and that can be earned through more
community outreach outside of work hours. (Coffee and donuts with officers, a basketball
game, a bbq, etc. )
I love the police officers in the Town Of East Hampton
Respectful and fair
Have seen numerous EHTPD officers in action over the years. Highly professional. Best
department on the east end.
have family members that are in the EHPD and know many people that work closely with
the men and women. They are always professional and make me feel safe while around
them.
Respectable, honest, hard working, quick response, and reliable.
Local guys and girls giving back to the community they grew up in
I know many people in the town and village police departments. I have never personally
had a bad expierence with our police
EHTPD does an excellent job serving the community
These brave men and women always go above and beyond the call of duty
The members of EHTPD have always been professional, fair and are a trusted entity of
the community
Great people always there when you need them most
When I visit the town for business or pleasure, the police have been present, friendly and
respectful. I’ve been in montauk during busy seasons and I’ve seen the police use
incredible restraint and professionalism.
All police I’ve dealt with are caring and wonderful at what they do
10/10
Any time I am in need the ETHPD has been resourceful, courteous, and timely. They
promote a positive influence on our community and are knowledgeable of our unique
landscape and societal needs.
Every officer i have come in contact with has been pleasant, helpful and calm. They
respond to emergencies and non emergencies in a timely manner
Professional, engaging, fair.
Police officers go above and beyond to provide a safe community for everyone
The officers have been professional and helpful
Respectful, thorough and kind . They do seem to work better when they are on steady
shifts . I found them to be much more lively and efficient over the last 4 years, as
opposed to when they worked multiple shifts . They often seemed tired.
Daily positive interaction
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2 years ago, I was stopped by a young Officer whose last name was McNamara. I was
very impressed with this young man. I had not interacted with law enforcement for more
than 20 years and I was blown way at how professional, well-spoken and competent he
was. I have since seen him in passing multiple time and he always goes out of his way to
say hello and check on my health and well being. We need more officers like him.
They always seem professional and can answer my questions. Different than my
encounters with big city cops.
EHTPD has an excellent staff. Very courteous and knowledgeable.
The police are very professional and caring every time I have called them
Friendly experience.
I have a working relationship with EHTPD. They are one of the best police departments.
Good police
I don't speed or draw attention to myself and always notice patrol officers actively
patrolling and engaged working.
Never had a bad experience
I have been a year round resident in EH for over 40 years. During that time I or my
family have been involved in minor car accidents and officers have always been
professional. When my kids were in grade school the DARE program was in place and I
feel it was a great service for the kids and their families. Our men and woman police
officers I feel go above and beyond.
The EHTPD officers I have dealt with in the past have all been very helpful, kind,
reasonable, and seem to be looking out for our community both on and off duty. I truly
appreciate all of our local EHTPD workers and their hard work.
I have always found EHTPD personnel to be professional, caring, thorough in their work,
and engged with the community.
I have always had positive interactions with the police department even in the most
uncomfortable situations.
Most of the officers I know are friendly on a personal basis and when I’ve seen them
respond to calls they have always carried themselves in a professional manner
Good relationship, always got help when needed
Love my town. Respect the law and everyone else should
In the past year I have had two seperate interactions with EHTPD involving property of
mine being damaged. From the first incident, I called and left the responding officer
several voicemails and never received a call back. Detectives were involved in the second
incident of thousands of dollars of property being vandalized. The perps returned to the
scene of the crime and were reported and nothing has come of it. Very disappointing,
especially because I never chose to believe or partake in the general opinion from the
community that EHTPD was “useless”.
Very good, but cant be perfect
I have not had any interactions with EHTPD
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The police department has responded a few times when needed for various situations,
including a medical emergency and a theft, and they were fast, helpful, and caring.
Presence wise I’m not sure with the lack of staff and also the unsupportive admin PO are
given the opportunity to make community connections
Always courteous knowledgeable and helpful
Sometimes the amount of time it takes for an officer to show up On scene is ridiculously
long for non emergency calls
In good standing with police
I’ve never had a bad encounter with his temp down police officer
I do not have much of a history with the EHTPD, but on the rare occasion I have, there
are no complaints.
I have never had an issue with the EHTP. In Montauk they do an excellent job
EHPD has always been professional, ready to help the community, answer questions and
there when you need them.
The east Hampton town police have always shown up in any very quick fashion when I
have had to call them. I used to work at a bar and they escorted me home at one point
because of a man being creepy which I thought was really amazing. I have seen the
police officers go above and beyond the call of duty to take care of many people in this
town and it would be an absolute outrage and a crime in itself to take anything away from
them.
I have had nothing but positive interactions with the police, and have never heard a
complaint amongst members of the community.
Every time I’ve ever had to call them they have been completely professional and
considerate
Family in law enforcement
I have always felt respected by the local police officers.
Everyone is friendly and easy to talk too
Kind, courteous, respectful, and professional
I’m very grateful for all of the first responders and their service to our community. I like
to see them involved and present at the local schools and community events so that kids
view them as helpful and a resource to turn to for help. I’m concerned about the drug
problem with adolescents and young adults on the east end. Re: social workers
responding to 911 calls... I think having too many individuals respond to emergency
situations with police might be overwhelming for people who are calling for a true
emergency situation. If someone is in danger and calls 911 for help, it is the officers job
to make sure no one is in danger and the crisis has passed... then it might be a better time
to handle the social work aspect of the situation. I do think they need more social workers
available on the East End, but not to respond to emergencies with first responders.
Something like crisis prevention intervention
o training for officers to assess mental health risk might be more helpful.
10/10. Have always had positive experiences.
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I have lived in EHT my entire life. My observation of and experience with members of
EHTPD begin with elementary school DARE class. I have always felt they truly aim to
focus on benefitting our community and unfortunately at times do not receive the respect
they deserve. I trust and respect the members of EHTPD.
Any exchange I have had with any officer has been outstanding
My experience has been positive. Most of the police officers in our community are
intelligent, caring citizens, and care about the community. I was pulled over once in the
village and the officer was overly aggressive about my speeding, tailing me aggressively
and acting extremely aggressive. He seemed really worked up and wanted to intimidate
me. I was delivering sandwiches to the homeless... it seemed inappropriate and uncalled
for in this situation. I was apologetic and had my information ready. He needed to calm
down.
The EHTPD is always there to help any situation they are called to deal with, and do so
professionally.
Good
My personal interactions have been good. However, I have people close to me who have
not had good relationships with them.
I have never had a bad experience with the EH town police department. When I have had
to contact them they were very professional and dealt with the situation quickly and
professionally
I’ve had good and profess interactions with local police when needed
They are always a great support
Always polite, professional, and responsive in my experience.
I have never had a bad experience with an EH Town Police officer. The few times that
I've had any direct interaction with a Town Police officer that office was professional and
courteous
I know many of the town police officers on a personal level. The few times I’ve needed
to interact with officers they were helpful and fair.
Any time I’ve had an emergency or need to call the EHTPD, they’ve always been most
helpful, no matter the situation
work for a local police department
EHPD has always been supportive any time me or my family was in need
do not have enough contact with the police.
They were very professional and helpful to me when I needed them to help me when I
fell.
My experiences both professionally and personally with EHTPD has been excellent
I often see EHTP people during everyday occurrences - inside stores, walking, receiving
assistance, etc., - and my experiences have always been positive. I find them kind,
friendly, fair, and having the best interest of the people in their interactions. I love our
officers and dispatchers.
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I was stopped for running a stop sign, explained my position, and was let go with a
warning.
I feel safe living in EH and a big part of that is due to our town police and their efforts to
keep our residents their top priority.
Always there when I need them
Positive experiences
I went to school with many of the officers and I think they are all generally good people.
It makes me feel safe knowing they will respond should I ever need to call the police for
any reason.
Overall positive experiences personally but a friend who has had domestic violence
issues has not felt supported by the EH police
Never had an issue and know a few officers personally who are all amazing people. The
more the community can know their officers the better the relationship and productivity
They’re always pleasant and fair. They always treat my family and I with respect and
serve us well.
Polite, kind and professional officers
They are there when you need them. Awesome officers.
Very good
Great police officers are employed by the town
Every interaction I've had with EHTPD has been positive. I find the officers to be polite,
professional, and reasonable. They have a very difficult job and they do it very well.
Very professional and willing to answer my questions or resolve my issues.
I never had an issue. But i also haven’t had many interactions. It’s more so what i read
and see. So it’s more so being reserved to click the highest.
The main detective assigned to my case (in Montauk) exhibited extreme bias because two
of the three perps were "local boys" (the father of one was a ranking local fire department
official.) It's a small town and I understand the position that the police get put in when a
"local boy" breaks the law and they are friends with that person's parents, family. It's a
tough position but that doesn't make it palatable or just. I suggest that as soon as such a
conflict appears, that the case automatically is transferred to state police. A police officer
needs to fill out a form that formally attests he or she does not not know either the
suspected perps and/or their families and perhaps they shouldn't know the homeowner or
victim either.
Here's some actual dialogue from my incident:
Me: they broke in through the back door
EHPD: they said it was unlocked.
Me: here's where they ripped off the handle of sliding door to deck.
EHPD: they said it was like that.
I quickly realized that this was not going to go well for me. . . .and it didn't get better. A
nightmare indeed.
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Thankfully, aspects of the incident involved NYS jurisdiction so I was able to see law
enforcement at work who didn't give a whit about who these punks were, their parents or
where they were from. They just wanted to nail perps. And they did. And, sadly, this
"network" extends to the DA's office and even the local courts. When a local judge is
named marshal of the Irish Parade and pals around with local defense attorneys, law
enforcement, firefighters, etc., yeah it's a small town.
Not enough minority representation within the EHPD
They have always been kind when approached
I have talked to officers both while working and when they were not, and was treated
with great respect and positive interaction
I have had great experiences.
They are always when we need them.
I have never had an interaction and frankly they do not seem interested in engaging with
public they don’t already know.
New officers (last 10-15 years) nonchalant in there duty & services to community.
Speeding in Springs is rampant. Never any radar or preventive measures. Community
afraid to walk there children in carriages on streets or able to ride bicycles. Not a friendly
environment at all!!! I’m a 36 year resident
Rude for the most part. With the exception of a handful of officers
Every interaction I have had with them in a personal and professional basis has been a
very positive engagement. Their professionalism is remarkable.
On the rare occasion when I need to speak with an officer, I have found them to be polite
and helpful.
Policing is biased in East Hampton
When I had a medical emergency, the EHPD was here quickly and began helping me. I
like having them at our parade, summer events and clam chowder fest.
Always responsive and polite
The police respond when you need them and they're unassuming when you don't
Always accomodating and friendly when approached.
I’ve had some incidents that required police intervention. I’ve generally had a great
experience every time.
I have needed to call the police for issues related to family alcoholism and they have
always been helpful and prompt and made me feel that I could call them for anything.
The police have always been helpful, compassionate, respectful and professional
Seems they spend too much time trying to generate income for the town with parking
tickets and not enough time worrying about real crime. Parking should not be their first
priority.
The few times we have needed to interact with the police, the officers have been friendly,
extremely helpful and very competent
Most are ok
When I had to call the cops it was always a good experience.
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Many of us would like to see MUCH MORE animal and wildlife rescue especially in the
case of suspected abuse or neglect. Uphold what laws exist and create more to protect and
serve! I used to know most of the police. Not anymore. That’s sad. There is too much fear
of racial profiling. This I think keeps many scenarios of child abuse, spousal abuse
animal abuse, dangerous overcrowding in a single family homes from being investigated
and resolved.
have had limited interaction with police. They have responded to a traffic accident when
called
Overall a very well organized and professional department. They do deserve a raise
compared to other police departments
Always helpful
Minimal contact.
Too many favors for friends and family.
I think police could be generally nicer during g traffic stops etc.
slow response but they get there
Police are concerned about residents And have acted appropriately
I haven’t had a lot of interaction but the police are always friendly. I do think the
village/town parking policies are punitive and a way for the town to bring in lots of
money
As a white upper middle class women that has usually been my experience with most
police departments. I believe that ehpd could improve it relationship with communities of
color. Actively recruiting officers who look like the community would be a good starting
point.
No issues ever except once an officer backed into me - definitely his fault and he
acknowledged it -and I never got reimbursed for my deductible - which is an insurance
issue. EHTPD’s insurance company states no deductibles can be paid.
For all the police around they have total disregard for the people when it comes to
rerouting traffic. They just stand there and tell you to go in an alternate direction. But
they never say why (in the case of a parade) or that you can’t get to where you’re going
in that direction!! Stupid entitled and lazy not to give people more to go on when they re
route you!!! Frustrating to no end considering how many of them there are and almost
ZERO CRIME in this area!!! Also people drive like stupid nutters and there are cops
everywhere! How do they not weed out these people? How may illegal people without
insurance on the roads? The guy in the red pickup almost got me head on at the end of
town lane coming at me in my lane on his phone and one week later killed the woman!
I’m sure it was him!
When I was taking care of my elderly mother, the police were helpful when there were
incidents involving her care
EHTPD focus on generating revenue through parking tickets and traffic stops makes all
interaction with the police unpleasant
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I’ve only had to call the police once when I heard strange noises on my property at night.
The ridiculousness of enforcement of minor things is a bit too much. I assume the police
just have a lot of time on their hands
We have a great small town police department made up of locals who care about our
community. We don’t need any of that big city nonsense and disrespect of our LEOs here
PROFESSIONAL ALL THE TIME
n/a
Officers are always responsive, polite and civil.
They've always been there when I or my family needed them in the 49 years I've lived
here full time.
Courteous and helpful response to a minor fender bender
As a part time resident, I've only had a few interactions with the police (3 in total) and
they were fine.
Police/detective squads very responsive to a theft at my house a couple of years ago.
I show respect for law enforcement and always receive respect in return.
Not much contact with them.
Limited experience but was good
N/A
Found a missing demented person professionally
Though clearly stern about enforcing the law, there is compassion, understanding and
helpfulness.
I think the latino community in town is petrified of dealing with the police. This isn't just
an immigration issue, but the perception that the police target the immigrant community
and people of color.
found the DWI traps on weekends a few summers back to be highly invasive and
unnecessary. Mostly the police I see are ticketing and stopping people for minor driving
infractions. I've known them to be over-zealous to people I know, in these regards, much
to my dismay. I've seen pictures of some new robocop ticketing vehicle with 6 cameras
on it and it's a disgrace. What kind of community
o have we become? And now we're going to charge for parking in town. I don't
recognize the community I live in anymore
When I have had to deal with the PD they have always been very professional and helpful
in resolving issue
Hiring locals are important
7
I find that the police are NOT friendly at all. When I was younger and we had the likes of
Dennis Walker - cops were also your friend and helped you and you looked up to them.
These younger cops seem to be all about acting tough and being the BOSSMAN not
helping you out. They come off as a Bully. Warnings should ALWAYS be given for
infractions that hurt no one - you will always remember that nice cop who let you off with a warning and a reprimand. Oh but that wouldnt generate income would it????!!!!
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and yes I always heeded warnings as a sign to NOT do it again. But tickets (when I
cannot afford to take off work or pay extra money) make me feel screwed by the cops
(and yes I realize it is my own fault - but sometimes shit happens) But we know nothing
will change
o cause its all about the $$$$
I have not been in trouble before and obey the laws so don't have much interaction with
the police ,but believe there is room for improvement with the Spanish Community as
there should be more bilingual police officers and services provided for them.
They have been extremely professional and have been completely satisfied with any
interactions I have had with members of the EHTPD especially the Detectives division
The officers are professional and attentive and genuinely care about what they are doing
have been involved with a politically oriented group in Springs/EH and several times we
have asked to have the EHTPD address our group or asked to meet with Town
officials/EHTPD and have been accommodated each time.
Each time(2) that they were called they responded quickly
In my experience they have been profession and polite
Any time I’ve asked for help there has been kindness and professionalism
Never had interaction
The EMS responded to an incident quickly and efficently. They could not treat but tool
patient to hospital. I do wish they were able to treat more ailments such as burns so a
hospital visit isn't necessary
Goodness, compassion, and professionalism I see from EH police in my day to day life
No
excellent help given in a fraud case
complained about loud nonstop music from neighbors, and officer went to house and
nobody was home. Neighbor s just leave blaring music . He came back and was able to
make contact with residents.
Excellent
They have responded when I needed them.
I’ve never had anything but good experiences with all law enforcement.
They are very judgmental.I don’t feel they are fair.You are judge on your last name
,where you live,your job and your financial status
Very polite and respectful
I would like to see the EHTPD (and the Town Board’s Approval) add more full and part
time officers to cover the influx of residents. I would also like to see Marine Patrol take
on more responsibility to assist the department
my experience has been that officers are mostly polite and fair. i have seen signs of racial
discrimination, however. i have heard officers make racist statements when not in
uniform.
I have not had any real interaction w the police.
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The Police Dept for incidents in our neighborhood, they responded promptly and very
professional.
Friendly courteous interaction in every incident where I have had contact with an officer.
Including a traffic violation, and an accident scene in which an officer did everything he
could to make sure I was ok, car was taken care of and I got safely to work
I feel like EHTPD does a good job with keeping us all safe.
Well trained
Excessive parking and traffic enforcement
Never had any issues and low crime here
Have not had cause to interact except the very occasional ticket
Always have had good experiences
Any time I’ve dealt with any EH cops it has been respectful and courteous.
Our local police are outstanding and are very helpful
Police I have spoken with have been respectful, but I haven't had that much interaction.
I’m proud of our police force they do a great job and are under appreciated.
No negatives to speak of, but police can appear mean / dominating
At the few times I needed police assistance I was satisfied with their service and care.
I never had a problem with the police - they are always professional
I’m constantly racially profiled in traffic stops
Have had nothing but a good experience with the EHTPD
A few incidents of rude treatment
I've had positive interaction when I've had an emergency, but also experienced extreme
rudeness and disinterest.
I find they are always willing to listen and ready to rake action as needed
I’ve not had occasion to interact
Responded to a 911 call with minutes
I have a fair amount of friends in both the EHTPD as well as EHVPD and don’t have a
single complaint about any of them, or their colleagues! We are lucky to have the officers
we do out here
they do a good job Everytime I've interacted with a member of the EHTPD I always feel
they are courteous and tough but fair. They are good people doing tough jobs.
Everytime I've interacted with a member of the EHTPD I always feel they are courteous
and tough but fair. They are good people doing tough jobs.
Very positive people in our community
Whenever I have had personal interaction with the town police it’s been positive
Any issues I have had they took care of them in timely manner
Great experience with EHPD
Why do I have to explain an excellent response
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I’ve had interactions with officers in traffic stops, in local businesses and seen them
respond to motor vehicle accidents. I’ve only witnessed professionalism and have been
very impressed by these officers
My interactions with the police department have been professional, pleasant and
courteous. I feel safe in EH.
Police are good about responding.
Don’t see much police in area
I grew up in a law enforcement family and have always had respect for our local Police.
0
We have experienced professionals and friendly police presence in our community.
Police are responsive when I call them
Very responsive to my rare requirements
I've only ever called 911 once, and an officer came right away and was professional and
courteous.
Good
Very professional
I have worked beside the EHTPD as a firefighter/paramedic and cannot speak highly
enough of most of them.
I didn't have any unpleasant encounters with EH police. But i was not involved in any
major issues so far, was not doing anything wrong, well, at list was not caught :).will
keep you posted.
Police officers that I know personally are dedicated people that respect our community
and their duty
The EHTPD Officers are some of the best in the county. They’re some of the greatest
people I’ve ever met, and are a welcome response to any emergency situation
Family members are/were working for EHTPD
Anytime I have called or had interaction with Police they always were quick to respond
I am a local and have known many local officers for a long time and even went to school
and grew up with many of them. I feel most are very professional and compassionate to
the public
Nothing but good things to say about the EHTPD.
Any interaction I have had has been respectful and positive.
I think the EHTPD does a great job in our community and are well respected individuals.
My experience with EHTPD has always been professional.
Everyone has been fine. The only reason I didn’t choose excellent was because I had an
officer approach me at the beach (while I was in my car) and he was not wearing a mask,
this was back in July and it was unacceptable.
Always very professional and work hard to help you.
Attitudes could be better.
Never had a bad interaction.
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I’ve had little to no interaction with the East Hampton police
Professional and courteous.
I had one conversation with a police officer who was following up on a complaint. He
was very professional on the phone.
I believe they do a lot of our small Community.
My experiences have all been positive except for ridiculous speed traps which clearly are
revenue generative “gotha” set ups
Professional, courteous and well trained
I haven't had much to do with police in town. It seems that parking is NOT a major issue
to be dealt with.
In the limited dealings I’ve had with the police I’ve had positive interactions except for
noise complaints. Chronic after hours firearms use and fireworks use in Springs never
abate during the summer Despite multiple complaints by myself and all of my neighbors
that I know of.
Always great
Always responsive
The EHPD has responded to calls in a timely manner and have been concerned and polite
and empathetic.
Very friendly when seen on and off duty and perform there duties in a professional
manor.
I have had little interaction other than being pulled over to many times in my opinion.
Feels like to much time spent with police cars tucked into hidden driveways ready to
catch people out and fine them ( make money ) for petty traffic offenses , ie rolling stop
at stop sign , rear light out , etc . Saying that each time the officer has been courteous and
professional. Perhaps a more visible supportive and trust building presence within the
community would foster a greater sense they are there to support and protect the
community they serve rather than catch them out for petty things . Would hopefully lead
to a better understanding on the ground of where the true risks and crime are present and
where the true help and support is needed. Saying this I have had very little interaction
personally so probably sheltered from what really goes on in ‘ policing’ our community .
This is more just a sense I have. On the whole I think the police are doing a good job
where we live.
I personally have had some good experience and some bad experience
I’ve had the pleasure to work along side many local East End Law Enforcement officers
from patrol cops to chiefs in a variety of different incidents. Each of them has always
made the best approach to every situation with highest regard for safety of the community
in mind, as well as all safety and first responder personnel
I work along with EHTPD daily. I have great respect for everything they do and how they
handle the job.
Not helpful regarding noise complaints; not very helpful regarding investigation of
possible arson. Too much giving tickets for $.
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Believe there is a me vs. them attitude among some but not all officers. There are some
wonderful officers.
False arrest
No complaints. Professional service. A necessary resource.
I have always felt that our local PD is responsive and professional whenever I have
needed their services. From responding to a hit deer to giving CPR to a family member. I
feel we are very lucky here to have such a force.
Being with EMS and just being born here you know what the officers will do for you.It’s
the new so called entitlement people that think they are important and want the town
services NOW. Our police department are the best
I like the police
Any interaction I've ever had with members of the department, has always been handled
in a respectful, courteous and professional manner. I have only good things to say.
Always very helpful and responsive
I found East Hampton town police to be efficient, courteous, helpful, professional
Act very professional and helpful
Personal interactions have been good. Interactions with others I know have not been
good. I have little interaction with police
The few times I had contact with the police they were friendly and helpful.
Police more interested in giving speeding tickets then protecting residents
None
I have had interaction previously with a child of mine who was getting into trouble
frequently, the officers have always been calming, informative and thorough
professional and compassionate consistently
called the police when my son was acting out, threatening to run away and punching a
hole in the wall, 2 or 3 x. They were very professional in helping him de-escalate.
However, when my husband's business was vandalized, the detective said he would
return shortly and waited hours in his car. No one ever showed up.
I am part of the Anti Bias Task Force Of East Hampton Town and have been involved in
numerous wonderful conversations with Mike Tracey, and some with Mike Sarlo.
I have been helped many times by the EHTPD and they were all professional and caring
individuals always ready to help the people in our community.
All and all I think the police respond to the needs of this community.
I believe that police presence in the schools contributes to the criminalization of youth. In
my opinion, police, including "resources officers" do not belong in schools. All possible
steps should be taken to keep young people out of the criminal justice system.
Counseling, health education, and career education done by qualified teachers and youth
advocates are avenues to pursue. Elements like "resources officers" that funnel young
people into the criminal justice system should be removed. Additionally, there should
never be weapons of any kind inside schools, including those carried by police officers.
Love the police.
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I called. They were at my house within minutes
There could be a greater presence of the police within our community, it shouldn't be
when there is trouble to have an interaction with the police enforcement but to have their
support in other areas of our communities. I've had few interactions with the police, but if
it not what they deem as an "urgent" or "pressing matter" then they do not care.
I support our law enforcement officers and everything they do for our community.
We have had good past experiences. I do think it is unnecessary for police officers to
show up when an ambulance is called for a medical emergency.
Ok. Question 4. Explain why you did not mention the importance of people getting to
kmow the police personally. Its not all about enforcement. Its equally about knowing we
can trust cops. Just because you think we can does NOT mean we can. What is being
done about racial profiling? Just beause you say we don't doesnt make it so.
Local officers have always been helpful, knowledgeable, and courteous to me.
I am Latin. Not democratic. I love to support police but I have feeling that there it’s
racism going on when you have black hair, they give you tickets not matter what. You
have to change it. All lives matter
Arrive promptly & efficient, imformative & helpful, courteous
Never had a problem
they do a great job
Always had a good experience with the police
Always a positive experience. Officers are knowledgeable, kind and professional.
I felt judged instead of being helped
Positive interaction stemming from a few incidents — car trouble call
Every time I have had any contact with the police the officer involved has been kind,
attentive and polite. Chief Sarlo has been smart, available to the community and sensitive
to the diverse needs of our residents.
Every interaction I’ve had with EHTPD has been professional.
I see them but do not speak with them.
Have had a pleasant experience; reporting an incident, getting paperwork, requesting
information.
Very few interactions but seem friendly.
The few times I’ve interacted with the police, they have always been helpful, and
respectful. weather it was a noise complaint or a traffic issue.
I worked as a paid paramedic for a few years out in East Hampton to Montauk and had
the pleasure of working with numerous EHTPD officers. They were outstanding on EMS
calls, their interaction with the community and their professionalism on all types of calls.
Have provided prompt assistance regarding complaint. Additionally, provided resource
and follow up
They are always there when you need them, very understanding
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Marking cars in the village has been proven by the courts to be unconstitutional:
https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.nytimes.com/2019/04/25/us/tire-chalk-parkingunconstitutional.amp.html how can a police department that knowingly violates
constitutional rights be expected to uphold the law?
Seem like a very helpful group of officers.
Seem like a very helpful group of officers.
Seem like a very helpful group of officers.
Police are dissociated from community.
Limited interaction, always good response time, very pleasant to us
Never had a problem, great police force doing their job in keeping our families and
communities safe!
I have had an excellent experience with our officers.
I do wish we would see more police patrolling in our area and on the roads as people
speed way over the 30 mph speed limit.
On a number of occasions, the East Hampton town and Village police have come to my
home to assist us with mental health issues with one of our children. Every officer and
paramedic/EMT who has assisted us has been professional, courteous, empathetic, and
wonderful. We are grateful for the understanding and support and hope it extends to
others who find themselves in like situations
Don’t have much experience with the police
All my interactions with the police have been prompt and courteous
No real interaction to form an opinion
My interactions have been limited to parking tickets and being ticketed for not making a
full stop at a stop sign.
I was pullover because I didn’t put the turning lights on. Officer asked me where was I
driving from. I said i was in a friends house that came from colombia. As soon as i said
colombia they wanted to search my car for drugs. No every colombian is a drug dealer.
East Hampton police iss very bias and racist
What few interactions i’ve had were positive
What few interactions i’ve had were positive
They are great!
Officers have been generally polite and helpful
More training needed for preparing officers for diversity.
5 - have been rude and felt not cared for minority
They don't seem to care about the low income community's interest.
I have rarely had a negative experience with a local officer
Been a first responder have the opportunity to work with the police very close
6
They can try better
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When I've contacted the police department on behalf of my clients who are domestic
violence victims, I have many times not received assistance I believed was warranted.
Absence of negative contact. Police seem to be performing their duties as public servants
as far as I can see.
Self explanatory
They were first on seen when my collapsed. The officer was calm and professional
though the whole ordeal.
Very limited experience
Had a wellness check in a neighbor. Officer came right away and was lovely.
Do not have any bad experiences. Always been helpful in both non/emergency situations.
Less interaction the better, Marine enforcement should be more lenient to young families.
I have witnessed NYers PD allowed to have non permitted cars on beach but give a $125
ticket to a guy picking up his little kids stuff on the beach. When a warning would have
been nice. They can be rude at times.
The perception is that a lot of police officers do not live in the community. Personally,
I've never had a problem with any police officer.
The Police are kind, caring, and competent in their community and professional
responsibilities. They are well trained and definitely give me a sense of safety. Our town
is lucky to have such a great police department.
Both the 911 operators and RMP were Very efficient coordinating arrival of EMS and
traffic control on an aided case for my spouse near the IGA.
They aren’t always friendly when seen around town
No
I feel the police are fair to the white local community, but the number of Hispanic people
pulled over for basic traffic violations seem to be far greater. Often you hear of a white
local community member get let off or only a warning for the same offense as a Hispanic
community member that is charged. I am a white community member that just wants it to
be fair and equal.
Detective very professional and compassionate in dealing with suicide
H
I have had two minor traffic stops that ended favorably. My family feels.very safe on Mtk
this can't be an accident
Officers are not fully aware of the laws that they’re supposed to enforce & are resistant to
being corrected when they’re wrong.
For myself, I feel like I have always been treated fairly. As Ambulance Chief, I have seen
the police do some incredible things and they (almost all) are very willing to help to do
anything on an ambulance call.
Have not had many interactions but generally satisfied
I’ve always had good experiences either EHTPD
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I have worked with Police professionally for many years as well as interacting them in
the community. I have always found the EHTPD to be courteous, respectful and
knowledgeable.
Stop you for a reason
Officer was beligerent & confrontational due to his mistake
I have been pulled over several times and one occasion felt like racial profiling. Also
arrested and taken into custody for questioning in what was a minor violation.
Always helpful and courteous. Friendly. After the High School spring ritual of smashing
mail boxes, the policeman put it back in the ground for me.
Responsive
My personal relationship is good; however, there is great need for improvement for
policing the changing community.
I have found that oficer responsiveness is often focused on being tough and macho rather
than solving the problemat hand. Applies to young male officers.
Taught at EHHS. Both SRO’s excellent.
I would prefer more focus on Quality of Life issues vs driving citations.
Its only after getting money and not helping the people
No comments
Over 30 yrs of EH residency, the EHTPD
Never had a problem. Have had minimal contact.
Community
Police do not stop speeders on Wainscott NW Rd. We asked for a speed bump to slow
down traffic but no response
I had an interesting encounter. I was on Hicks Island waiting for the tide to change so I
could paddle out. It was very windy and the tide was very strong. I was with an
inexperienced paddler. We were tossing sticks assessing the flow of the tide. A tennis ball
was in the water. My friend picked up the tennis ball and threw it in the strong tide flow.
Instantly we heard a loud demand "go get your garbage!" We saw an officer at the
launching ramp with a mega phone. We tried to communicate with him that it was a
tennis ball that we had just picked up, and that the tide was too strong for us old ladies to
jump in and retrieve the ball, but unfortunately the wind was blowing in the wrong
direction for him to hear us. There was no way we could paddle against the wind and the
tide back to have a discussion with the officer. It was August, and the beach had many
people on it. I have never disobeyed an officer, and never thought I would, but it simply
was not safe for me to jump in the strong outgoing tide. We stood there for a moment and
decided to go back to our paddle boards. The officer very loudly yelled, "I said go get
your garbage". We were dumb founded and stood there staring. He yelled through the
megaphone, :"Yes, You, I am talking to you, you in the blue, GO GET YOUR
GARBAGE." I got on my paddleboard and paddled out acting like I was going after the
ball. After I got home I considered turning myself in with a "tennis ball" into the police
station, but did not want to provoke the officer. While I appreciate the officer wanting to
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keep the area clean, and bust people for littering, I felt like he was on a power trip and
was way out of line to demand that we jump into the strong outgoing tide.
Always that I have to speak to an officer with any questions have been respectful and had
help me. When I had a light off gave me the opportunity to fix it.
Personal contact
They show up when you need them. Are polite and fair
have found them courteous and helpful in medical and other emergencies
I have had to call twice for a noise issue and it was over an hour both times before it got
resolved
I haven’t had many experiences with the East Hampton town police except for getting a
ticket for my license plate light being out
A PO came to my home after a noise complaint by a neighbor, he was polite and friendly.
I didn't get kind of justice for being abused because I was drunk I blacked out, and he
said it was consensual
Unlike personal encounters with police in other jurisdictions, I find them much more
approachable and personable. Good response time, too.
Only have had limited dealings with but was very happy with respectful way officer
conducted himself
Police have always been professional and helpful to me.
We've always gotten understanding help over the years
Being an active member of the East Hampton Village Ambulance for almost 33 years,
you could not ask for a better police force to work with on a daily basis. If you ever need
help no questions asked they are there to help, not only for us but to the people of our
community.
They were very prompt and helpful during recent gas leaks in my home
As an elected official I have had a meeting with the local police chief. I am hopeful our
police department members are trained to deal with the many various kinds of incidents
that trouble all communities but that they also know brutality is NOT permitted and the
key to deescalate not exacerbate- profiling of people is of concern to me as a resident- I
do not know if this is an issue or not. I do recall from our former supervisor that EH
would not seek to work with ICE. I am hopeful our police department is still committed
to that position.
I believe the members of the department do an exceptional job. I am proud of the
department and feel fortunate to be a resident of the Town. I feel very safe living here and
have absolute confidence in the leadership of the department
I have found our local PD and individual officers to be polite, courteous and purposeful.
I have had little interaction other than the occupational traffic stop.
Id rather not.
Two interactions where the officers were helpful, knowledgeable and well uniformed.
Na
The officers are always polite, professional and follow up
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they have always responded to my calls, mostly due to enforcement of rules
A few times we're had police officers come to our house. They're polite and generally
helpful, but the one time we had an actual crime (arson) they were not able to develop a
single suspect or clue.
I’ve called the police on 3 occasions when I felt threatened by perceived intruders and the
officers were very helpful and reassuring. I’ve been stopped while driving with a
headlight out and the feeling I got was the officer was concerned for my safety
I have had one on one interaction with members of the EHTPD and always found the
officers to respectful and professional
Most interactions have been very good. Most officers are great, especially local officers.
They have helped me and my family many times
Every encounter, either meeting on patrol or being pulled over, the officers are
professional, courteous, and fair-minded. I have also called the non-emergency number
and been treated well and had my concerns/questions answered in timely, professional
manner.
Very professional and approachable
I think they unfairly profile younger citizens and those driving older small cars.
I have a high level of respect and admiration for our police force and consider many
officers family and friends. Im proud to support the EHTPD.
Poor social skills, hostile in interaction. Definitely low educated. Since they make so
much money with very little education requirements there should be a higher standards
with regards to hire these people
attempt to be law-abiding and when interacting with law enforcement to be respectful.
That means minimal if any interactions with law enforcement and when I do have them,
they have largely been pleasant. Law enforcement is there to enforce the law and should
not be hampered in any way when doing so.
Great
All interactions professional and courteous
some drive too fast on the beach
Love our EHTPD
Not a lot of incidents personally to report on but have friends with both good and bad
reports, so picked fair.
very responsive and profession;
Solid, responsible, understanding, sympathetic officers
Past experances
I had one very unpleasant interaction with an officer when I pulled up in front of the
middle school to let my daughter into the car after her field hockey practice. The officer
was very rude and ticketed me. It was dark and she was nervous waiting in the back, so I
had told her I’d come to the front. I believe informing me of the regulations in that zone,
rather than ticketing me would have been appropriate. I think officers should engage with
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residents in a posit e manner but he literally ran across the street when I pulled up and
whipped out his ticketing book as soon as he got to me.
I had two situations where I experienced discussions with police officers (who ai did not
know, Snd met for the first time) in each case the officer was respectful, polite, concerned
and friendly!!
N/a
I’ve always been impressed with the very quick response time when I’ve called the PD
haven't had much interaction except from stories of my son as a teenager being treated
harshly and somewhat disrespectfully by police and my husband being stopped and
treated very rudely by the officer.
No real interaction
I personally have not had many interaction with EHPD but I do notice that most traffic
stops are people of color.. I always wonder about that
Have had very little ckntact
I've had complaints not followed up with and calls not returned by office I filed with.
dispatcher that answered my calls was repeatedly rude when I called to follow up
Why do we need 8 cop cars to show up on every call
I called about a raccoon police responded and took care of the problem. Hit a deer
reported it, and was told to wait for police officer. Never came.
I have little interaction except at the beach and they are always very nice
The police presence in this town is too visible, too threatening. Due to the simple fact that
there are many police vehicles on the road the impression is they are on the prowl, simply
looking for offenders, rather than working behind the scenes on the safety and well being
of the community. This is especially true in the village (I realize this is a survey of town
police but the two departments are connected in most people’s minds), where one truly
feels like this is a police state. What is it about our town (and our nation) that there seems
to be a need to see so many police everywhere? We seem to be reassured by heavy police
presence. Can’t we go the other way? A community that’s safe, with terrific police
departments that are mostly invisible?
Always pleasant
Any time I have called for assistance whether it be a medical issue, or wires down in the
street, they have responded promptly and with the utmost courtesy and professionalism.
When i needed help they were there
Although I've had limited experience in dealing with the Town police I have been
impressed with their professionalism. I have found them to be reasonable and always
exercise good rational judgement in dealing with situations.
All encounters have been positive
Any interaction I have had has been professional and the officers always seem to want to
solve the problem and to the right thing
just checking out survey
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I formerly worked for the Town of East Hampton. The police provided support for our
activities. In one particular incident with which I was involved, the police calmly and
professionally deescalated an potentially dangerous encounter with the public
Prompt response and professionalism in my experience
When I had noise issues with a pre-existing, non-conforming inn which was also
breaking their permit restrictions, then deputy Chief. Mike Tracy was extremely
responsive. Also everyone is always friendly and nice!
I have friends who are police officers, and have always had good interactions with the
officers who I don't know personally as well. But I am white and speak english. I feel
strongly that police officers with loaded guns should not be in our schools, but I do think
it could be beneficial for officers to have regular friendly interactions with students in the
form of small meetings or discussions.
mutual respect
As a law abiding citizen my interaction with the officers in town has always been
pleasant and helpful
Police have been courteous, helpful and compassionate
No interaction directly with EHTPD
I am a quadriplegic and live alone with my wife. The town police have been sensational
in coming to help us over the years.
I have always fount the Police Department friendly and non-authoritoian
have had limited interaction, specifically traffic related
I have never had a negative interaction or heard of a negative interaction from people I
know.
My experience with interaction as an EMT
I've never had an issue, but there's always room for improvement.
They do a great job!!!
Just an impression that they are Trumpers.
The East Hampton Police Department do a great job. They could use more staff in the
summer months as they are overworked.Keeping the police department involved with the
schools and having an officer in the schools is important.
I would like to see more police presence re the speeding and reckless driving that occurs
in Montauk
Once a policeman stopped me because I was speeding and he treated me fairly
40 years of police interaction has always been vine. No problems or complaints.
I've only encountered them when reporting deer collisions.They were always helpful and
respectful.
My experience growing up in our community and having family/friends who are in the
police force
Not applicable
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Last year in 2 encounters my family had with the policy, one a traffic accident and
another a call regarding public disorder, we felt like the policy officers responding were
biased and favor the other party involved which were white (as opposed to my family
who are Hispanics).
No issues. Solid relationship.
Living locally for the past 30 years The police have always been professional courteous
and thorough whether it was A traffic accident fires or theft. I’ve never had 1 issue where
I felt they were Incompetent or not thorough.
I am a volunteer EMT and have had many positive interactions with town police.
However, I know if instances where people without such relationship were treated poorly
by PD. It’s important to provide ongoing communication between community members
and PD to avoid the really negative perception of police found in many municipalities
Except in one instance when a summer cop was deliberately stationed at a stop sign
intersection 8:30a.m. in the morning on a Saturday to catch yard sale folks who did not
fully stop at the sign and ticket them, the police have always been fair and responsive in
their interactions with me.
Live in EH village
My interactions have been overall very positive with the police force.
Limited traffic/driving interactions
I think they are properly responding to the issues of our town. I would not hesitate to call
if I needed help.
I am glad the police have responded quickly to my complaints re noisy parties in my
neighborhood.
EHTPD has always been available when I needed them.
Any interaction I have had with the local police has been cordial and professional.
I've had little day to day contact with the police. What ones I have had were pleasant
enough.
Never had a bad experience
Police have always responded on time and was understanding of problems. Very
respectful and helpful.
I my opinion sometimes they come across as dismissive
I have mostly had excellent experiences with the police personally and uncertain about
one experience in a family matter, but i am white and fairly well off; i dont if people of
less means or of color or immigrants may have a different experience.
Recent interactions were very dismissive and hostile towards me (as the victim in a
domestic situation), inconsistent with different officers and then completely nonresponsive from the Chief when follow up communications were sent asking for
clarifications and assistance with domestic matters.
Great folks, doing good work & v respectful. Proud they keep us safe
Officer did not make an accurate report, and even invented nonexixtent events. I beleive
there was racial discrimination
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I find all the officers professional,understanding and kind
Believe they are approachable and responsive
Available and cordial when you need them
The officers I have dealt with are all very kind of special people, and very professional.
They are wonderful to my children.
Few interactions but always helpful
I HAVE HAD LIMITED INTERACTION WITH OUR POLICE DEPARTMENT, BUT
WHEN I HAVE IT WAS A VERY REWARDING EXPERIENCE..
Had only personal interaction with EHPD..Friends etc...
I am a teacher and think the police in our schools are a great service to our community.
My only personal interaction with the police was in a hit and run involving my car (which
was parked, so nobody was hurt, thankfully. Just a badly damaged car) and the
perpetrator was caught in about five hours. The whole case was handled very well, in my
opinion.
There have been a few incidents at my business throughout the years when I have had to
call the police and they have always been very professional and helpful
Police are always courteous and eager to help
No comment
Very courteous and helpful when I had problem with car
I have only rarely had to contact the police, but the one recent time after an accidental
911 call I made, the officer was terrific. Polite, very professional, helpful.
Generally caring interaction
Too many tickets
very cooperative
I worry they are a little autocratic/severe for a small friendly community.
Good response to calls, receptive to locals
Pd has always been professional.
Unfortunately local families are treated lightly with assaults and DWI...they rarely get
charged
The police have always been good to me. Mostly what I have had issues with is new laws
not allowing them to do there job because of NYS crazy laws recently put to law that has
no real punishment for criminal behavior. No bail needed.
Brief experience has been ok, what upset me was a time when I called on behalf of
someone else and the officer/dispatcher said "we are busy and tired of coming to that
neighborhood."
The police regularly patrol and when there is an EMS incident they are always first on the
scene. They are a tremendous asset, especially when things go amiss.
Never had a bad experience but not much interaction in general to warrant excellent.
I have had nothing but positive interactions with local law enforcement. They are
professional and community oriented individuals.
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We have called them several times over the years and they always responded
We g JC ave found them to be efficient as well as caring for us seniors
I get the impression that they don't really care about what's really going on. Just doing the
minimum.
My interactions with the EHTPD have been extremely positive over the past 18 years.
Thank you for your service to our community.
Fast, efficient and courteous response from prior experiences
Hardly ever see a police car around the springs
Once a drunken person was parked facing me on the end of Tree Mile Harbor by the Girl
Scout Camp with his lights off and I swerved but hit him in the dark. He was cited,
though I never knew what happened. My car had to be towed. The cop was helpful to me.
I've dealt with the local police a few times. They're very polite and helpful.
Have not interact with any member so far!
they always helped me
Too aggressive
Don’t know enough of the officers for an excellent rating
The police are part of our community.
No response
limited but all I have. Had car issue with son, officer came to house had a very pleasant
brief conversation and I came away happy with the meeting. Also got a traffic ticket,
tried to talk my way out of it, lost. Also very pleasant very professional. drove away
happy except for the ticket.
I have had many interactions with various members of the EHTPD and they have always
been professional and courteous.
Most of the time the police have been extremely professional, responsive, courteous &
respectful. But on occasion they won’t respond as strongly against offenders as we have
asked
I have always found police officers approachable and helpful and respectable
Overall, good feeling about EHTPD
response to wild neighborhood party
More Spanish speaking officers and mental health professionals to be a part of the force.
SRO and DARE are essential in all schools--be sure to continue those resources
Officers are approachable and responsive and not intimidating.
A police officer stopped me at night on Springs Fireplace Road to let me know that a
headlight was out. Very polite and helpful. Also helped me help a neighbor who found an
injured cat in her front yard.
Always quick to respond & courteous.
Arrived promptly. Listened
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I do not interact with them often, but they wave back when I wave to them on the road
and they have been courteous when I have been pulled over (twice, for headlight/taillight
out).
I don't really notice them.
I’ve had 2 interactions with local police where i was pulled over for no reason.
for the MOST part my experience with the police has been good with a few exceptions.
one officer verbally assaulted me for speeding, I apologized and he started screaming at
me until i cried. I also know first and second hand how OFTEN police don't arrest their
pals...so there are a handful of consistently drunk drivers who remain on the roads and
this is dangerous for all. Perfect example, the woman who killed a guy in MONTAUK on
a bike had been pulled over and let go more than once, a prominent builder in MTK is
often ignored, an artist rolled a hummer and was sent home... the list goes on and on.
Additionally, I was being "stalked" and couldn't get the police to help until i was attacked
publicly. So while, for the most part, the police are kind and courteous they often "side
with a guy’s" and shut a blind eye (especially if you're a transplant who has only lived
here for 20 years hahaha).
only had one brief interaction which was ok
have been a member of the community for my entire life (50 yrs). I have been a law
abiding member of the community my entire life. The EHPD has been always
professional and responsive to the community. Policing in this day and age with all the
additional issues/strain on the Dept. is not a easy task. It is a much more complex, I feel
that EHPD is doing the best they can with the number of PO that EHPD currently is
budgeted for.
Police seem to be cocky and entitled. Their first reaction is not to be nice. Demanding for
no reason
My one interaction with an officer in the past year was very good, cordial and helpful.
Only occasional interactions but police always very courteous and professional.
NA
overall the police department is doing a good job. My inter-reactions ( I think twice in 45
years) with the EHTPD were very satisfactory.
Nothing stands out to make my personal relationship feel excellent or poor
To many police have bad attitudes. A little politeness goes along way. I think the word is
respect
they've always done a great job whenever I have interacted or observed them.
Police think they are above all and everything
Unfortunately, I do not know very many of the police officers, but the one I have come in
contact with have been courteous
Just occasional, I do have friends that had bad experiences
I wasn’t really happy to be pulled over at 3:30 in the morning after Missing a connection
home from the airport. We weren’t speeding, we were the only ones on the road, but we
didn’t know we needed to use a turn signal at a Y. It wasn’t any fun to be lectured about
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how we can endanger somebody by not using the turn signal at 3:30 in the morning when
we were the only car on the road. Clearly she thought we were probably inebriated at that
hour, but once she learned we weren’t she should’ve just given us a suggestion and sent
us on our way. I had just crossed the country and was exhausted and didn’t need a lecture
from town police at 3:30 in the morning.
Always willing to help with whatever issues we had
Had to file a complaint about a hit and run. Courteous and explained everything.
saw potentially dangerous electrical situation, when person who caused it showed up
officer in charge spoke to HIM but not me(female)
Never had a problem personally, but have heard of others who have.
An officer once responded to a call at my home. He was polite and understood my
complaint. It wasn't a crisis and didn't measure his skill level.
I find the EHTPD to be polite and alert.
I have not had a huge interaction with the police. When I have, they have always been
polite.
East Hampton Police came to my house this summer due to an incident and I thought
they were professional in handling the situation
Complaint about excessive noise from a neighboring house was received with doubt bc
the neighbor had turned it off before he arrived. He sort of made me feel like I was
making it up but the noise was on a daily basis and seems little can be done. I love music
but this was beyond excessively loud.
Personal interactions have been limited but they have been positive
had a very bad incident with a police officer about 15 years ago. I called because my door
was kicked in after I was away skiing for the weekend. The responding officer, was
threatening and I was fearful and begged him to leave. Finally, his partner came in and
talked him down. This was a horrible experience for me. I later learned he had done this
to many other law abiding citizens. It was only after multiple complaints and lawsuits
that he was reprimanded. The police department needs to have sensitivity training and
fire officers who have issues with behaving normally.I find it completely astonishing that
an officer with multiple incidents is allowed to remain on the force. I have a fine
relationship with the E H Police Dept. This one incident was so scary that this fine
relationship is reduced to me giving you a “poor” rating. One bad egg does ruin the
reputation of the batch. Not handling the situation immediately reflects on all the good
officers. Don’t allow this to happen again.
My experiences have been all driving / traffic control where the East Hampton police
have been rude and trying to intimidate. I was pulled over less then 1 mile from my home
for speeding, I was sick and needed a bathroom, I explained to the officer, please follow
me to my home I was not trying to get out of a ticket but feeling sick. He told me he has
heard this before did not believe me and then took 20 minutes to write me a ticket. I do
have underlying health conditions and was treated beyond poorly and direspected. Not
good. Really made me think about my omve out here over 4 years ago.
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I have always liked the small town experience of having seen or spoken to a police
officer off duty running errands or in my case fellow landscaper.
I have a few experiences with the police at my home for noise complaints and I’ve
generally found them to be pleasant and accommodating.
Excellent Personal Relationship because of minimal interactions
All of my interactions have been positive, and the information I've read about the EHTPD
has sounded very good.
The police have been helpful when I’ve needed them.
They seem to have little interaction with public. I have lived here 40 years and the only
interaction is a parking ticket (unwarranted). 2 police forces, plus county police, plus
state police ???-a lot of folks, sgts, lieutenants, caiptains for a small town
I’ve had very few interactions with the police but the few i have had, they were
courteous, professional and appropriate
officers have been cordial, however at the Wainscott site the front desk is poorly run and
the desk officer within the last few years needs to have better communication skills
I have only interacted with EH police during a traffic stop and calling for noise complaint
and have had what I would consider a considerate and as to be expected experience.
The officers have been responsive and helpful the few times I have called in the last 43
years.
I’ve had no issues.
Have been treated fairly during traffic stops, and have received more than adequate
assistance when needed in cases ofvaccidents/etc.
Always courteous and responsive.
No interaction, thank goodness.
I got a ticket for speeding and the officer was very professional. (He was right, I was
wrong.)
For the most part, officers have been polite and helpful. One time an officer told me that
my noise complaint was coming from cars with loud music when I knew it was the club
down the road. Another time I called police on behalf of a relative about harassing and
threatening phone calls only to be told that they couldn't address it at all :/ Both situations
were many years ago.
I have never been stopped by the police. The police have never come to my home. I have
never had reason to ask the police for help.
I personally know a lot of the local police officers. I’ve never had any issues with any
EHTPD. Always professional and courteous
They have investigated a criminal entry at my office location. They have responded to
my complaints about neighbor-caused noise issues. They have come to my home as first
responders prior to EMT arrivals.
Here is a full list of why I’d like to see police reform on the east end. I was closely
followed by a patrol car down sag main rd until I got to the beach parking lot. He then
parked his vehicle with my car in view and seemingly waited as I walked my dog at the
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beach and then proceeded to follow me back to 27 in his patrol car. I’ve never felt so
helpless and afraid as a woman of color. I’ve watched police officers idle their cars for
hours in the Summer in the Schenck lot, burning taxpayer dollars for no reason other than
they can. I've smiled to acknowledge officers in coffee lines and have been completely
ignored. I was once harassed by a cop as I turned into my place of employment on
Newtown Lane and the drive was blocked, he ticketed me for blocking the sidewalk but
also blocked me in so I couldn't back out and refused to listen to me as I explained that I
worked there and someone had blocked the drive and it usually was clear. He was so rude
and completely disinterested in the fact that I was trying to troubleshoot a situation and
not trying to intentionally block a sidewalk with my car. I was followed by a patrol car
while walking from my house to the beach in Amagansett for no apparent reason one
Summer night. That police were out in full force during the Black Lives Matter protests,
yet did not pull over one single Trump supporter for obscuring their license plate while
driving like fools down Route 27, paints a clear picture of the force and who they feel
they are hired to protect. I’ve heard through acquaintances with partners on the East
Hampton Police force that they were discouraged from supporting the Black Lives Matter
movement because they saw it as an anti-cop organization which is such a terrible
distortion of an organization that was just nominated for a Nobel Peace Prize. What I
would like to see are officers who actually care about the well-being of everyone in this
community, not just the white people, the English speakers, the rich people, the townies,
the people born in this country, but ALSO the immigrants, the laborers, the Spanish
speakers, the people of color, the poor, and the people who just need someone to support
them through a difficult time.
Always nice to me
We once got a ticket at Church and Dayton, when my husband was coming from church
and taking a right on to Dayton (where we live at 45 Dayton) the cop said, you did not do
a full stop and didn’t believe we lived right on the street. He was condescending and
unkind. My husband is the wimpiest slowest driver. I feel like a lot of cops sit and wait to
give these unfair tickets, because there is not a lot to do regarding crime here.
A tenant squatting in my home called police on me. The officers that arrived handled the
situation with professionalism and calmness
Over the past 20 years I have had perhaps a half dozen interactions with the police, alarm
went off while away, traffic stops, locked ourselves out of the car at the dump in the
freezing cold,just normal things. I have found every officer to be friendly, courteous and
helpful.
I've personally found them invariably polite, professional and helpful in the interactions
I've had with them.
Never a problem, very helpful with our mentally ill son
I have always experienced polite officers.
Casual encounters only
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I have been fairly and courteously treated. The police first response to 911 calls is very
important.
Any personal contact has been professional and respectful No need for much contact
except for those I know and these experiences have been good
When I owned a local business, whenever I called the officers were always quick to
respond and thorough doing their job.
They have responded to our calls timely and friendly very professional
I have reason not to believe in them as professionals.
They come when called
As a volunteer EMT I appreciate how the police ensure a safe scene and how well trained
they are in assisting and helping the public and EMS in an emergency
Need for ambulance they assisted
Personable, pleasant and informative. They have a quiet presence which is comforting.
They are most often local and as such provide perspective and added value when dealing
with varied situations. I have had to call them about excessive noise and speeding cats
down my dead end street. They were very responsive, albeit the noise issue continued.
Given the family hosting the party were “well known” I was told that not much can be
done, “hands tied?!” Apparently the family made a contribution to the town and/or police
fund and as such were able to conduct themselves outside of the rules/laws. Note: this
needs to stop. I would have been fined. The rules MUST apply to all and it places our
officers in an awkward position.
I have only had positive meetings with the EH police department. Not serious situations
fortunately
Most interactions have been fine. However, Officers can come across as unfriendly and
unapproachable
Afraid of retaliation
The police department is wonderful. Thank you for your service.
I’ve personally known and liked two prior chiefs. It’s been a while since stopped for
driving violation but that was conducted professionally
Late night pulls over with no speeding or drug or alcohol use led to illegal search, led to
huge legal bills for my daughter. 2. I had a similar experience of being pulled over for no
reason but after officer chatted with me to determine no alcohol and that I was old, I was
sent home without huge legal bills.
Late night pulls over with no speeding or drug or alcohol use led to illegal search, led to
huge legal bills for my daughter. 2. I had a similar experience of being pulled over for no
reason but after officer chatted with me to determine no alcohol and that I was old, I was
sent home without huge legal bills.
N/A
Have always found the policemen I have dealt with helpful, respectful and professional
I am a 35-year resident. We live in a “gotcha” town. Many resort towns have the
welcome sign out. Ours uses the police as another form of taxation. Parking violation,
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sticker violations, challenges by marine patrol of Hispanic men fishing. No matter where
you go in town you always need to have your guard up or you will be fined for something
minor. The politician class would blame aggressive policing. This is a top down issue.
Charge me another $200 in tax and then stop harassing people. Welcome summer
residents don’t see them as a cash cow.
I have always had cordial and helpful encounters with law enforcement
The EH Town Police force is exceptional. They are professional and courteous in their
dealings with the public.
They have been responsive, courteous, efficient, professional, proficient, and friendly.
This is based on only a few direct interactions
for the most part fair and courteous
See above
30 years, I have watched the department grow into a well.organized, respectful law
enforcement department. All personal one on one encounters have given me the
confidence to express my rating.
In instances where I have had interaction with a member of EHPD I have found them to
be very professional, courteous and helpful.
They have always been very pleasant and Extremely helpful and caring
Local police are not always responsive and often have a negative attitude. I also do not
like how I see some officers relate to our Latino and African American neighbors
Only interacted one time. Pleasant
When called upon for assistance with personal or community situations the EHPD has
responded positively.
I hit a deer over the summer in EH Village. When called, the police were in the middle of
the George Floyd murder at the time, yet they were extremely professional with me,
expeditious, and courteous despite the continuous honks from passersby. The high
school,summer parking ticket givers are not as kind, I must say.
The police have always been responsive, respectful and efficient with me.
Whenever I’ve had interaction with EHTPD officers they’ve been professional
I haven’t had any problems
Officers have always been polite and objective whenever needed.
Direct interaction has been good but minimal. Observational has been fair.
very helpful when asked
The EHPD enforces traffic stops in a sporadic and arbitrary manner, targeting those with
out-of-state license plates and using minor infractions as excuses to pull over operators
and interrogate drivers based on their race. I have personally had officers pull me over
going 5mph over the speed limit in the dead of winter, while drivers in the summer cross
double lines to speed past at rates at least twice the posted speed limit. Enforcement is
arbitrary, capricious and targets year-round residents in order to meet quotas. Officers are
not trained to meet the bare minimum of what's acceptable in communicating with
LGBTQ residents. When I have been pulled over, officers have found requests for
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respectful language (re: chosen name, pronouns, etc) repugnant and despicable. When
challenged, citing state sexual harassment law, officers respond in a defensive and callous
manner. This is unacceptable
My partner was taken into custody for a DUI. The officer was purposefully intimidating,
rude, and callous. The only other experience I have had with law enforcement has been
when I made an illegal u-turn in East Hampton town. I was very cooperative with the
officer and once again observed rude and aggressive behavior. Neither situation called for
that.
There are too many police all over town. I don’t feel like I’m treated fairly and equally
because of my identity and perceived income level. We need more investment in social
services and less investment in law enforcement.
They respond quickly
they are responsive and helpful
have had interactions with East Hampton Town Police officers that felt like shows of
power rather than acts of safety. It also makes my stomach turn when most of the people i
see pulled over are LatinX. I can usually predict when i see lights pulling someone over
that so often the person pulled over will be Black or Brown. That’s a problem with
individuals as much as it is with the superiors and the whole system. I hope this survey
means that EHPD is actually doing some soul searching, though I have a bad feeling that
there are very few Black and Brown voices in positions of authority helping guide this
process.
I have never had a negative interaction but I think there is room for improvement .
Officers could use more training & support when dealing with domestic issues as well as
sensitivity training toward our Latino members of the community.
I’m a white wealthy adult, the police give me no trouble
Have had very little interaction
Zero interaction.
I’m a huge supporter of all our men and ladies in blue, and always tell my children if
ever they are scared or in trouble they are the first to call and they will come and help
you. We are very lucky to live in a small town with a great police department thank you.
The police have a positive effect in the community. They are always available when
needed.
I have not had many occasions to interact with the police. But recently I had an
experience which was good
All interactions have been pleasant and professional. We had an attempted car theft on
our driveway reported summer 2020
i feel like an outsider in the town even though i live and own a business here
Hostile response to (24 hr dog barking) complaint several years ago. Clearly little training
on how not to treat the complainant as the enemy
very responsive to requests
Depends on the officer’s response!
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i nearly have reason to interact with the EHTPD but when they help support Sag Harbor,
or I am at an East Hampton event they are great
The officers were polite
Limited interaction, only beach rules and traffic rules enforcement.
I have not had a positive or negative reaction with the EHTPD in the past year.
They have always helped Me when I needed them
my experience with the police have always ben good .responces to call has been very
quick. O nce I had inhaled deadly fumes and could not breathe. in minutes,police and
firemen were here.
They were fair.
Minimal contact-as it should be.
In my limited interactions with the EH police they have been professional and respectful.
Approximately 5 years ago my son called 911 when I passed out while having lunch. An
EH policeman arrived at my house with medical equipment followed by an ambulance.
This is excellent assistance and medical response. Fabulous
They are available when needed
I do not have a criminal record with the EHPD. When I have had a problem-I hit a pot
hole late one winter night and got a flat as I was driving into Montauk. I parked my car at
lot behind Chase bank and a police car stopped and asked me what I was doing. It was
latewell after midnight. I showed him the flat and he ended up driving me home. That's a
good example of community support.
911 Response to family mental health crisis was prompt, professional & appropriate for
the situation.
My view of the police is it’s very relationship driven - ok for those they know- less so for
others. Also they seem to have a bit of a toxic masculinity culture.
PERSONAL ISSUES WITH FAMILY
I had one incident with a stolen car and they handled it somewhat oddly, but ultimately
well
I have been helped out many times by the EH village police. Gracious and efficient,
officers have come to my rescue when I was locked out of my car and my house. And
EMT members kindly examined me and transported me to Southampton Hospital
Professional and friendly
I’ve only had exceptionally good interactions with on duty officers, however off duty
officers is another thing. I’ve witnessed off duty officers driving clearly under the
influence of alcohol with complete disregard for others. I’ve been mountain biking and
harassed by officers on motor bikes. I’ve been in bars specifically the one on 3-mile by
Damarks and have seen officers act as though the rules do not apply to them and they are
entitled to whatever they want when they want. While on duty, I’ve seen numerous
officers texting while driving and speaking on the phone. When needed I can say they
have all been amazing, caring and helpful but the force is also notorious for being ‘above
the law’ and carry themselves with a significant arrogance.
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I have never had a reason to call them. They have always been pleasant when I’ve passed
them in the street
They have been responsive
My interactions with police officers have always been courteous and respectful on both
sides. Officers have always seemed professional to me.
I wanted to file a stolen identity complaint and found it difficult to talk to an officer in
person ( during the pandemic). Had to wait a while outside for quite a while. There was
no place to sit while waiting. Officer said they do not investigate such incidents
I have found some police arrogant when it comes to traffic ticketing. Speeding. Etc.
I have had several calls to police and visits to police for issues with my son. The officers
were always very kind and professional
More of a home town touch and investment in the issues than big police departments I’ve
dealt with.
The police do there job no nonsense and are polite and helpful when needed
My experiences with the EHPD over the years have been proper; the officers have been
fair and courteous. But I am an older white woman. I have heard of negative behaviors
toward minority residents
Always responsive and sympathetic to my complaints/concerns.
I find the current administration to be very responsive to community needs but it wasn't
always this way. 10-15 years ago I experienced some very poor policing
I have had very casual interactions and have found them to be professional.
good interactions at amagansett elementary, limited otherwise
Every encounter I've ever had has been positive.
A little pushy and intimidating.
Haven't had a lot of experience with the police, but they seem to be there when you call
for them.
Whenever I or my family have needed them they have been there and have been
courteous and professional
Always had a positive, professional and caring experience.
Only dealt with EHTPD during a medical emergency and they seemed compassionate
As an older white male (68) who has lived here almost all of my life I have always been
dealt with fairly and courteously by local police, as has my family.
I am an EMS First responder.
My interactions with EH Town Police officers have always resulted in feeling my needs
have been met or questions answered.
Most interactions are good and constructive.
Good except for when I was given a ticket for not realizing I had stopped in a no standing
zone. The police officer didn't even notify me and was in my way from moving once I
realized.
They are professional and community orientated.
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Always courteous, knowledgeable, and ready to help
I just have never had any kind of interaction with an officer.
i think they are polite and professional
Always felt like EHTPD was a positive mix of tough enforcing as well as caring
residents.
We have very approachable and well mannered police.
I am an EMS worker and have had Excellent experiences with EHTP. Over the yrs I have
also had personal experiences in which I have called 911. EHTP have always been
helpful and professional.
I have worked shoulder to shoulder with the officers on EMS calls for years. They are
outstanding.
The officers are good folks but need to learn to listen before passing judgment. They do
not seem to understand that there are underlying reasons for why things happen and make
some bad decisions sometimes because they do not always listen.
N/A
Because I work with them
feel that our officers do a good job. They are quick to respond to emergencies, are able to
communicate calmly and effectively, the officers that I have come in contact with have
always been friendly and helpful.
Living and working in a small town allows you to have contact with the police in all
aspects of life. (good and bad)
Any and all interactions I have had with EHTPD Officers has been courteous and
professional.
I have only had ambulance calls for my son, sport accidents.
Good past experiences
Always fair and professional. They have a tough job and do it pretty well.
They have always been there when I needed
They have been more than helpful in times where they have come to assist in our facility,
friendly & helpful.
Anytime I have needed assistance they have always been readily available
Anytime I have needed them they have been professional/efficient and have resloved any
issue that I may have had
Officers behave very professionally and personally.
I have not had a reason to call the police or been to a community event communicating
with the department.
Professional
n/a
All my experiences have been positive no matter what type of situation.
Always professional, courteous, and caring for our community. Tough when they have to
be.
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I have never had a bad experience with EHTPD
n/a
Better relationship because I now work for the Town and know some of the officers.
The EHTPD is always visible and there to assist.
My personal experience is great. I have heard in Town Hearings of some residents
without citizenship being afraid to call police allowing sexual predators and criminals to
operate without fear of consequences.
The officers that I have dealt with have been courteous and very professional.
Anytime I have had any communication with the Department both at work and not at
work they have been professional.
With my Job I work close with EHTPD on some highway issues and there cooperation is
exelent.
I have only had one bad experience with an officer in Amagansett. Otherwise, everything
else has been cordial.
They are available when needed
Police are responsive and caring. There is always follow-up.
I don’t interact with many officers because my actions don’t make it that I interact with a
lot of officers. If you times that I have had an incident, the offices have been nothing but
helpful.
Police have been responsive and supportive to calls for Medical Assistance and
investigations of irregular activity un the neighborhood
I have not had a negative interaction with an officer, I have gotten to know a few over the
years and find them to be respectful, conscientious, and professional
Even when u get a ticket they are virtuous and respectful
They’re always tailgating never get in trouble I barley see them use their blinkers and yet
people get pulled over for it and when pulling someone over they always park so
obnoxiously blocking traffic.
I have been around the EHPD quite a bit and find them professional.
my few interactions with the police have been positive
I've only experienced respectful officers in East Hampton
I have never had a experience with the police in East Hampton
Overall most officers appear to be good at their jobs and care about the community;
however, there are a few who do not appear to hold the correct mindset to be police
officers, who I have personally caught lying about the law, and who appear to enjoy the
power and prestige that comes with police work.
No
Fair
For a summer community the police force rivals that of NYC or the Florida Keys. Can’t
drive in any direction without seeing a village or town police cruiser. Early in the
morning or late in the day they lay in wait for speeders and pounce on those poor folks
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who don’t know that you can’t pick up or drop off in a handicapped zone. It is like living
in the DMZ or in Gaza.
I have had past experience dealing with the EHTPD when a close family member had a
mental health emergency. The police were very professional and handled the matter with
care and humanity.
Most of my interactions have been good.
Let Police do their jobs and support them, stop using them as political porns.
Great crew of people.
They are always professional and prompt.
Have always been treated with respect as I treat officers with respect
ALWAS HAVE BEEN EASY TO DEAL WITH AND VERY HELPFUL
If needed they come to your home
I got a warning for going a little too fast...
E H P D are very repectful of the community and their needs
Always professional
I have lived in this area for almost 40 years full time. Most officers are friendly and try to
assist the community. The summer becomes a little difficult due to the rise in numbers
I have had no not pleasant experiences
Typical with no extenuating circumstances.
I've always had assistance whenever I've called for help.
I work closely with the EHTPD and have a great respect for all thT they do for our
community.
Always respond quickly to calls. They have a extremely hard job especially in the
summer.
I have done a lot of work with them since around 2002.
I have relatives who have been and currently are members of the EHTPD.
When needed they respond.
I find the EHPD to be on the ball, not over reactive, compassionate and reliable. Decent
human beings. Well trained.
My personal experiences with the EHTPD have always been excellent but I am a SWF. I
have noticed that the vast majority of the people I see pulled over seem to be Latino. Is
there profiling training in place? If not, I would suggest regular training
Worked with them when I worked for the Town in the Human Services Dept., and when
reporting an accident and scam attempts
I have worked in the Town and Village of East Hampton for over 25 years and have the
up most respect for the Police and EMS systems
Any time I needed the Police they have responded quickly and professionally
I live near Girard Drive and I find them to be present and helpful. Most of my personal
experience has been with the Village Police
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we attend or watch zoom meetings when schedule and had previous interactions with the
board.
response to medical issues and auto accidents
Police have been cordial and responsive the rare times I have had interaction
EHTPD have always been professional and courteous, but the rules / laws are not applied
fairly and equally across all members of the community.
Always there for me
Local police have always handled every situation or incident professionally and
respectful
All two interactions I have had have been helpful and reassuring. One, a police officer
came to check after a rash of car thefts in my neighborhood. The other, I went to the
police station to file a report after I was rear-ended by someone who did not wish to take
responsibility and would not wait around for me to call the police.
I’ve never been in contact with the police department
I've always felt it to be a safe, respectful, professional rapport. People to rely on.
I have had very little interaction with the police. Once I contacted the police to talk to a
neighbor who was cleaning out their house and leaving everything on the side of a street.
The matter was resolved. Otherwise, my interactions with the local police have been
limited to a hello in Starbucks or other retail establishments
They were fair with the situation.
They all seem very attentive and courteous
Race and language divides the residents and ehpd
The officers are always very nice and understanding.
The majority of time an officer has either approached me or I have approached an officer
the officer comes off as authoritative, there is little to no connection. It is my belief that
officers are members of the community and as such are to be personable and welcoming
rather than authoritarian and arrogant. I have had a few encounters with kind and
welcoming officers but they are not the norm.
In my experience, EH Town Police Officers have my best interest in mind, from
protecting schools, building relationships with students, teaching D.A.R.E, responding to
EMS/fire calls, etc. They have always been professional and courteous
Some police are good and some are bad. We have a mixture out here... some work hard
and some are lazy.
They are responsible, respectful and helpful.
Officers are always professional, accessible, friendly, and heplful, in a high risk, high
stress job.
My dog was locked in a running car that I could not get into. While this was a nonemergency, an EHTPD officer arrived anyway and was happy to assist in solving this
problem. My family was very thankful for the response, kindness, and approach to this
situation
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Police focus should be on the issue presented to them and not provide solutions to the
problem. Save that for the judge
Good
always havw found officers to be polite and willing to answer any questtions, caring and
efficient
Every officer I have dealt with has been very professional
I've had limited experience with EHPD, primarily witnessing Marine Patrol activities at
Ditch Plains during the summer. My one criticism was the lack of enforcement of surf
camp permitting requirements.
The very few times I needed to speak to the police, I found them professional and
responsive.
Prompt. Courteous.
they have always been responsive and professional
EHTPD has always been courteous and professional.
They could be more approachable with the Hispanic community
They’ve always been attentive and respectful when I’ve been in contact
I’ve lived in Sag Harbor for over 25 years. I’m a local builder/developer in the
Hamptons. The EHTPD as always been an organization that has balanced law and order
in East Hampton. These police officers have always demonstrated respect and the care to
protect this amazing community we call home.
I work closely with PD in my volunteer capacity and they are always professional and
helpful to all involved
I’ve had both positive and negative interactions with EHT police officers. I think officers
could try to be more friendly/outgoing when seeing the general public
police are very responsive to community needs
Just fair.
I have a personal relationship with sever police offers that can be classified as true
friendship, IMO.
I have never had an interaction with the police my family has had and it was good
They have always been polite in their interactions with me
I took way too long for an officer to respond to a complaint.
I think our police force does a great job. I think Capt. Sarlo is a competent and
communicative leader. The creation of their Facebook page was very smart and is
informative.
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Q17If you believe you have been a target of racial or identity profiling by the EHTPD,
please explain the circumstances
1. No
2. I believe some police officer give preferential treatment to associates.
3. I have not.
4. None
5. I have not. EHTPD does not target people based on race or identity profiling.
6. Saw it
7. No
8. No
9. I have not been a target for this
10. I have not been a target.
11. No
12. N/a
13. N/a
14. NA
15. N/a
16. No
17. No
18. N/A
19. Never, I’m also a black homosexual
20. I have not.
21. N/A
22. N
23. None
24. NA
25. I have not
26. No
27. No
28. NA
29. No
30. N/A
31. NA
32. N/a
33. N/A
34. I had a very close relationship with an EHTPD officer. I was not a target myself,
however, I heard the way they spoke about targetting individuals due to their race.
35. It's a small community. I think it's more how you are treated based upon who you know.
36. No
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37. N/A
38. NA
39. No
40. No
41. n/a
42. N/A
43. 4 years ago my mom who doesn’t speak English got pulled over right outside of our
house because one of the lights in the back wasn’t working. The police officer was a
women a she treated us really bad, she raised her voice at us and she made us stand
outside of the car because we were “suspicious” I will never forget this day because I felt
humiliated, I was only 15 years old and I recently moved to the country and I felt like a
criminal just because we were Hispanic. I was really obvious that we were not suspicious.
44. No.
45. n/a
46. Never had
47. N/A
48. Never
49. I have not
50. When my husband was stopped for having exceeding the tint limits on our car, the police
officer asked my husband and myself if the child in the back was ours which I felt had
nothing to do with why we were stopped and my child was crying because she was scared
we were in trouble. It wasn’t as if the cop spoke nicely or considered her crying at all.
Not husband is Hispanic, I am white (Canadian). Do this experience for us was odd. But
we also respect law enforcement and it could have been just over emotional/ just a bad
day for the officer. However, I would have handled it differently. But I’m also not law
enforcement.
51. No
52. This question is a joke. If you were targeted by the ehtpd, it’s most likely because you
were breaking the law
53. No
54. N/A
55. Please!
56. They’re just biased based on what they think they know about someone.
57. I have not been a target of either racial or identity profiling.
58. N/A
59. No
60. No
61. N/A
62. N/A
63. None
64. No
65. I believe that EHTPD doesn’t crack down on year round locals! They drive like shit and
do whatever they want and the PD is afraid of them as their families BS live here for
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generations! They need to follow the laws, having a firehouse or PD sticker on your
stupid truck let’s you drive however you want and drunk is absolutely wrong!!!
66. I have not been a target but I have noticed Latino residents make up a majority of road
checks
67. I haven’t
68. Never. Our LEOs are great.
69. N/A
70. Never had any issues
71. Not me but I've had a friend that this happened to.
72. N/A
73. Not applicable
74. I have not
75. No
76. N/A
77. I do not
78. No
79. No
80. Na
81. No
82. Not applicable. I think the bias training the officers receive is excellent. They are always
professional.
83. N/a
84. None
85. Not personally
86. Na
87. Absolutely not. This doesn’t happen. Your questions are loaded. A big liberal likely
wrote the script. Go kiss Biden, Obama and Harris
88. I think identity profiling may be an unconscious process in many cases, not necessarily
deliberate, but it is nonetheless detrimental to the safety of our town.
89. I do not
90. No
91. N/A
92. No
93. N/A
94. Yes. Was pulled over for not using a blinker and not having a license plate light. I had
both.
95. No
96. NA
97. No
98. NA
99. No
100. No
101. N/A
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102. No
103. .
104. N/A
105. NA
106. Not myself, no.
107. N/A
108. N/A
109. N/A
110. No
111. Not applicable
112. I have not been a target of racial or identity profiling.
113. No
114. N/A
115. Based on my experience I know if it was a different person he would’ve not gotten the
ticket that I got
116. N/A
117. No
118. No applicable
119. The EHTPD treat and provide the same services that are needed and the need of the
situation the same
120. No
121. Nond
122. This has never happened to me.
123. In my direct personal experience, people of color driving older vehicles are pulled over
by police for minor traffic violations frequently where a white person in a nicer or newer
vehicle would not be noticed. e.g. Small excesses in speed, borderline rolling through a
stop sign, neglecting to use a turn signal, etc. If it's not about race, it is about economics.
124. I have not been a target of racial profiling.
125. I have not. I am white. But there is suspicion based on my observations that that may
be different for minorities
126. NA
127. No
128. Few years ago. I was driving my boss car a mercedes suv I show up my driver license
officer tell me why. So I explain that I drive their cars, He took my licenses take a while
to check information and then he decide to giveme a speed ticket when I was driving
between cars it make not sense at all. I feel he did not trust me he looks down to me.
129. N/a
130. no they do an amazing job
131. I have not
132. N/A
133. None
134. N/A
135. N/A
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136. I haven't
137. I’ve heard from Latino friends that a few of the officers are racist but the majority are
good.
138. No
139. Friends have
140. None
141. People from colombia are drug dealers
142. No
143. Always see officers stopping vehicles with drivers that are non white.
144. Vandalism and nothing was done about it
145. I was pulled over, restraint and taken into custody, because my license had been
suspended. I had no idea that my license was suspended, due to an unpaid fine. This was
my first offense in 20 years of driving. I did not resist or put up a fight, only reason I was
let go, was due to the fact that I was friends with another officer who had my back. 2
weeks later I find out that two separate women had been pulled over for suspended
licenses, yet they were given a warning!!! Was I treated different for being Spanish or
being a man?!
146. I have not it’s what I see and hear
147. I believe my clients who are not caucasian and are part of the working class/working
poor are treated differently in certain instances.
148. not applicable
149. No
150. No
151. I have not. There is a perception in the community that "driving while Hispanic" will
get you pulled over. Is that fair? I don't know.
152. No
153. NA
154. Have not been a target
155. I have not
156. Latinos in old cars get pull over more than Latinos in new cars
157. Na
158. If you are in a work van and look latino they will stop you for anything. In order to
check up on you
159. No comments
160. No
161. No but it’s not atypical for people to stereotype.
162. my dad has been targeted multiple times while driving, without him speeding or
committing any fault at all
163. Never had a problem
164. n/a
165. have not been.
166. N/A
167. N/A
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168. Id rather not.
169. Na
170. No
171. I don't
172. NA
173. No but I’ve heard of this happening all the time. Like I mentioned before, there should
be higher standards for these local police officers. It is seriously wrong to higher only
local white people. Police should be a racial mix with more then high school education!
174. Law enforcement are human beings. Theirs is a very tough job. Those who mouth off to
them and/or are disrespectful should expect the strongest possible reaction.
175. N/A
176. No, I love our EHTPD
177. .
178. Not applicable
179. I haven't
180. No
181. No
182. No but friends have.
183. I don’t
184. No
185. Not applicable
186. N/A
187. NO
188. No.
189. n/a
190. No interaction
191. N/A
192. I do not believe i have been targeted.
193. N/A
194. They are sexist
195. I don't know
196. NA
197. On a traffic accident were the other lady involved was at fault, the police officer in their
report favor her and only reported her statement, my statement was not written anywhere.
198. N/A
199. N/A
200. NA
201. NA
202. Never or have I everwitnessed it
203. Yes, I believe I was treated differently as a woman 100%.
204. Columbian neighbors spit on me. They and i called police. Spanish officer took report
from both sides. Omitted the spitting in report. Invented an apology and reconciliation.
205. I have not
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206. N/a
207. I DO NOT BELIEVE THAT HAS BEEN THE CASE, AND I AM A WOMAN OF
COLOR/
208. No...I believe the above because racism is endemic to our culture and is inherent in the
system itself.
209. NA
210. No
211. I have not been a target
212. No
213. They dismissed bias profanity as not important when it was a local family
214. No
215. My experience has to do with how I have seen Hispanic people treated by officers.
216. N/A
217. As a woman, the one incident I experienced with a physical threat from a man (in my
home).....the police really made it no big deal.Threatening incidents followed and were
largely dismissed.
218. Never
219. Nothing to say
220. No
221. No
222. #13 and #14 are simply because everyone treats people differently based on their
gender, race, social profiling and sexual orientation.
223. haven't been profiled
224. No such expereince.
225. n/a
226. NA
227. I happen to be white. I’m also involved in the Latino community and I am fully aware
of huge problems profiling attitude with the Latino community
228. No
229. Me personally haven’t but know someone who has been
230. No
231. No, but friends have
232. I never have been treated differently
233. see prior
234. No
235. No
236. No
237. NA regarding the East Hampton Police. However, as a Gay White man I have been
overtly targeted by the NYC within my police district by Black and Hispanic police
officers. It was unknown to these officers that I worked with the police Captain. I sharing
this with the East Hampton Police in order to express that the level of professionalism
here in East Hampton is outstanding
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238. I personally have not been a target but I have noticed that almost all of the vehicles that
I have seen getting pulled over have been work trucks driven by latino men.
239. N/a
240. N/A
241. N/A
242. N/A
243. I explained this in a previous window but I will paste that answer here. The police in
East Hampton do not have a good track record with me. Here is a full list of why I’d like
to see police reform on the east end. I was closely followed by a patrol car down sag
main rd until I got to the beach parking lot. He then parked his vehicle with my car in
view and seemingly waited as I walked my dog at the beach and then proceeded to follow
me back to 27 in his patrol car. I’ve never felt so helpless and afraid as a woman of color.
I’ve watched police officers idle their cars for hours in the Summer in the Schenck lot,
burning taxpayer dollars for no reason other than they can do it. I've smiled to
acknowledge officers in coffee lines and have been completely ignored. I was once
harassed by a cop as I turned into my place of employment on Newtown Lane and the
drive was blocked, he ticketed me for blocking the sidewalk but also blocked me in so I
couldn't back out and refused to listen to me as I explained that I worked here and
someone had blocked the drive and it usually was clear. He was so rude and completely
disinterested in the fact that I was trying to troubleshoot a situation and not intentionally
block a sidewalk with my car. I was followed by a patrol car while walking from my
house to the beach in Amagansett for no apparent reason one Summer night. That police
were out in full force during the Black Lives Matter protests, yet did not pull over one
single Trump supporter for obscuring their license plate while driving like fools down
Route 27, paints a clear picture of the force and who they feel they are hired to protect.
I’ve heard through acquaintances with partners on the East Hampton Police force that
they were discouraged from supporting the Black Lives Matter movement because they
saw it as an anti-cop organization which is such a terrible distortion of an organization
that was just nominated for a Nobel Peace Prize. What I would like to see are officers
who actually care about the well-being of everyone in this community, not just the white
people, the English speakers, the rich people, the townies, the people born in this country,
but ALSO the immigrants, the laborers, the Spanish speakers, the people of color, the
poor, and the people who just need someone to support them through a difficult time.
244. I’m a 50 year old white woman.
245. I am a white male and a senior, so no...
246. Not applicable
247. Parents were in trouble, so there for so was I. Would be stopped on road while walking
out at store all kinds of things along that line.
248. No but celebrities and wealthy individuals seem to fall under a different set of rules.
This is not a reflection of the police but rather officials who direct them to treat these
individuals differently. You should have a separate line item for that issue along with
race and gender. The questionnaire seems to be slanted towards those issues alone. The
police can’t do their job if they have to have differing rules.
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249. No But I am a white senior female
250. NA
251. Trump supporters
252. Late night driving in the Hampton's gets you pulled over. I have know idea if it is more
likely by race or gender.
253. N/A
254. Does not apply
255. I but I have witnessed this, several times.
256. n/a
257. Not applicable
258. N/A
259. No
260. not applicable
261. have not been personally affected but I have witnessed racial profiling when I see a car
pulled over for traffic infractions, often noticing that the drivers are from minority
groups.
262. I am part of this group and did not feel, nor have I ever felt targeted by the EHTPD.
263. No
264. Was accused and arrested for "wrong" doing when in reality, I was the victim! Took 6
months to have case dismissed - officers and judge Rana never gave me the opportunity
to plead my case! In the meantime, I see white "boys" doing bad things and getting a slap
when their time comes up in court! Typical small town America where if you're not
"white", you're automatically guilty!
265. As an LGBTQ person, I have had only negative experiences with officers when I have
asked to be referred to by my correct pronouns and name. Officers respond with
resistance, incredulity and obnoxious dismissiveness. Officers do not understand LGBTQ
identities and are loathe to treat citizens with the respect and accommodations required
by NYS law.
266. My partner is non-binary and uses they/them pronouns. In all interactions with the
police when they were pulled over for their DUI (I was present), the officer refused to use
the name that is there preferred name (which is not the first name listed on their license)
and, though I could tell they understood what the kind of respectful language both of us
were requesting, he insisted on using she/her pronouns and the first name on the license
throughout the interaction and laughed at us when we appeared upset
267. I believe that I have been pulled over based on profiling. I believe that police have
followed me based on profiling. I worry about police being extra rough with me or
harming me based on profiling.
268. Not applicable
269. N/A
270. None.
271. N/A
272. N/a
273. No
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274. Possible the positive interactions I have had are a consequence of my being an old
white male? I have no reason to believe this true, and I hope it isn't.
275. I haven't been profiled
276. No
277. no
278. N/A
279. N/A
280. N/A
281. n/a
282. This does not apply
283. N/a
284. No
285. n/a
286. Not applicable
287. No
288. n/a
289. No
290. N/A
291. I have never been around to witness interaction with the police and others so I cannot
make a comment on that. I have only had once when I called them to my house for an
issue that I have dealt with the PD on that level.
292.
293. n/a
294. No
295. None
296. .
297. No
298. N/A
299. im me
300. Oh, so this is a whiny survey to see if the police force is culturally sensitive.
301. NA
302. NA
303. I have not.
304. n/a
305. No
306. No
307. No
308. N/A
309. N/A
310. Pulled over, for speeding according to the officer. But then the speed limit was 40 and I
was going 48 they said I was going 50
311. I have not had this experience.
312. I have not
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313. Same police officer would follow me every time I drove my car and he would follow
me just because I did not get my tints taken off my car because of lack of time. He
followed me into a private residence without his patrol lights on and ticketed me for the
se thing again he was a stalker and rude nasty cop he was racist he did that because I was
Hispanic
314. No
315. As a female minority (Latina) I have experienced the arrogance and lack of respect
from an officer (officer Andrew Ninmo, I believe) I filed a complaint against him after
our interaction. This officer lacked respect, sympathy and does not deserve to wear a
uniform. He used his badge as a way to intimidate. He was rude and fully knew he would
not get into any trouble or felt he did any wrong doing. If the report even made it to his
file I would be surprised. I know he wouldn’t have used the same words or the same body
language with a man or a white woman
316. I do worry that non residents or non locals are not treated the same as residents or
locals.
317. I have been pulled over bc I look Hispanic
318. N/A
319. I have not
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Q33 How can the EHTPD and individuals and families who live here, along with our
visitors and business owners, work together to provide the safest and most inclusive
community experience?
1. It is already safe!
2. Police officers can be friendlier, not so angry and threatening when breaking up beach

fires with our teens. All teens go to bonfires, including cop kids.

3. Monthly reports on EH Town website of statistics involving both police and code

4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

enforcement ( the latter being because I think it is often unclear as to whose jurisdiction
some calls fall into, and such a report could lead to better public education. For example,
is a noise complaint at a rental property a call to the police or code enforcement. How
about a beach fire with no container or water?) Statistic on type of calls received/nature
of call could generate more understanding of what police are doing, and may lead to
better education of citizens as to how to best utilize the service or better communication
on town laws/codes. Pre-covid, it seemed like police were spending much time on
weekends on Amagansett Main Street and Montauk Main Street-suggesting town citizens
were being asked to essentially pay for poor security at some private businesses.
IT MAY BE HELPFUL TO HAVE SENIOR OFFICERS SPEAK TO MORE
COMMUNITY GROUPS AND ON A REGULAR BASIS-- IMPLEMENT
PROGRAMS THAT BRINGS COMMUNITY MEMBERS CLOSER TO POLICE
PERSONNEL(SUCH AS SOUTHAMPTONS CITIZENS POLICE ACADEMY)-EDUCATE THE PUBLIC MORE ON WHAT THE POLICE ARE ALL ABOUT--HIRE
LOCAL MEN AND WOMEN AS A POLICY(WRITTEN OR UNWRITTEN)
have more officers working each shift to be able to engage more with the community
Let the police POLICE. We don't need a police reform board we don't need people
monitoring what the police do. We don't need social workers interfering with police
activity. Let the police police.
More events/programs/announcements to let community residents know the EHTPD is
HERE for them no matter the situation. In addition, more physical training so officers use
tactics/physical skills first rather than weapons. Be more educated on
diagnoses/syndromes and know how to approach that person. For example, if a person
has Autism...the officer should know how to interact with them rather than use loud
verbal commands or weapons (unless he/she is in danger). Overall, thank you to the
EHTPD for your service!
Leave the police alone.
Get rid of the current town boards they are anti business. Allow outdoor seats on
sidewalks and more live music. Stop code enforcement responding to repeat complainers.
It’s only a small handful of people who complain. What about majority rules??
The EHTPD officers should try to be part of the community outside of work hours. There
is a lack of trust or relationship between the Spanish speaking community and the
EHTPD. The EHTPD should hire more Spanish speaking officers and spend time trying
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11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

to build trust with the community through programs or events specifically with that in
mind.
It's working now
More police officers working during every shift/tour
Start doing more thorough background checks before an officer joins the force. There are
officers who I KNOW have racist/bias beliefs and should not be on the force. There
should be further "mental health" checks for officers to make sure that nobody who is
racist or is bias to a group of people or has anger issues can join the force
Support our police in their efforts to enforce the law
Open communication and relationship
Follow the laws, drive safely, mind your own business
Hire more officers. Make sure criminals are accountable for their actions. Maybe
mandatory classes and counseling for youthful Offenders and their parents.
The EHTPD already provides the safest and most inclusive experience. They are
exceptional.
By trusting one another and being openly communicative. By paying police what they
deserve and stop allowing social media and/ or people with no education to dictate how
societal norms should be. Treat others with respect and you shall be treated with respect
I recognize that there is a sense of civilians vs. officers in the country. I want to see
officers that work hard & honestly be recognized for their services. I wish officers would
engage more at public events. Often they stand on the sidelines (which I understand may
be part of their jobs) but their stances and uniforms often seem intimidating. There are a
lot of jerks here, locals and non-locals, that the police have to deal with and that can’t be
easy. However, I think a lot of the POs join the force bc they want to retire after 25 years
and get a good pension. There’s less and less officers, in my opinion, that do the job bc
they want to help people.
Transparency and accountability for both the EHTPD and its citizens is critical for an
ideal community experience. I believe the EHTPD does a great job with both of these
aspects.
Besides sitting in the cruiser all day get out and do something and all officers in the field
should have to pass a physical every year or two like the physical in the academy because
most of them are way out of shape
Everyone needs to respect each other. That works both ways. The public needs to respect
officers as well.
Engage with one another more frequently.
Care for each other
The police are not the problem and are doing a great job! The entitlement that people
think they have are the problem.
The police are doing a fine job
Be honest and sincere when you make a mistake. Say your sorry and ask for forgiveness.
Move on and put it behind you.
Open communication between PD and community. Community must have trust in
process to hold officers accountable when misconduct does occur. My experience with
EHTPD has been very positive - PD must work hard to ensure more citizens have
positive encounters with PD in as many ways possible.
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30. Not really sure the direction of this question but there certainly needs to be more training
31.

32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

43.
44.
45.

and/or the inclusion of a mental health advocate answering calls where mental health is
involved...
I’ve lived here for over 45 years. It’s hard for our officers to deal with the summer crowd
and people who come into our town who have no respect for the law. We need to crack
down on this and dwi checkpoints. Our officers do a great job but sometimes they are
overwelm ed and over worked in summer
Have high ranking police officials who dont say an officer's job is more important then
their family. Dont demand unofficial quotas to reflect officer performance
They’re currently doing this. Safety is currently a concern FOR the officers due to the
media’s portrayal. The safest community experience for both the officers and the
community would be to have more of them.
So far so good
By addressing the needs of the community through outreach programs and positive
presence
Stop believing every negative thing you hear about police on the news
Not waste tax dollars on police officers as crossing guards for memory motel to the point
bar in the summer months. Make those businesses responsible to hire someone to do this
job.
Great question I wish I had the answer
Follow law and order
Continue to work together with mutual respect.
By continuing the conversation. Not by enacting overreaching new regs that don’t allow
them to do their job.
I believe having an open dialog, being respectful, and having accountability. Any other
industry has transparent accountability for their employees. If an employee goes against
procedure or causes harm in some way - they are held accountable. If a person does
wrong and there are no repercussions for the actions... why would that person correct
their behaviors. I feel it would be helpful to have accountability as a group kind of like a
safety group for retirement. Where of there are few claims against the group... the group
receives dividends. However, if the group has several claims - the financial incentives are
not there. This would assist with accountability within the group of officers. If someone
is being aggressive and hurting people in the community - it will affect the other officers
and they will not cover for that person. It will weed out the bad players by rewarding
good conduct.
As long as the public are doing their part in following the laws, there is no reason to be
worried about safety/concern about the EHTPD doing their job. More police sightings
around town could potentially help the community realize they are here to help, not harm.
How can the EHTPD and individuals and families who live here, along with our visitors
and business owners, work together to provide the safest and most inclusive community
experience?
Regular community town hall meetings, committees made up of members of each
stakeholder group with equal representation.
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46. I think it's important to be transparent with training, willing to communicate with the
47.

48.
49.
50.

51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.

57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.

community, willing to listen to criticism for growth opportunities and the ability to talk to
all groups of people that make EH the community it is.
Transparency across all levels of the system, starting with body cameras and dash
cameras. Immediate dismissal of an officer involved in an incident with a camera turned
off. Public citizen oversight committees to review any officers accused of misconduct
with outcomes made public. Also a requirement that all officers carry Professional
Liability insurance. Dr's, Lawyers, Accountants, Insurance Agents, Financial Advisors
etc are all required to carry it and do not have guns. Police should be required to carry an
insurance policy. In addition, any court settlements that are paid out due to police
misconduct should come directly from the police retirement fund
Follow rules
Continue to maintain a positive presence and participation at all community events.
Having a substantial number of Police officers living and raising families in the
community is also a positive thing.
I think they do a great job. Maybe a little more community presence. It’s not just the
police who should be accountable. Of course the police department needs to do their job
but I think more community presence could help bring the community and the PD
together.
More training is needed. There should be more direct contact between the community and
Police officer's, too.
By stopping into businesses and speaking with the business owners as well as outreach to
youth at schools.
Work together is the key. No one should feel intimidated if they want to voice a
complaint.
Monthly updates..
No way possible all those individuals can work together. Everyone of them are children.
Cops do your jobs. Especially the lazy ones.
Overall, I feel our police do a very good job. Thank you for your service. It is good to
self-audit from time-to-time. Thank you for doing this. I also want to be sure that I do
NOT support efforts to "defund the police" or shift to social workers or therapists
responding to incidents where laws have or may have been broken. I strongly believe the
role of law enforcement is ESSENTIAL. Thank you.
Help the youth in the community get to know their officers, show support and community
involvement and change perception that police are only here to write tickets and arrest.
Increase staffing
If you see something, say something
Have cameras at hone and business
12 hour tours
On the topic of mental health providers being on scene for various incidents, I feel this is
important mainly for the victims, as well as to assist the officers when appropriate. The
current trending belief that mental health professional should go to scenes instead of
police officers is ridiculous. Mental health professionals are not generally trained to deal
with violent subjects, those currently under the influence, or those currently in a crises
mode. Utilizing that practice will eventually result in the mental health provider
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63.

64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.

77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.

becoming yet another victim. Police officers should continue to take the lead in these
situations.
Both public and department issues be discussed in a professional forum and not decided
by outside influences (social media,protesters). Facts are the facts and should be the only
thing that drives public policy. The law is blind regardless of a persons race or sexual
orientation. All people should be treated equally under a the law.
Communicate, empathize, respect, agree to disagree, learn about culture, learn about race
and injustices and have more outreach into the community!
Better training, transparency, accountability. And there needs to be consequences for bad
behavior by law enforcement. Not just excessive force but in not being responsive and
respectful to citizens.
Respect
Mutual respect
They do a fine job already dealing with the public, mostly comprised of entitled shit
I am not sure
Be friendly. Engage the public. Say HELLO!
Can you teach compassion?
Live where you work.
Very simple- reflect back on a more civil America when citizens obeyed the law and
respected law enforcement personnel and authority.
Provide a medium for conversation.
Hold the police accountable for which all others are accountable.
More foot patrols throughout the towns' business areas and town centers so people can
have more interaction and conversation with officers on a casual basis. This would also
serve as a catalyst for building a better, friendlier relationship between younger teens and
police. Occasional interaction on a casual basis shows a caring side of officers and
promotes a healthy respec. It lessens one's perception that the police are adversaries you
only have contact with when you do something wrong.
Town needs to focus on affordable housing, employment opportunities, school
interactions that positively engage children. These are all correlated.
Compassion for others
More Spanish speaking officers- four out of 65 is laughable.
Keep up the good work!
Respect and communication.
Officers need to lead by example
Conducting various forums to discuss issues openly.
I like the question but I do not have an answer.
They already do!
Doing a good job with the community
DK
Accountability and transparency from everyone on the public payroll
We all need to work together to provide a safe and welcoming community. It would be
great is police didn’t behave as if they are running a maximum security prison. I was left
to sit on the side of the road fir over 45 minutes after being pulled over. It turns out the
computer was down. The officer just let us sit there wondering. Meanwhile we broke no
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law. I had a defective tail light that I was unaware of. At one pint we thought one of us
was getting arrested (my husband and stepson was in the car). We legit got scared. We
shouldn’t be afraid of the police.
90. anti bias training
91. Be aware of differences and support those with challenges
92. All of the answers above. And go back to allowing visitors to park in town lots after 5
and off season
93. Community input, mental health services and response team, decriminalize drug usage
and provide treatment services instead of criminal charges.
94. Keep up the good work but keep striving to be the best PD you can be.
95. EHPD needs to crack down on the local population that blatantly break driving laws
everyday! Passing on the double yellow on the 27, cutting down further lane at 40 in
summer. Speeding on 3 mile! I do not see racism in the ranks on EHPD but I DO SEE the
PD turning a blind eye to the local population that constantly breaks driving laws and I
think they all drive drunk and get away with it because they have a FD or a PD sticker on
the truck! And the PD always has some old lady pulled over in her Audi for not using her
turn signal! How do you turn the blind eye to all the locals breaking the laws!?? Everyday
some local does some stupid trick in their truck! Where are the police? They are looking
g the other way!
96. Continue to do meetings and community surveys to identify problems.
97. Be involved around the town/village to chat with people rather than only pull people over
for the most minor infractions and shut events etc for minor infractions. It’s become
ridiculous.
98. EHTPD is doing an excellent job already. Don’t let all this anti-police nonsense affect the
good work you are already doing.
99. just keep doing what you do come down harder on criminal activities I respect the police
and they respect me ..... if everyone just obeyed the law.... this survey would not be
needed STOP ‼ blaming rather support the police
100. Advocate for a gentler society
101. Community patrolling. Occasional walk around blocks even in springs and northwest
woods
102. Even out the social class experience. Eg. There is no parking allowed on streets south
of the highway. But there are no such restrictions on other neighborhoods
103. all have to work together
104. Mutual respect is a start. The us and them mentality exists out here, and it really has no
place. We're all in this together and the Police should behave like our allies rather than
the guys looking to ticket us or catch us doing something wrong. I should feel safer, not
preyed upon. My friends who visit me shouldn't have terrible stories to tell me about their
encounters with the EH police. I know many police officers are doing a good job, but
making up things to do and looking for people to harass or ticket when there is low crime,
is no excuse. I'd rather see them helping the elderly in our community when its a slow
day, rather than hiding in the bushes to ticket someone going 35 in a 30 or rolling through
a stop sign.
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105. Please FOR THE LOVE OF GOD enforcement of bicycle & walking traffic on the

“backroads” during the summer. It’s unsafe and makes our local lives DANGEROUS,
especially the weekends!!!!
106. Cops need to go back to times when they were HELPFUL and not just seeming to be
out to get you for one infraction or another. It should be "oh here are the cops- lets have
them help" not "OH NO here are the cops- lets get outta here!!!!!!
107. I believe especially with covid the new laws and regulations need to be mandated better
( bars and restaurants capacity etc,) in order for people to feel safer. I also feel that with
highly media cases, when there is a sentence or creates a divide in the community the
EHTPD should try to help comb over the divide (ex. man on bike killed on flamingowhich now seems to be becoming a race issue.)
108. Keep doing what they are doing. They are true professionals and appear to be getting a
bad rap because of the current events going on outside of east Hampton
109. More open discussion about problems.
110. There should be an emphasis on inclusive hiring and referral of social service issues to
appropriate appropriate providers.
111. Work together for the good all people.
112. By adding more police officers to the department so there will be more interactions
with the community.
113. In suitable areas, walk the beat.
114. transparency and accountability
115. Be kind to one another
116. I think it’s prudent to hire more police officers and to give more responsibility to the
Marine Patrol unit.
117. Open community / policy engagement on necessary issues
118. Remain inclusive as possible while still doing their jobs
119. Obey the laws
120. Stricter rules about when lethal force can be deployed..personal liability of officers in
monetary settlements resulting from excessive force..labor unions of police actually
standing with citizens and not by default with officers..
121. Transparent and open lines of communication
122. All good from my perspective
123. Sensitivity to a variety of cultures, partnership with community members and
organizations, learning de-escalation tactics, training.
124. Training
125. Consistent communication and cooperation towards common goals to keep up our
safety standards.
126. Be human!
127.
128. Have knowledge of who is really living out here Who is legal or illegal And who

commuting frauds
129. Love and Unity
130. Well publicized public forums
131. Transparency and citizen / police partnership programs.
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132. Don’t put up parking meters or cameras, will destroy our little community......deal with

the people that really don’t live full time out here, don’t cave in to their suggestions

133. It would be beneficial to have policemen who are anti-Trumpsters/NRA gun supporters.
134. Remember the police are not a replacement for bad parenting. Support the police and

not vilify them.
135. Community policing, getting to know the people and business owners and employees.
The citizens are the eyes and ears of the community
136. Maintain open lines of communication and treat one another respectfully
137. Communicate specific needs of each hamlet.
138. Lighten up on the parking tickets
139. NO PARKING FEES IN THE VILLAGE MORE ATTENTION TO SPEEDING
CARS AND NOISE
140. This survey is a good start. The more citizens, elected officials and the EHTPD can
work together to achieve common goals, the better.
141. There is not enough understanding on all sides as to what everyone goes through and
why certain situations got handled the way they did. I think there needs to be better
reports and education to all to help us learn and support each other instead of turning on
one another.
142. Police and community have to have respect and trust to each other and try to
undersrend each side expectatons and fear. We all people and in critical situation need to
control yourself and behave accordingly. It will prevent many undesirable situations.Also
camon sense neve hirt anyone
143. More needs to be done with regards to non community members receiving knowledge
of what is and isn’t ok, and more of a basic understanding of the local police force. I
believe locals and business owners have a fair understanding and good relationships with
the town pd.
144. Pray
145. Follow the rules
146. I support the EHTPD. They do a wonderful job.
147. My experience with the police has shown them to be fair and balanced. I still think it’s
important for there to be as much transparency as possible to protect residents and police
alike.
148. Keep doing what you’re doing!
149. More community engagement and more Spanish speaking officers. There should be an
optional program within the department to teach officers at least basic Spanish.
150. Follow the laws and don’t resist the police. Cooperate and if need be have your day in
court. On the streets is not the time to fight or resist a lawful order.
151. Be nice and respectful
152. Continue with training and transparency.
153. Follow the law...easy
154. No opinion
155. Just be kind and civil yo one another while always remaining vigilant.
156. Continue doing what they are already doing
157. Connect with one another in positive settings to foster trust and therefore hopefully
build stronger fibers of our diverse community . See more ethnically diverse police to
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better reflect our diverse community and build trust and understanding of issues that our
community may face. This better connection and representation may help bring down
crime or prevent those turning to crime in the first place as there will be people to turn to
where bonds of trust have been built to seek support . Better mental health worker
support and training fir police staff and community members particularly necessary in he
times we live in . This would help protect the police as much as the public .
158. Being kind and respectful to everyone
159. Communication and a positive attitude
160. Be more open to different people/beliefs. Listen to each other and what everyone has to
say.
161. Reward the good officers and penalize the poor ones. This won’t be done with the
current system. Need civilian oversight at some level of the complaint review process
162. Treat citizens with RESPECT!
163. I think EHTPD is already doing a great job in this area.
164. Respect each other! It’s that simple if everyone does it!
165. Just be kind,listening more and if it’s above your knowledge get others that can help
166. Support the police
167. Community support for the police and police support for the community. The more
everyone is aware of each sides issues, needs and difficulties the better it will be and
mutually beneficially solutions will be found.
168. They are doing a great job
169. Diverse hiring and enhanced training.
170. Put into process the questions answered in this survey.
171. i don't know
172. stop breaking the law and respect authority
173. Communication. Keep providing us with communications like this one! Educate the
community, perhaps with Zoom meetings.
174. Continue and even strengthen engagement with all parts of the community.
175. Reduce the number of police officers. Please take all police officers out of schools.
Hold an open house at the police station on Cedar Street so members of the public can
meet officers and Chief Sarlo. Ask ourselves as a community, what is policing for? What
do we need in our community? What is excessive? E.g. Number of officers
176. Stop over regulating us . Stop braking the law.
177. Transparency and closing the gap between those who enforce and those who live here.
It should feel more inclusive between the two instead of segregated.
178. Involve the public. Citizens advisory committee?
179. Be transparent. Just because you are cops doesn't make you the good guys. Yes your
hamds are tied politically and by the unions. You have limitations. We get it. More cops
on the street. BUILD TRUST don't take it for granted. Just because we smile at each
other doesnt mean we trust each other. We don't. Certainly I do not trust cops.
180. Police work is some of this most demanding, yet rewarding; difficult, yet impacting
work there is. Laws should be applied unilaterally to all members of our community. Yet,
those who break our laws, whether they be quality of life issues, ie. littering, illegal
housing, noise compliance to a myriad of serious crimes should be thoroughly
investigated. Communication is the key. This survey is a good step in that direction. In
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national incidents of excessive police force, it seems either the officers had a history of
aggressive behavioral complaints or over-reacted to a situation that could have been
handled in a less threatening or harmful outcome. Officers should be trained in
deescalation techniques and alternative negotiation skills when applicable. And lastly,
children in our community must grow up learning that the police are there for us in times
of need. When officers interact with the youth of our community , when the department
reflects, more accurately, their constituents: (female officers, more officers of color;
especially Black and Native-American) than there will be a more inclusive community
experience.
181. We need to support police but we need police to be respectful to Hispanic group
remember we are 18 % of población. Our taxes are paying your jobs,
182. Mutual respect
183. need more cops available
184. More police officers on the road and in the community
185. Hire more police and put the officers back on a 12 hour steady schedule, which actually
puts more police and supervisors on the road!!!
186. I think EHTPD does a great job at keeping me and my family safe. Thank you officers!
187. Be kind to everyone no matter who they are. As well treat others with respect just like
you would want the same back.
188. The EH community and EH police force is fine. Tell NYS / Cuomo to stay out of local
affairs and not politicize the work of the police. We do not have these nonsense ‘systemic
racism’ issues in EH, and so should not be spending money/time trying to fix a problem
that does not exist.
189. Establish a business owners, citizens and police officers community board/task force to
hear complaints, communicate to the town residents, etc. resolved and unresolved
actions, and sponsor community forums on mutual best interests practices. The
community needs to be educated as well as the police force.
190. Clear communication of progress in all issues outlined in survey to all stakeholders
using a variety of media such as print, social media, LTV. Forums
191. More publicity on what ehtpd is actually doing instead of
retirements/promotions/anniversaries
192. With a RESPECT campaign. Respect yourself, respect others, respect our EHTPD
193. Treat everyone equally, without regard to qualifications. In other words, no one is
above the law.
194. Really push a community oriented policing strategy
195. community/police shared resources on multiple fronts
196. Less military style clothing and equipment. Less constitutional violations (chalking
cars). More positive interactions with the community
197. Police need to be engaged with whole community. Get out of the car. Go into the
schools, walk the sidewalks, etc.
198. Doing a fine job for now. Keep PD morale and comradeship high at all times. It’s
important they all feel as if they are part of a team which starts with the leadership at the
top. Make incentives for new, young locals to want to join the force with so many set to
retire soon.
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199. Have a police force that reflects the community - more minorities represented. Also,

continue programs to be visible to the community as helpers to reduce fear of community
members.
200. Patrol more...we want to see more patrolling on our roads
201. Treat one another with respect and compassion, fairly and equally, without bias.
202. Treat everyone fairly, with compassion, give them resources to correct their issues,
don’t try to be everything to everybody, work with mental health pros in stressful
situations to not put officers in roles they are not suited for, do bias testing - screening for
officers who should not be on the force - bias, racist behavior, sexist behavior, excessive
force are all not what a true police officer should be allowed to continue - to “protect and
serve” is truly the right side to be on.
203. Increase efforts to recruit from our Hispanic population.
204. Damn good question
205. Hold regular meet and greet events between the police and public. Require patrol level
officers to attend these events-not just officers and NCOs
Not sure
I don’t know
Fair policing. Stop giving preferential treatment to the better status quo.
Be more involved with the community and business owers
Allow for streamlining of complaints and officer accountability
Respect each other, obey the laws, people first.
Having officers visible in the different geographic areas. Unfortunately many new
comers don’t know the officers assigned to their neighborhood. Monthly meetings to
engage the public and open up a dialogue with the department
213. More noise/party control
214. Do not know. I feel safe in East Hampton with current police presence.
215. Respect each other and act like good AMERICANS. Less name calling and media
driven fake news
216. This survey is a good start. Focus on recruiting officers who can live in the community.
217. The town police do a great job, unfortunately our once quiet town is being taken over
by the all about me, self-centered, don't tell me no, and my minority (number of persons
with that perspective) is more worthy than the majority every day good people.
218. Be fair
219. focus should be on preventing crime by all parties
220. In the summer more violations need to be given to visitors and summer residents for
basic traffic violations like jay walking, u turns, double parking. & aggressive driving.
The people visiting our town for the summer season need to be held responsible for basic
rules of the road. Our community would be much more harmonious if the summer
“guests” followed basic rules. Stop the jay walking !!! Use the cross walks Please !!!
221. Keep up the good.work
222. Increased communication.
223. Mental health and adolescent specialists should be included. Police and community cotraining and education forums and events.
206.
207.
208.
209.
210.
211.
212.
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224. Communication is key. Hearing what people say and trying to address concerns in a

real way. Not just talk.

225. Greater diversity in the department and continued awareness training and transparency.
226. Community group/meetings, discussions or panel.
227. Regular police presence (as much as budget allows) at places where people gather in

the hopes of creating direct positive relationships with residents, visitors and business
owners. That direct, amiable contact makes all the difference when police are needed for
other reasons.
228. Good work with this survey. I feel included! Be transparent, publish statistics and
information. continue to be friendly and approachable.
229. More on-going communication between all members of the community with law
enforcement. More specialized training of law enforcement particularly in special
victims, forensic interviewing, and child abuse. More Spanish speaking officers and
detectives immediately.
230. Start cooperating with ICE to do something about the illegal immigrants holding our
town hostage. Prioritize quality of life issues. Focus more on police work than "creating
an inclusive community experience".
231. Transparency and more active communication between each other
232. I think the police should also follow the speed limit. I often see them racing down roads
at about 40 miles an hour or more when they are not in pursuit of someone or on call. I
have seen them make dangerous turns and whip around the corners of streets (not sure if
these are EH Village or Town) but I think they should also follow the road rules as there
are lots of bikers and pedestrians. I once stopped a cop because he was speeding and
almost took out all the ducks at the duck pond and he said he was going the speed limit,
which he was not. They need to be the solution not the cause of accidents etc.
233. No comments
234. Lifelong residents and "new" homeowners (regardless of length of residency) have very
clear prejudices and opinions about each other. These stereotypes and behavioral
outcomes should be explored in a seminar or training. Thank you for doing this.
235. Ongoing opportunities of dialogue — in person and online.
236. Be involved. Look around your community and from there make decisions that best suit
the issues at hand regardless of all political agenda but for the benefit of the community
as a whole.
237. Police work need not always be confrontational. Residents want to see a PO be friendly
and as a part of the community. Too often, PO culture advocates a sullen and aggressive
attitude. This is a nice place to live and work, PO should be friendly to residents
I am proud of our town and thank the people who run it. A friend, a chief of police
upstate, witnessed our police, ambulance and fire department pull together in an
emergency situation and was impressed with the quick response and highly
complimentary of the professionalism of the responding police officers, fire and
ambulance crew
238. Transparency
239. Treat everyone as an equal . Police please do not follow Hispanics around the railroad
area station.
240. please publicize a local non-emergency number to call (send out a flyer, magnets, etc)
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241. Have community events discussing this. Publish training practices of police officers.
242. By following through on the recommendations contained in this survey.
243. effective and constructive investigations and results, good communication between the

citizen and officer.

244. Equality. Wealth and whiteness should not have privilege in making arrests and follow

up to crimes. Particularly true in EH, where the powerful and super wealthy contrast with
our low income workers and immigrants who make this community livable. A place
where bail of $500 is unobtainable for some while $5 million bail is easy for others.
Please try to establish personal relationships, stopping to talk with people, especially in
the Latino communities, so they can have confidence that they are seen as fellow human
beings and their concerns will be heard and acted on without fear of deportation of any
members of their families. Fear is a terrible thing to have to live with on a daily basis and
serves no purpose in bettering our community. Help to alleviate it. Thank you
245. I'm not sure.
246. Every individual, business owners should be treated the same so that we all can live
together in a safe and healthy manner.
247. We are a diverse cultural community. Education is key to understanding and
appreciating our differences- to cultivate a harmonious community we must reach out and
work together. I am in favor of public forums with police representation to explain
procedures and to be familiar faces - when people engage directly - face to face- and
communicate, there can be a mutual respect and even friendship that develops. I believe
in working together- the police seem to be a separate entity in our community- few are
known by name to residents. I do recall knowing our police officers many years ago- all
of whom lived in our town. That is no longer the case.
248. Establish a Police Explorer program to help local youth to get involved in the
department.
249. Trust is everything.
250. This survey is a great start
251. Live life with honesty, respect, and kindness as our Police always do
252. observe and let people live, interfere when rule or regulations are obviously broken
253. Outreach to ethnic communities that are not well represented in the EHTPD ranks so
they can express their concerns and questions,
254. Offer public meetings on a monthly or quarterly basis that address topics posted in
advance such as school safety, DWI and traffic safety issues, property security, efforts to
improve anti-bias policing, police recruitment and hiring, police appreciation. Thank you
for offering this survey - it’s a welcome outreach effort!
255. Communication, transparency and education; outreach to community based
organizations; informal Q&A; by addressing issues head on to build trust and open
dialogue
256. EHTPD is doing a good job.
257. By allowing the officers and the department do there job and letting there actions speak
for them.
258. Mind your business and treat others how you would like to be treated.
259. I think they current efforts are successful
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260. Understanding of individual need, compassion, civility and always treat people with

dignity!!!

261. Let the police do their job -- free from interference from the community and politicians.

Insure they are properly trained in law enforcement and they are given the tools necessary
to enforce the laws. And if any need to be weeded out because they are either unable to
perform up to standard or violate the standards of professional conduct, then they should
be disciplined after being subjected to due process free and clear from community and/or
political pressures which violate those standards
262. N/A
263. More programs and initiatives like this where the people get a say in police policies and
practices is a good start. Also, no mention here about how the majority of our local police
force doesn't even live in this town and has to commute from far away. Reasons are due
to not a lot of affordable housing I imagine (that needs addressing) but wouldn't it make
more sense to have officers that live in this community?
264. some EHTPD sponsored group activities where we can meet and get to know the
officers
265. Recognize that the job of an officer is to protect and serve. In my limited exposure to
officers (when I picked my daughter up at school after a practice, or when she was
involved in slight accident in a parking lot) I felt both officers that I dealt with were
unnecessarily aggressive towards us. They both approached very minor traffic/parking
offenses very aggressively
266. Perhaps an Advisory Board consisting of local businesspeople, teachers, doctors, police
officers and social workers to serve as resources for various policing situations
267. the organizations working for fairness like OLA, The Retreat, anti-bias task forces and
others and all citizens must be invited to conversations and working committees to plan
better education of police and we must have mental health professionals answering 911
calls when the issue involves any possible social or mental health issue
268. Law enforcement and Community have to have mutual respect for eachother
269. More training and overhaul of policing mentality.. deescalation training.
270. provide mental health professionals to calls (like I answered in earlier question) also
show how other training is being supported like that specifically related to autism and
disability
271. Be visibly present on foot through and around town area
272. lots of training, fewer weapons.
273. That’s a big question. A citizen, town board and police dept oversight committee
274. Listen to each other
275. For the most part I think we are all doing a pretty good job.
276. Interact with the community at all ages to show police are one with us and we’re in this
together. I fully support funding our police at a level where they can add the most value
277. Would support an aggressive campaign to educate visitors to respect and protect our
village as I believe the EHTPD in conjinction with residents typically do.
278. Communicate with each other
279. Too complex a question for a quick answer. But everyone should feel they are part of
the community and the solutions in the community
280. Acknowledge we all have biases.
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281. More face to face time
282. Enforce driving laws (DUI, text/phone use, speeding, parking for jitney pickup which

blocks access to intersections and causes blind spots, crossing assistance, particularly
during LVIS fair but really all summer and at any group event Milford Farm, the library,
historical society, etc. Too many drivers run through the crosswalks- one of my children
came within a foot of being hit, holding her father’s hand, in the cross walk at five yrs
wearing face paint from the summer fair)- police should have been there to insure
pedestrian safety). Same with roads to beaches and beach parking lots - Egypt Lane is
like a freeway some days. Thanks! S
283. Mutual respect will be the best way to do this. Learning how to deal with people who
have very little respect will be the most effective way to earn that.
284. Mutual respect and appreciation
285. All members of our community should treat each other with respect.
286. Make the department as diverse as the community it serves.
287. Training / research / training!!!
288. Try to reduce the number of day trippers crowding the roadways, beaches, stores, and
parking lots.
289. Transparency
290. Re MTK: Enforce main street traffic rules, stop jay walking, stop illegal parking, patrol
known hotspots for drug trafficking, patrol second house road, stop "party house-noise
pollution"
291. There should be committee made up of a policeman, the head of the force, a Town
Board member, a religious leader and 4 community members who volunteer to be
involved.
292. Just do the work and stop this snowlake nonsense.
293. Meet regularly in public meetings to talk about issues
294. I already feel safe in this community and I appreciate seeing this effort to enhance the
EHTPD. Thank you for all you do!
295. Communication and engagement.
296. Police could be allowed to close down establishments with violations of underage
drinking/overcrowdedness/ non compliance with covid restrictions etc. police would have
a significant voice in determining the issuing or non issuing of new liquor licenses in
town as they have firsthand experience with the problems of too many drinking
establishments. Police would receive ongoing training about how to interact with
intoxicated people and differentiating intox from other medical conditions or disabilities.
In general, though, I think the men and women of our PD are good people in difficult
times and circumstances
297. Off-load psychiatric and social aid responsibilities from the police. The police should
not be in our schools. Lobby for stricter gun control regulations
298. The divide is too large now. Different factions from local to political make it very
difficult for consensus.
299. Invite all community members to an open house. Same as the schools do.
300.
301. The police should report to the public in an open, conversational way periodically,

their generall style should be one of transparency, and there should be a citizen
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component to review. That said, my own personal experience with the police makes me
feel very good about the leadership and the force.
302. Think it’s been great, let’s not start turning on the police & be NYC part 2 (disaster)
303. Screen applicants for racial bias. Train. Fire for improper actions
304. I have no idea
305. Be kind and open minded
306. Positive interactions on many levels
307. I BELIEVE THE TOWN COMMUNITY MEETINGS SHOULD SERVE THIS
PURPOSE.
308. Listen, appreciate and respect each other.
309. I think there has to be respect from both sides. I have only seen members of the police
department being respectful, but have witnessed several occassions where the police have
not been treated with respect. Most of the time, this behavior was over minor issues, like
parking violations, unruly beach parties, non-compliant beach fires, etc. Rules apply to
everyone. I am not sure how to getthat across to all individuals and visitors,
unfortunately.
310. Listen to the needs of the community
311. Stop parking two police cars together and chatting instead of being out there
312. Not sure
313. I don’t know if we have had incidents of bias or unecessary violence, if we have it is
very important we pull together to end them and not brush them under the carpet or make
excuses. We must all pull together to rid our country of these incidents so that our police
can once again feel universally supported and respected for the job that they do for us all.
314. Take care of the mental health of the police themselves. They are often left to take care
of people but they do not get the help they need. Mental health of the officers should be a
priority. Everything else you recommend in the survey will not matter until the health
ofthe department is paid due attention. Some of the officers are alcoholics and they are
not offered any help.
315. Replace the DINOS on the town board
316. Protect and serve. Be kind. Pass it on. Keep our small town small.
317. EHTPD does a great job protecting the people who live and work here. We do not live
in a big city or crowded suburban area. Tactics/Procedures and community interaction
should be based with that in mind. Keep hiring local officers who know the needs of the
community they serve before hiring outsiders or those not from the East End. Also do not
dilute standards in the hiring process in order to achieve diversity and inclusion.
318. By being a good citizen
319. Follow the rules anove
320. More police or deputies (with limited autority) to police neighborhoods and beaches.
321. Be transparent.
322. I think we need to get to Know each other better
323. Don't know.
324. report all crime
325. Hire officers who live in the community
326. More outreach in the community.....work respectfully together
327. Foght crime.
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328. Actually, I think it already is. Maybe, once every two months or so the police hold a

public meeting where they can hear complaints or answer questions. Might be helpful.
Communication, mutual respect and transparency. Our police do a great job.
The police need to respect & enforce legal dispute rulings even if they don’t like them.
By respecting our laws and policy rules
Post programs and policies on website
transparency, compassion and accountability
i don't know
Always respect a police officer in uniform either on or off duty, respond positively to
any request while doing their duty --- and never resist arrest or interfere. Go quietly and
argue later. All of the officers should always be polite & courteous to their employers, the
taxpayers.
336. Be visible
337. Looking at the crime reports in the EH star, the Latino community and up-islanders
seem to get caught the most. Not sure if local whites get let off or if these groups commit
more crimes. Either way, there needs to be more work with the Latino community,
especially in DWI prevention. Also, I did not see anything here on protecting the police
and THEIR mental health. They must see a lot of bad stuff. Free counseling or fitness
classes or nutrition help might be nice for them, as well as ongoing training to help with
tough on the job situations. Also, any time police can be in positive contact with kids and
the community at large is a good thing— they should have a booth at every fair and
event, and maybe do a weekly profile in the Star on town and village police as well as
EHFD and EMT staffers. It would help people get to know them. They could answer
some personal questions (favorite beach, favorite restaurant or meal, etc.) as well as
provide a bio.
338. Ongoing training and coaching. One training a year or season is not enough.
339. Treat everyone equally. And protect us from Drunk Drivers. Set up DWI stops in and
out of MTK Driving situation at Surf Lodge still stinks Allow people to play music until
10 in July + August Help children in school understand what domestic violence is and
what to do if they witness it 6. Be more friendly see #1.
340. just be respectful of each other
341. Explain to non-residence that this community is not there's to disrespect or do anything
they want. To have regard for the year round community & residence.
342. Explain to non-residence that this community is not there's to disrespect or do anything
they want. To have regard for the year round community & residence.
343. As of the present, they are doing a good job
344. Be polite to all people you serve
345. They are already doing a great job.
346. I’d like to stop wondering if a car is stopped if it has been stopped because someone is
driving while Latino.
347. Cooperation and respect
348. Meetings with public
349. had only one negative experience with a police officer; can't answer because frankly I
don't interact much with them at all. Other interactions courteous and responsive, what
few there were. I know of another incident where a foreign summer worker wasn't treated
329.
330.
331.
332.
333.
334.
335.
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fairly. Unfortunately, difficult to keep some community prejudices out of police force
when local individuals are part of it.
350. don't think of themselves as better than the citizenry
351. Mutual respect
352. Community communication.
353. Community outreach programs
354. Transparency and inclusivity
355. Just be kind and empathetic.
356. Respect. Which I have not found at all with engagement with the East Hampton Police
357. Monthly meetings with community etc
358. Don’t be racist be fair un biased and transparent.
359. Get out of the car: Fewer traffic tickets, more policing by walking around
360. Friendly police public interaction. Something other than vehicle interactions.the only
police I see in town are in police vehicles. Walk around the villages a little . Say hello.
Introduce themselves. How are you doing. Let us know if we can help out, etc, etc. Like a
good business. Good PR makes for a successful biz.
361. On-going community meetings with the community within the individual hamlets.
This might be 1X monthly or every 3 months. Workshops to better understand domestic
violence and assault against men by spouses or partners. A better understanding of sexual
assault against both boys and men and non-bias tools, programs and interviewers that will
accurately assist in identifying such assaults in order to provide the best services for
possible victims.
362. I think that the EHTPD should recruit and hire from within the community that they
are serving and that the department should reflect the community in terms of race/gender
(more women and hispanic/latino officers that live in East Hampton).
363. Communication can start with a smile and a hello.
364. Transparency and postive community engagement.
365. Public forums...more community outreach events and Zoom programs.
366. This survey is a great start
367. We probably need to know each better. Community conversations, "fireside
chats,"preferably in person on different subjects...ten most troublesome crimes in East
Hampton (how can we help the police)..ten biggest complaints about the police (how can
the police satisfy our complaints)... Would be interesting to put together a monthly talk
covering both sides....
368. Respect. Everyone shows respect.
369. Eliminate profiling by members of the police department. Interact with the community
by walking beats and serving at community activities.
370. I believe that the entire force should be reinterviewed and reassessed to see if they are
still interested in being peace officers engaged in this community. Priority for rehiring
should be given to officers who speak Spanish or have an interest in learning Spanish in
order to communicate with the citizens of this town.
371. Cops always seem to have this superpower status over civilians by nature of their
badge. They do good work but the interactions we have are often negative thus I might be
bias myself. I think EHPD have a relative easier policing job than other communities
372. Care about each other and treat others as we would like to be treated
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373. Foster respect and cooperation among all segments of the community, including the

transient workforce, and devise appropriate methods, including subsidies that allow
police personnel and their families to live in the community they serve
374. less of them their presence on the roads is overbearing
375. Adequate staffing combined with ongoing training to best serve our community.
376. As much outreach to minority communities as possible: I didn't see a question of
education, so ask for more education of populace, especially around domestic violence,
alcohol, and environmental rules.
377. Communication opportunities. Open minds
378. Be respectful of others
379. Have body cams on at all times officer is on duty. Failure to activate body cam can be
grounds for dismissal. Hire more minority and Spanish speaking officers. Continue to be
transparent in all things
380. I think this survey is a great first step to building community relatiions. I have had very
little interaction with the EHTPD but IO like that you are thinking of ways to improve
how the community is served. We are lucky to live in a town where there is minimal
crime but the steps you are asking about could improve and expand the role of the police
beyond crime fighters:) Thanks!
381. Mutual respect for one another. Community outreach programs especially for teens and
young adults.
382. Refer to previous comments.
383. Social worker
384. Be visible and interact with Town organizations and businesses. Interact with schools at
all age levels to develop comfort level and trust from early age through high school.
385. stop the stealing and defacement of political signs
386. Let police officers do their jobs in law enforcement with compassion and integrity
while letting mental health professionals, addiction experts do their job. We ask to much
of our police.
387. I am a professional mediator. Almost all problems can better be solved through
discussion.
388. Change from tax collection ( using existing laws to tax “ offenders” ) to protecting the
community. Using police to collect tax is a gutless political class afraid to tell residents
the truth. We pay near the lowest tax in NYS. Give me stickers, access as a resident. Stop
the gotcha approach.
389. 1. Determining and 2. exercising appropriate police engagement, including special
training for interacting with minority community groups & special (challenging)
circumstances. 3. Including the community in policy discussions, either via CACs or
other means.
390. Better public information programs and better communications.
391. Mutual Respect for differences; and taking the time to listen and talk. De-polarizing
and mitigating divisiveness in the community
392. mutual trust and respect are the best drivers of PD community relations. 90% of police
officers do their job extremely well. However, when you have a bad apple it must be
dealt with openly. This code of silence used to protect the bad apple cannot be tolerated.
393. Dialogue and information
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394. Bi-annual public meeting -open forum.
395. give the police any training they think they need... i think they are doing a fine job as it

is!
396. Opening dialogue and all types of communication. We need to work hard to understand
each ither
397. By continuing to work together in the schools, with citizen/police comprised boards,
and community fun events.
398. Help set up a neighborhood watch program. Include residents who are paying attention
to what's happening in their communities and make them allies/trusted partners for the
EHTPD. Many residents are proud of and want to be included in making their town (East
Hampton) such a great place to live.
399. Open meetings and shared projects
400. Open forums to discuss issues and relationships
401. There's a need for officers to take classes in psychology, sociology, conflict &
resolution, interaction with citizens on a regular basis! I look at officers and have the
feeling of seeing RTrumpsters due to the nose up attitude! Leads people to no trust them!
402. Respect for each other. Police need to understand their job is to help the community not
supervise people.
403. Communication
404. Rideshares for unlicensed folks, more resources for public transportation to minimize
drunk driving incidents. Stop buying new cruisers and send more buses up into Springs
on the weekends. Issue citations, not arrests, to undocumented people who are driving.
Distribute information about the Green Light Law (passed June 2019) to help
undocumented folks avoid unnecessary fines and get the proper permit/license to drive
out here. Without a car, living/working out here is virtually impossible. Stop
criminalizing poor people and letting rich people off the hook.
405. Defund the EHTPD, invest in mental health services, poverty-relieving services, and
translation services (into Spanish).
406. We don’t need EHTPD in order to have a safe and inclusive community. The East
Hampton Town community would be safer and more inclusive with less policing and less
law enforcement presence. More investment in providing our neighbors with financial
support, mental health resources, and social/community services is all we need. The
EHTPD does not make us safer.
407. Respect
408. I hope the ehpd works with an outside agency to check their work.
409. Committee of officers & community members ( that represents ethnic backgrounds)to
create mission statement & goals we can strive for. If this exits I am not aware of it..
410. Please do not attend emt calls for overdoses - they are calling for HELP and the
knowledge that they or any other person on the scene may be arrested for possession in a
moment of life or death crisis may prevent the calling of 911 in the first place. Also:
please institute internal policies/reporting options for when officers hear about their
colleagues at home domestic abuse situations
411. Be a positive part of the community and sometimes use their judgment instead of the
letter of the law sometimes when needed.
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412. I think the EHTPD works very well for and within our community. I think they should

continue their current practices. I understand places across the country are experiencing
issues between the community and the police force, but those said issues do not exist in
our town.
413. Respect each person regardless of their race or religion.
414. Continue to treat everyone irrespective of race, gender and sexual orientation equally
and with respect. The people of our community must also treat the police similarly. Pretty
simple really.
415. start with clear open communication. create a forum to accomplish this.
416. Have a public information forum such as an online newsletter to update citizens
regarding PD activities, plans, investigations, problem solving, "town halls."
417. be more inclusive of latinos in town committees and candidates for town board
418. Maybe a community meet and greet on and off seasonal peak.
419. Make sure all are legal and paying taxes and are insured when on the road.
420. Be aware of your surroundings a nd neighbors. BO
421. We have to be fair and treat every body fairly according to the laws.
422. Outreach to minority communities
423. I don’t know.
424. The only complaint I HAD was a few years ago when the club scene in Montauk was
very active. Too many drunks on the road and I did not see any police. That seems to
have changed. My biggest concerns here are unlicensed drivers and drunk drivers. I have
had very good experiences with the EHPD
425. Citizens advisory committee development program.
426. Have a clear and transparent policy for interaction with the community.
427. Limit chief of police positions to maximum of four years
428. I’m not able to speak on the visitor or second homeowner experience (I’m a local
Bonacker) but it would be very helpful if officers did simple things like initiate a hello
when they see people. There is an inherent tuff-guy/girl attitude where civilians are
treated as the governed and officers as the governors. A friendly smile and random acts of
kindness go a long way. How bout purchasing a couple plows, drive around after a snow
storm and help some locals out that may not be able to pay for some to clear their
driveway? Maybe some people would say thank you with a returned cup of joe.....that’s
some solid community building if you ask me. Officers could do some coaching in town.
Sarlo was a baseball coach for a while if I remember correctly. Things like that.
429. Regular mtgs and reports on complaints against police
430. I don't have enough information to make useful suggestions, but critical elements
would seem to include: 1) mutual respect, 2) Absence of profiling, which is not
easy...officers may need supervisory support to ensure this, 3) Monitoring of emerging
threats, coordination with other better resourced law enforcement agencies
431. Continue to train officers in all areas of modern policing,
432. I have no complaints about the question. I do have complaints about police officers
speeding when not an emergency situation as well as talking on a cell phone while
driving. These are both against the law that police are supposed to uphold.
433. Follow the law obviously
434. Provide thoughtful, thorough and strict policing.
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435. Overall I think the EHTPD does an excellent job. I am less enamored of the EHVPD.

Evaluation should be an on-going activity, not just in the wake of multiple deaths and
egregious PD behavior elsewhere.
436. More Social work help, less favoritism of very rich people, encourage more shops for
regular people (fewer Ralph Lauren stores).
437. See answers above.
438. Half year review by a multi disciplinary committee which will review concerns and
make recommendations.
439. I believe we are working together.
440. Talk to each other...educate each other...understand each other
441. More community reach out. Address more quality of life issues - not just criminal
behavior
442. Continue what is being done
443. More publicity about what our police officers are trained to do. Really, just raising
awareness for members of our community, like me, who do not have any interaction with
the officers.
444. Raise awareness of police training
445. Respect!
446. Better communications.
447. N/A
448. Working together to respect our town, beaches, the laws and each other.
449. They already are unless they (not EHTPD) are breaking the law
450. I think there should be more involvement/interaction with the youth and the EHTPD. I
believe if the youth were more educated about Police/EMT/Fire and are aware of the
incidents that happen in our Town, there would be less of a chance of bullying (suicide),
drug/alcohol issues, assault, vandalism etc
451. Continue to promote an orderly and cooperative society, which respects the rules and
follows the law.
452. Transparency. Hire officers who live in Town, so that they know the EH Community
better. Have officers more involved in community events, programs.
453. I believe the Town should hire more police officers due to the recent influx of year
round residents in our Town. The Police Department could benefit from hiring more
officers
454. I think that the EHTPD already has a great relationship with the public and I would
love for the public to fully see the personal/family sacrifices that these Men and Women
make on a daily bases to keep our community safe.
455. Give feedback and plan of action for this particular survey.
456. Publish lessons, trainings, and progress being made by the police department in the
town's newpapers.
457. No comment
458. n/a
459. Encourage interaction between them and make the website include more relevant
information and easier to navigate.
460. n/a
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461. We have already allowed people to settle and work in our community for at least 20

years. Law abiding, tax paying parents and individuals and children who have grown up
here should not be afraid of random deportation, and have fear of the police unless they
are breaking a serious law.
462. That is not an easy job. This town can be very difficult to manage. The influx of city
residents that have now moved here, are difficult to handle. Many do not know or follow
the rules. Too much speeding and reckless driving. Our wildlife suffers the consequences,
not to mention the people that hire exterminators and spray companies that kill off
anything that moves with poison and toxins. I don't think all the issues will get resolved,
but things can improve with more information being given out.
463. Be respectful of one another
464. Enforce the laws that are written and try to minimize the noise from the elite that are
out here. Keep policing real events and let the public know that the police departments
time shouldn’t be wasted on nonchalant complaints that are often made.
465. Provide better traffic control during the summer(speeding, tailgating, honking). Stricter
penalties for consumers who do not use crosswalks and for drivers who ignor stop signs
466. To enforce the laws of this state as fairly and impartially as possible. By doing that, we
would all be better off, police officers included.
467. work together
468. Stop sending foolish surveys as a start. Just do the same police work that every summer
hamlet has been doing for years
469. Good police training, accountability if officers are found to have engaged in improper
conduct, transparency in any misconduct investigations, and regular community outreach.
470. Communication /Fairness / Equal Input
471. Turn people in when you see a violation of law
472. As much interaction as possible between police and community. Many see the police as
a insular organization which consistently turns inward when criticism arises.
473. I think the EHTPD do a good job already.
474. E H P D are doing an excellent job
475. Police do a good job and we should support them
476. Respect!
477. They do a good job now. It's the governor who sucks and needs the training to be a
human.
478. Police outreach programs
479. Enforce laws and code especially noise and overcrowding
480.
481. I don't know. I'm uncertain as to how much improvement is needed.
482. Police and community review boards
483. A variety of communication venues to keep the community informed of the policies

and community issues. Having community forums in each of the hamlets.

484. Listen to each other
485. There should be open and free communication between each individual and not be

afraid to say their opinion for fear of reprisal and punishments. There is always two side
to everything. Unfortunately, that is no longer the case.
486. Community meetings, joint task force
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487. Better Communication
488. EHPD has always worked together to provide the safest community and community

experience. Excellent job as always!
489. good education, clear communication, excellent leadership, transparency
490. De-esclataion over escalation.
491. stop categorizing people by race
492. Respect all
493. Officers need to be more approachable, members of our community, they are working
and being paid by residents and their job is to protect and respect not intimidate. The
uniform is an honor not a right. The same way I would loose my job if I had
three/multiple warnings so should a police officer. Complaints need to be taken seriously
and action need to follow
494. Everyone can follow the rules, guidelines, protocols put into place for the greater good.
495. Overall a good jog is being done if you get ride of the rotten eggs that taint the whole
force.
496. They come when called
497. Foot and bike patrols, continue all the current outreach programs--car seats, bike
safety, ocean rescue, scammer info.
498. It is imperative that the police department grow the department, specifically the number
of officers on patrol, in order to adequately reflect the increased population of EH
residents in recent years. Please increase the police budget to allow for more officers on
patrol and provide continuous training.
499. Talk to each other not at local CACs because they are loaded with special interests
500. I think the police are doing a great job. But it’s important see to how people of color or
other minorities feel here
501. Increase diversity by reaching US population parity for underrepresented minorities
such as Black and Hispanic
502. Respect for each other and the law
503. Community charity events ... softball , tennis, sporting events. Teams developed
community vs police vs town offices, local business, high school kids. Building and
strengthen awareness that we are a community that cares.
504. I think the officers do a great job. Honestly more backing from government and courts
is what is needed.
505. Everyone should be treated the same. No favoritism. A public campaign for people
visiting our communities to show respect and compassion for our natural resources and
the people who live here year round
506. Community committee with police officers working together
507. Not sure
508. Communication, tranperancy and work to recruit local young people to the department
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APPENDIX C

Police Reform and Reinvention in
East Hampton

Reforma y Reinvención de la
Policía en East Hampton
Feb 2021
Youth Perspectives
Perspectiva de la juventud

Viewpoint of tomorrow – good reflection of local population
• The recommendations of this committee

will have long term implications for the
residents of East Hampton Town.
Recognition of youth opinions in this area
will be critical to ensuring effective
implementation of committee

suggestions.
• 159 Responses - representing +/- 16% of

the high school student population for the
districts served by East Hampton.

• Survey conducted in English and Spanish
– results aligned and as such combined.
• Good reflection of the demographic profile
of East Hampton Town.

Strong responses across all grades and genders.

Higher relative quality of EH Police Recognized.

• Noticeably stronger positive of opinion
of EH police as compared to police in

general.
• Importance of understanding those

with negative perception of police.

Feel safe – but less so at
night
• Perception of safety among
young residents is strong
• Noticeable is a drop in the
perception of safety at night

– an area for potential
future exploration.

Illegal Drugs and DWI

• 43% of students perceive there to be a town-wide problem with a problem with drugs.
• 51% of students perceive there to be a town-wide problem with a problem with driving
while intoxicated.

Crime, Domestic Violence and Racial Predjudice
• Crime not typically
perceived as a problem in

EH.
• Domestic violence

generally not seen as a
problem, it is seen as more

of an issue than crime
overall.

• Comparatively, racial
prejudice is seen as more
of an issue than crime or
domestic violence.

Police perception good, slight concerns with approaching PD
• Perception of police
protection, problemsolving and job
performance show
consistent positive
perception.
• Noticeable is that
respondents show
relative discomfort in
approaching PD with
concerns.

Summary
• That students showed a relatively high rate of response demonstrates their
engagement with this issue.
• Results provide strongest reflection of known demographic profile of EH Town.
• Overall perception of police is good – some concerns with approachability.

• Crime not perceived as a major problem in EH.
• Over 50% of respondents see DWI as problem, as compared to 43% for drugs in
general.
• Domestic violence seen as relatively more of an issue than crime in general.
• Racial prejudice in the community seen as a comparatively significant issue.

Town of East Hampton Police Reform and Reinvention
East Hampton High School Student Survey
Student Write-In Comments
Compiled February, 2021
(Note: Comments have been pasted below directly from the survey’s raw data.
Grammatical errors or the use of slang belong to the original author of the comment.
Identifying information of officers has been removed from the comments using the letter
“X”.)
● no
● none
● You are doing amazing #backtheblue
● Not necessary
● When someone I knew had an issue with a pedophile, the assistance me and my
family received was far less than satisfactory, and they could have been far more
transparent and efficient with the handling of the situation
● I don’t think there needs to be any reform
● Yea not be so goddamn aggressive when doing anything. On the day of my XXX
grade XXXXXXXX my XXX was arrested, X was arrested before X could drive
me to school. I begged the officers to just let X take me to school, they refused. I
had to watch my xxxx get cuffed and driven away, and I was left all alone. What
gives officers the right to do such a thing, why not be caring and work with your
community members. Police officers have a serious god-complex and you all
need to be notched down a peg, and be aware that you are members of the
community you're policing as well.
● I think that the police/DEC should not be worrying nor wasting their time on
chasing kids that are on quads and dirt bikes, but dealing with real problems
instead like drug use or illegal drinking.
● It really is not appropriate to reach out to teens because most of them have been
brainwashed to hate the police. But, the East Hampton Town police makes me
feel safe and protected. Anyone who disagree's is out of their mind.

● Nah, tbh it’s chill
● I have been a member of the community for a while and I have come across a
great many cops. The only negative 2 things I have to say about the East
Hampton Town Police Department is 1) The involvement of political bias among
officers 2)The horrible attitude belonging to cops (that I have personally come
across).
● I have not many suggestions. But there should be changes in other areas.
● So there isn't a lot of crime in East Hampton so what the police normally does is
camp out and wait for anyone to go like 3 mph over the speed limit to give out
tickets or hunt to give tickets to over parked cars like its a scavenger hunt or
something. So I'm not too worried about anything.
● Are police departments are great.
● i completely understand that the center of racial injustice does not lie within our
community, and i do not speak for black voices or for any poc, but it is a mistake
to believe that our town is exempt from systemic racism in the police system or
free from racial prejudice and injustice among the people who live here. i think it
would give a lot more people a greater sense of safety and confidence in the
police if they chose to publicly align themselves with the black lives matter
movement and dedicated themselves to try and make a change in the way things
are done not only here in east hampton, but in greater areas, in the police force
as a whole in this country. change begins with the people of authority actively
trying to make change, as well as the support of active antiracists in the
community as well.
● don’t put politics first.
● During highschool parties and even middle school parties, drugs and alcohol use
is very common. Sexual activities between older men and younger
students(preferably girls) have also been taken place during these parties. I
believe there must be more actions taken to make sure there is nothing bad
going on during these parties. Beside that the community is alright I guess, still
could be better though.
● Hire more police officers.
● The East Hampton Town Police Department selectively chooses when they do
and do not want to do their jobs. They pretend to care, but do not actually care

about urgent matters such as racial inequality and the spread of COVID-19.
Maybe, spend less time attending Trump Parades and Blue Lives Matter rallies
(This is not an assumption; I've seen pictures), and spend more time helping
those who need it. It's no secret that a vast majority of the East Hampton Town
Police force not only condones, but holds racist viewpoints. I find it disgusting
how Officer XXXXXX specifically attended a Blue Lives Matter rally wearing a
shirt saying "XXXX XX XXXX" at the same time the Black Lives Matter
movement was at the forefront of the media. In the same manner, I'm appalled,
but not surprised by the fact that XXXXXXXXXX, the XXXXXXX of an East
Hampton law enforcement officer, posted that George Floyd deserved to die on
social media. Of course, that went unnoticed, as the East Hampton Town Police
Force only cares about disciplinary action when it serves their best interest. East
Hampton is a very safe town, but that safety cannot be attributed to the work of
our law enforcement. Rather, the bubble we live in is the byproduct of wealth, a
considerably strong educational system, and access to resources that less
affluent areas of the country do not have access to. Racial profiling by the
EHTPD is an under-discussed issue. Although I don't have access to raw data,
from what I've heard and witnessed firsthand, the East Hampton Town Police
Department disproportionately targets people of color. Even though our town is
conventionally "safe" in the sense that there is a low crime rate, the omnipresent
racist rhetoric in our town can make it feel like an unsafe place for people of
color. If our law enforcement, the golden standard of "exemplary behavior,"
repeatedly acts in a manner that condones racism, it is no surprise that racism
will result. People in our town feel comfortable with their behavior because it's
been established as the norm. As I'm sure you know, XXXXXXXX, a student at
XXXXX, posted a video of XXXself XXXXXX XXXX on an undocumented worker
with XXX friends while saying "you have no idea the power our parents hold."
Guess what? The friend she was with was none other than XXXXX XXXXX, the
XXXXXXX of a XXXXX police officer! From this incident alone, it is reasonable to
presume that racism is embedded within our police force. After all, most children
adopt the political viewpoints of their parents. While I don't want to speak for an
entire group, I know for a fact that this incident and others of a similar nature
have made certain Latinx and undocumented students in our school feel

uncomfortable. Perhaps, taxpayer dollars should be removed from the police,
who use them to target undocumented individuals and hinder their potential for
success, and redirected towards programs that would allow for immigrant
students/families to thrive and establish themselves within our community. Also,
officers such as XXXXX and XXXXXXX should be removed immediately. I doubt
that substantial change will occur in the near future, but I hope that the person
reading this takes my suggestions to heart. Doing so would ultimately benefit the
well-being of our community.
● mask mandate and acknowledgement of the black lives matter movement
● While I believe that I as a white person will be protected in this community, I don’t
believe that a black person would be given the same amount of protection I
receive. That is why I said that I feel protected by the police department but I
don’t have the most respect for the police department. With the recent events of
our country and the way black people are being treated by the police across our
country, I have lost respect for the police as a whole. I have nothing personally
against the East Hampton police department but as I said, I have lost respect for
police as a whole.
● Not their fault but drugs should be legalized, that would go a long way to
increasing respect between civilians and police.
● build trust within students instead of policing them and making. them feel inferior.
school to prison pipeline is very real, whether it happens here or doesn't
● I think that the police department should be more considerate of the racial
injustices we have in this town and actually do things about it instead of using the
common line “there is nothing we can do.” When there is. I have had many racial
altercations and nothing has happened to the point where I have felt there was
even the slightest bit of change. This has happened to my other friends as well
who are minorities. If this form is based on trying to make minorities have some
sort of respect for police officers that don’t even notice our pain and suffering in
this town then it looks like you all have something to work on. We have every
right to be upset about cops not treating us the way they would treat other people
who don’t go through these issues. Respect is earned not given.
● Will there be larger consequences in police systems overall for racial injustices
and “foul play” among police departments? Will racial injustices be taken more

seriously now or will it be valued the same as before? Do you support the
defunding of militarization? Do you support the defunding of police?
● no they are doing a good job
● I dont believe its necessary. I dont support a police reform at all. However I do
support a change in who goes to calls for domestic abuse or attempted suicide
due to officers not being trained in that field. I believe that East Hampton Law
Enforcement has done its job without crossing the line. It's been only a few bad
apples in the bunch and you cant throw out all the other good great apples if only
5% of them are bad. East Hampton Town Cops have always been kind and
welcoming in the community and I hold no disrespect or hate towards them at all.
● They can validate the sexual assault of minorities. Make them feel like their
trauma was not as severe just because according to their laws, it's not "that big
of a crime". Do better, validate them, care the way you would if it was your
WHITE daughter.
● I believe there shouldn’t be any defunding because the police play an important
role in our community. For the people who want to defund the police in East
Hampton most likely have never been discriminated against by a police officer in
this town. My parents and I personally know many police officers and their main
goal is to keep everyone safe in this town with good intentions. If some is
discriminated against, they shall be dealt with, but that doesn’t mean funding and
reform should take place.
● EH Town Police Department does not need any sort of reform
● None!
● They are doing a great job with everything. Keep it up
● Almost every time I pass someone who is pulled over they are usually Latino/a
and it's quite obvious that there is a bias with pulling them over, rather than white
people.
● Nope.
● I have never personally had a poor interaction with the police in this town.
However, the criminal justice and police systems are set up in a way that
discriminates against minorities. I believe in ACAB, but I also know multiple
police officers in our town who I believe are genuinely good people. There’s a
systemic issue that’s more than the individuals of just our town. That doesn’t go

away quickly, it takes time and work.
● EHTPD does not need reform
● Actually fine the parents of the kids that throw partys durning COVID
● Really not a good idea to reach out to teens because the majority of them have
been brainwashed to hate the police. This group in particular is extremely
left-leaning and biased against the police regardless of their personal
experiences with them locally.
● The one time I did need the police, because we had a peeping tom. They weren’t
that helpful and didn’t believe me a little ignorant as well. But other then that
they’ve been very good, only thing is they are a little disrespect towards
teenagers but I think they’re goos
● Racial acceptance, multiple police officers in the EHPD have made remarks to
me and my family for speaking our native language and I don't think it's fair.
● We could focus on racial discrimination more and make sure everyone feels safe
and cared about. Perhaps also put up signs and just remind people to put their
masks on.
● Keep doing what you’re doing. Some people may not support y’all or think you
are bad people due to recent events in our country, but remember there are
people who still support you and feel safe around you.
● They're doing a great job! Thank you all for your service.
● They do good in there job just don’t yell at kids as much when they do
something. Wrong or put a spot light on them for no reason just because u want
● To use it. Some cops are just assholes and not all cops are corrupt but some are
● I think that they are doing a god job
● We’re all alive and safe. What more can we ask from a police department. Thank
you
● nothing to say
● Doesn’t need any sort of reform
● I think that the East Hampton Town Police Department should work on treating
racial injustice like the danger it is. If they really want to benefit a community of
youth that is made up of so many minorities they should be able to do that.
Mental safety is just as important as physical safety. Racist altercations can lead
to horrible mental health which isn't okay at all. I have had so many racist

altercations that haven't been taken seriously, but if they also want kids to feel
comfortable with them they have to build a relationship with us that makes us feel
safe and seen. If they want to be a mental safety net just as much as a physical
safety net they have to show themselves that way and be willing to learn.
Especially now in a time with a lot of racial injustice and turmoil being at the
forefront of everything.
● No
● None
● creo que la policia debe de abrir sus ojos mas y dar cuenta lo alrededor no esta
bien. ninos de estas edades ya hacen drogas y muchos quieren pedir ayuda
pero tienen miedo, algunos hacen drogas por que it seems like a coping
mechanism for them. police brutality exists in east hampton also in various ways
and I think the police should be more understandful.

Translation of above comment supplied by subcommittee members-student
spelling and grammar is maintained:
I think the police must open their eyes more and realize what is around is not right.
children of these ages already do drugs and many want to ask for help but are afraid,
some do drugs because (it seems like a coping mechanism for them. police brutality
exists in east hampton also in various ways and I think the police should be more
understandful.)

Police Reform Youth Survey Summary

APPENDIX D

Public Comments about East Hampton Town Police Department
Comments shared with the Town Board
10.29.2020
”First I wanna say thank you for the service you all provide to keep us safe in our
community. There are a lot of good officers in this town and there are a few bad one that's with
everything in life. I have had some not so good experiences based on my skin color experience
that would have not happened if i was Caucasian. I don't have issues with our officer but what i
have an issue with is that when a Caucasian gets pulled over they get first class treatment
compare to any other race and with that it makes it hard to trust the system a lot needs to be
done in my opinion there's not enough minorities officers in this town. ”

11.12.2020
” Dear Town Board Members,
On a scale of 1-10, how proud are you of the officer of the East Hampton PD on the video?
You see a sad example of the level of law enforcement (link starts the video at 23:53)
https://youtu.be/Pf5231EGvu0?t=1433
This officer is a disgrace. He earns all the hate he gets. By the way, do taxpayers really pay for
this poorly operated security job and these officers get an extra payment from the film group?
With regards,
[name deleted]

11.12.2020
“I am a former East Hampton Springs, NY, resident and business owner for 23 years. My
son developed schizophrenia disorder and substance abuse at 19 in 2010 and came home from
college to live with me, a widowed mom. Over three years he was charged with driving while
intoxicated, remanded to DUI counseling, failed probation with marijuana in his urine and failed
to attend DUI counseling, sold less than an ounce to the off duty EH police chief, charged with
failing probation, sentenced to $20,000 bail and to 4 months incarceration in Riverhead jail. He
was adjudicated by an EH Town Judge (who later herself was charged with tax evasion!), Suffolk
County Assistant DA, and the probation officer, to know the difference between right and
wrong, therefore, guilty of a crime. He was analyzed by a Suffolk County -remanded psychiatrist,
treated by his own psychologist and had a file thick of psychiatric reports. He was denied
adjudication in Suffolk Mental Health Court because of marijuana use. All the while, his mental
illness worsened, and he deteriorated.
Prior to all this, he was an A student, athlete captain, talented singer and musician, with no
record.

During 3 psychotic episodes at home, EH Town police responded to my calls. They were
sympathetic to a degree and guided him as best as they could into their vehicle to be brought to
Stony Brook Hospital psychiatric unit, in Stony Brook, for treatment. In one case, my son spit at
me and the police responded by throwing him against a closet and cuffing him. I found that
unnecessary and it broke my heart.
I’ll skip over the four months in jail where I visited him three times a week. JAILS ARE AND
SHOULD NOT BE THE COUNTRY’S SOLUTION FOR PEOPLE WITH A MENTAL ILLNESS.
Today, I advocate and act for treatment reforms and government and private funding for people
with mental illnesses. One in five people have a mental illness. Less than 5% are violent. I work
with Boca Raton’s Promise and the Palm Beach Mental Health Alliance.
We offer Mental Health First Aid Training to our communities, including police units. It is a
national program, and available to local police forces. We solicit grants to cover the costs of the
training.
Additionally, this year in a test program, the Palm Beach Police Chief Ric Bradshaw allocated
funds to provide 8 mental health teams to answer calls for mental health cases. They are
comprised of a trained police person and a social worker. He hopes to be able to fund 14 teams.
We do not know about outcomes, yet.
National Association for Mental Illness (NAMI) is an excellent resource for mental health
training.
Mental Health First Aid Training should be a given for the jailers, as well. My son, after three
weeks of my daily coaxing to jail administrators to get him his meds and move his floor, finally
was moved to the psychiatric floor. When I asked him the difference between floors he said only
that the line for meds was longer.
You can get in touch with me, below.
Mentally Ill Lives Matter
[name deleted]”

”The trust between local community and police is not good I have talk led to hundreds of people
all summer snd fall !! It is horrible and the police deny the facts they continue to abuse there
privileges to the maximum , it’s aweful i and going to sue the east Hampton town police for
violating my 4th admendment and doing illegal search on my property in my home wish is
rented.... they had no warrant and they have no right to obtain what they took , I have now
been evicted and broke apart my family this year with covid and this paticular incident they were
called and I was sleeping they put me in cuffs in my sleep while I was no threat to anyone , what

do u think ? Wrong or right ? I feel very violated and the police need to be put in there place for
they have too much power and it’s disgusting
When’s the next meeting I need to be there snd I will be there to explain more why the people
have to much power and it’s a problem there’s not trust or respect with the law it has to change
or we are heading for a worse time , trust me snd trust the patriots who love this country not the
liberals and their radical ideas and laws/bills The assault rifle bans and high capacity mag bags
are absolutely a disgrace to this nation and tyranny unconstitutional for the strongest nation in
the world to ban our favorite rifle/rifles I will never comply and I’m waiting to hear from the
police I would like my property back after 5 months of not practicing my 2A and did not get to
hunt and fill my freezer with meat for winter cause they took my bows aswell - let’s get this
clear East Hampton town police stole 40 thousand dollars of my belonging and I’m not happy.
See ya at a meeting soon I will bring lots of people if u would like to debate and talk to the
public.”
Latino community members’ comments shared with staff of a local nonprofit participating in the
reform process:
“I had two experiences with the East Hampton town police department.
The first time happened three years ago. A police officer detained me without an apparent reason.
Unfortunately at that time I didn’t have a driver’s license, this police officer arrested me. I didn't have any
idea of why I was being arrested because I couldn’t understand what he was saying and he wasn't able
to understand anything that I was trying to say. After an hour in the police station he let me go.
The second time happened a year ago. I committed an infraction, I was treated respectfully. He explained
to me in English and I responded in English as best I could. He was patient with me. This interaction that
we had was fast and simple because there wasn't much to say but it would be different if I had to ask a
police officer for help because I wouldn't be able to explain in detail the situation so I would have to find
someone to translate and explain my situation and then ask a police officer for help. So my suggestion
would be to hire more Latino police officers and or have a translator system so the communication
between the Latino community and the officers would be easier for both parties.”

“I had a bad experience with the town police department back in 2018. I took my soon to a local
barbershop in East Hampton; he was 11 months old. The woman that was cutting my son’s hair used a
barber blade and she cut my little baby’s face with it. I was scared for my son because the cut wouldn’t
stop bleeding and it was very close to his eye. This woman told me not to go to the hospital because if I
told them how it happened that information will be used against me for deportation. My husband and I
were very afraid but we had to take the baby to the ER, we didn't explain what happened at the hospital
but the next day I filed a complaint form at the EH police department. They didn’t do anything. I felt that
the officer did not take this matter seriously so I had to hire a lawyer but that didn't help either. She told
me they couldn’t do much because the barbershop didn’t have insurance.

I felt that I didn’t have much support from the police department, I would love to see more investigation
about it, they didn't solve the case. She recognized that it was her mistake but they didn't do more about
it. I didn't even receive an apology from her part.”
____________________________________________________________________________
“My mother called for help because my younger brother (14 years old at that time) was using drugs and
had some marijuana in his room. He was hanging out with the wrong people, he ran away from home
and the school a couple times and she felt that the officers weren't taking her seriously. They would
respond to her by saying they are adolescents, teenagers and that this happens all the time. My mother
always hoped to have more support from the police.”

Committee member sharing a comment received directly from a friend:
“The evening of the fatal hit and run accident on the highway east of Amagansett a few weeks ago, my
friend was eastbound in a red sedan. Traffic was diverted off the highway for reasons then unknown to
my friend.
The red sedan had suffered left front end damage last summer when a car ahead of him on Ditch Plains
Road pulled out onto Rt 27 and then suddenly stopped when a speeding westbound vehicle came into
view around the curve there. My friend was also pulling out, looking the other way, and collided with the
vehicle ahead. The police were contacted and an accident report filed. The red sedan, though dented,
was operable and was never taken to the body shop for repairs.
The night of the fatal accident the police established a roadblock in Montauk at the east intersection of
the old and new highways. Witnesses to the accident reported a small red vehicle had fled the scene.
Officers noted the front end damage on my friend’s car and told him to pull over. Immediately four
marked police S.U.V.s surrounded his car and the officers began questioning him. He reported they were
serious, but professional, stern, but polite. He of course had no idea what was going on. The officers
questioned him about the damage to his car and he told his story. More questions followed, and it was a
bit scary until the officers told him why he was being scrutinized. My friend then produced the police
business card from last summer with the accident report (EV) number. The officers checked it out and he
was good to go.
My friend says he was very impressed with the professionalism of the officers, that it is the hardest job in
the world, and that the officers were masked so he did not recognize them as he wished to thank them
for respecting him as a person as they performed their duties. He further reports that he was so
impressed by the police officers that day that he wrote a letter to Chief Sarlo commending his officers for
their interaction with him that difficult and sad evening.”

Police Reform and Reinvention Preliminary Draft Plan Public Comment Session
March 11, 2021 7:00 p.m. – LTV YouTube Channel
0:37:52– Can you all hear me? I’ve just been looking through the report that was posted on the website
and I understand that this meeting is still ongoing at this moment so I was hoping to add some
commentary in sort of a question and potentially a recommendation. – [pause for translation] – Thank
you, so I wanted to bring up a story I heard in 2019 regarding one of the officers on the town police
force. – [pause for translation] – So this involves multiple people and multiple people are knowledgeable
of it but I will not say names or say the name of the officer. – [pause for translation] – And essentially this
incident involves I want to say racism, xenophobia and microaggression all at once. – [pause for
translation]- So the officer that was speaking toa good friend of mine, whenever they talked about
undocumented immigrants, they upheld a savior complex. – [pause for translation] – It’s a hard topic but
I can explain every detail so really explain why one must consider that to be a savior complex. – [pause
for translation] – Every time this officer was off duty, and every time he talked about a traffic stop or an
interaction with an undocumented person, someone he knew was undocumented, he would talk about
how grateful they would be that he let them go. – [pause for translation] – And when I say
undocumented person, I am referring to someone of the Latino community in East Hampton. – [pause for
translation] – Every time he would talk about how grateful that person would be, he would essentially
brag about it and ramble on about it. – [pause for translation] – And he would always say I hope they are
grateful that I didn’t give them any sort of a ticket or anything that would affect them. – [pause for
translation] – And that just because their illegal they feel better about that. – [pause for translation] –
The one thing I’ve come to learn about police departments and why there is this push for reform is that
there are ongoing conversations amongst police officers where they believe it’s hidden and amongst
themselves. – [pause for translation] – One might say that it’s a harsh critique and may even be a
judgement where one outside of the police department can’t really make it. – [pause for translation] –
However, the fact that there is at least one police officer that uses terminology such as “illegal”, such as
“I hope they’re grateful”, such as “I hope they feel good about themselves”, should be cause for concern.
– [pause for translation]- So again I know police departments have the mentality of a brotherhood, that’s
essentially how they interact with each other because, of course, being a police officer is a very difficult
job. – [pause for translation] – But if one isn’t undocumented, if one isn’t Latino, you’re not going to take
this to offense, you’re not going to see it as a microaggression. – [pause for translation] – And just briefly
defining the microaggression: that’s typically a comment that is insulting but is supposed to come off as
a joke. – [pause for translation] – And if one person in the police department is talking about this, then I
can guarantee that its not just one person, that its not just one person that he’s talking to about this. It’s
a lot more police officers that have this exact mindset and thought process. – [pause for translation] – So
therefore, I ask: are we hiring our best for the town of east Hamptons police department? Are they
educated in critical race theory and undocumented immigration, and the life of an undocumented
immigrant? – [ pause for translation] – I appreciate everyone listening to my comments and I hope that
you put this on the record and I hope the committee members can understand this is a cause for concern.
This did happen in 2019. I know the police officer is still there working at the police department and I can
guarantee you there are more police officers that are talking just like him. – [pause for translation] –
_____________________________________________________________________________________

0:47:44 – Hi I am listening to Sandra Dunn speak tonight. I am grateful for all the changes that you are
trying to move forward with. She mentioned the community review board. – [pause for translation] –
Who will be on this review board and how will they be chosen? – [pause for translation]– I think it is very
important to have an African American on that board, um, for accountability purposes. – [pause for
translation] – Because even if you hire African American police officers, like the previous caller just said,
there is a brotherhood amongst the officers, so… - [pause for translation] – so African American officers
they may feel being part of this brotherhood is essential, especially if they could also be outcasted if they
want to hold their brotherhood accountable. So there needs to be accountability on top of that if that
makes sense. – pause for translation – So last thing I’ll say is, um, I know a handful of stories of African
American locals who have had negative encounters with police. To protect them I can’t get into details –
[ pause for translation] – I have to protect their identity, however, just please note that these instances
with local police in East Hampton have caused um some of the black people I know to go home in tears,
to be afraid, to share with their other black peers, then they are afraid, and all it does is enhance what
we are seeing in the media. There is nothing being done right now to prove that local officers are
different from what we are already seeing. And it’s not fair for them to feel fearful to leave their house in
this town. – [pause for translation] – They will never file complaints because they are afraid a: it could
get worse, or b: nothing will be done to change. So, you may not even have record of anything I am
talking about because fear has already been created in the community for black people and that’s not
fair. – [pause for translation] – Um, I can stop there, thank you very much for your time. – [pause for
translation]
_____________________________________________________________________________________
1:02:01 – Just wanted to leave another comment, this is the same caller as before. - [pause for
translation] – I appreciate hearing the actions that will be taken moving forward for the committee and
what can be done for the community. - [pause for translation]- I looked through the report once more
and did a quick search for any mention of the word “academia”. - [pause for translation] - If the
committee could please make a note of this comment right now, I would like to say - [pause for
translation]- that a personal opinion of mine on building a better police department for our community is
to incorporate academia in regards to anti-racism. - [pause for translation] - So that essentially means
involving literature, academic discussion, and potentially hosting forums led by educators. - [pause for
translation]- Educators that specialize in anti-racist work. It’s important to recognize that racism, bias,
and xenophobia runs rampant in East Hampton - [pause for translation] - but, for the most part, this is
closeted, and people are not open with those opinions. - [pause for translation] - One thing that I’ve
come to learn about education on anti-racist work and anti-bias work is to incorporate academia and
literature. Everything involving that helps find solutions and better paths to restoring coalition building in
the community. - [pause for translation] – In all honesty this is the bare minimum we can do for our
community because one thing that I will say is that I haven’t seen this. And I’m honestly unsure if police
officers in the police department can say they are well educated on these topics. –[pause for translation]So again, if the committee could make a note, I have three pieces of literature, four actually, that the
committee should make a note of and potentially purchase the books – [pause for translation] – “White
Fragility” is the title, “White Fragility” by Robin DiAngelo [pause for translation] “How to be an
Antiracist” by Ibram Kendi – [pause for translation] – “Me and White Supremacy” by Layla Saad – [pause
for translation] – and finally “The New Jim Crow” by Michelle Alexander –[pause for translation]- I
recommend that committee purchase these books and take the time to read them. And I also encourage

the police department to acknowledge the existence of these books and if there is ever a training session
in the future have these officers read these books. – [pause for translation]- I can guarantee that for the
most part people in the United States don’t reach out to this kind of literature unless they choose to. –
[pause for translation]- Or unless they are forced to. – [pause for translation]- Therefore, during these
troubling times and the past year and everything that we’ve witnessed in 2020, I really urge the
committee to incorporate academia in this police reform report. And to urge the police department that
we need educators, people who specialize in these topics, whether it be professors, authors or public
speakers, to please speak with, um, police officers. – [pause for translation]- And if we hear pushback
from the police department or police officers that they say they do not want to read these books because
they do not agree with them politically – [pause for translation]- then again, that’s also cause for
concern because this is the bare minimum, we can do for our community members. – [pause for
translation]- That’s the only comment I wanted to make to the committee, and I appreciate you taking
the time to listen to me and, uh, thank you for your time. – [pause for translation]-
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East Hampton Town Board

Carole Brennan

159 Pantigo Road
East Hampton, NY 11937
ADOPTED

RESOLUTION 2021-415

Town Clerk

www.ehamptonny.gov
Meeting: 03/18/21 11:00 AM
DOC ID: 24005

Adopt Town of East Hampton Police Reform and Reinvention
Plan
WHEREAS, New York State Executive Order 203 instructed municipalities within the state to
undergo a collaborative "Police Reform and Reinvention" process to engage the public and
assess their community's needs and desires regarding the function of their local Police
Department; and
WHEREAS, on October 29, 2020 the Town Board held an initial listening session, and
subsequently, pursuant to Resolutions #2020-1096, and #2021-91 the Town Board created
and appointed members to the Police Reform Committee to specifically engage the public
and assess the community's needs and desires regarding the function of the East Hampton
Town Police Department; and
WHEREAS, the Police Reform Committee met numerous times, distributed a communitywide survey and a youth survey, presented their findings to the Town Board on March 9,
2021, and held an additional public comment special meeting on March 11, 2021, all of
which have been included in the "Town of East Hampton Police Reform and Reinvention
Plan"; now therefore be it
RESOLVED, the Town Board accepts the "Town of East Hampton Police Reform and
Reinvention Plan" as proposed and directs the Supervisor's Office to prepare the plan in final
form for public distribution and filing with the State of New York by April 1, 2021.

RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:

ADOPTED [UNANIMOUS]
Peter Van Scoyoc, Supervisor
Sylvia Overby, Councilwoman
Burke-Gonzalez, Lys, Overby, Bragman, Van Scoyoc
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